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Precision Tuner Service rPt,

edr-tnm, now availanienear"u

ALABAMA:
524 32ND STREET SOUTH
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. 35222
TEL 205. 3232657

TEXAS-EAST:
4324.26 TELEPHONE RD
HOUSTON. TEX. 77032
TEL. 713, 644-6793

TEXAS-NORTH:
MOPAC LANE
LONGVIEW. TEX. 75601
TEL. 214, 753-4334

TENNESSEE:
3614 LAMAR AVE
MEMPHIS, TN. 38118
TEL, 901, 365-1918

PENNSYLVANIA-WEST:
257 RIVERVIEW AVE. W.
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202
TEL 412, 761.7648

PENNSYLVANIA-EAST:
1921 5 70th ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19142
TEL. 215, 724-0999

OREGON:
5220 N E SANDY BLVD
PORTLAND, OREGON 97213
TEL 503, 2821636

CALIFORNIA-NORTH:
4611 AUBURN BLVD.

SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95841
TEL 916, 482.6220

CALIFORNIA-SOUTH:
5111 UNIVERSITY AVE.
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92105
TEL. 714, 280.7070

COLORADO:
4958 ALLISON ST
ARVADA, COLO. 8001
TEL 303, 423.7080

FLORIDA-NORTH:
1918 BLANDING BLVD
JACKSONVILLE, FLA. :32210
TEL 904. 3891952

... new pts products ... stop ... new 1974-
1975 tuner replacement guide and
parts catalog no. 4 ... stop ... 96 pages
of top tuner information ... stop ...

. . blow-ups of all types of vhf and uhf
tuners for easy parts identification ...
. .. stop ... largest exact tuner replace-
ment guide available in the industry
... stop ... antenna coil replacement

guide ... stop ... multifit replacement
tuner shaft guide ... stop ...

available for $2.00 ... stop ...
... redeemable with min.

order ... stop ...
pts elex .

OKLAHOMA:
3007 N. MAY
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 73106
TEL. 405, 9472013

OHIO-SOUTH:
US TUNER SERVICE
8180 VINE ST
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45215
TEL 513, 821-2298

OHIO-NORTH:
5682 STATE RD.

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44134
TEL. 216, 845-4480

FLORIDA-SOUTH:
12934 N.W 7th AVE
MIAMI, FLA. 33168
TEL. 305. 6819811

rr

9.4/41,

.412

NORTH CAROLINA:
724 SIEGLE AVE.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. 28205
TEL. 704, 332.8007

N.Y. CITY-NEW JERSEY:
158 MARKET ST.
E PATERSON, N.J. 07407

TEL 201, 7916380

HOME OFFICE-INDIANA:
5233 S. HWY. 37
BLOOMINGTON, IND. 47401
TEL. 812, 824.9331

9FW YORK.
993 SYCAMORE ST.
BUFFALO, N.Y. 14212
TEL. 716, 891-4935

KANSAS:
3116 MERRIAM LNE
KANSAS CITY. KANSAS 66100
TEL 913, 8311222

LOUISIANA:
.'914 WYTCHWOOD DR
%.ETAIRIE, LOUISIANA 70
'IL 504, 885.2349

MARYLAND:
1105 SPRING ST.
SILVER SPRING. MO. 20'
TEL. 301, 5650025

MASSACHUSETTS:
191 CHESTNUT ST.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01103
TEL 413, 734.2737

MICHIGAN:
13709 WEST 8 MILE RD
DETROIT, MI. 48235
TEL. 313, 8621783

MINNESOTA:
815 WEST LAKE ST.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55408
TEL 612, 824.2333

MISSOURI:
8456 PAGE BLVD
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63130
TEL. 314, 4281299

LET US TAKE CARE OF YOUR TUNER PROBLEMS...
PTS will repair any tuner-no matter how old or new-black & white or color-transistor or tubes
--varactor or electronically tuned-detent UHF. 8 hour service is a must!

Tast 8 hr. Service!

We offer you finer, taste

-ti  

...THIS IS THE SERVICE WE OFFER:
1. Fastest Service -8 hour-in and out the same day. Overnight transit to one of our

strategically located plants.
2. Best Quality- Your customers are satisfied and you are not bothered with returning

tuners for rework.
3. PTS uses only ORIGINAL PARTS! No homemade or make -do, inferior merchandise (this

is why we charge for major parts!). You get your tuner back in ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT
condition.

4. PTS is recommended by more TV Manufacturers than any other tuner company.
- 5. PTS is overhauling more tuners than all other tuner services combined.

Tuner Service

1 YEAR GUARANTEE

ELECTRONICS, INC....
...Number ONE and still trying harder!

(Not a Franchise Company)

VHF, UHF $10.95
UV -COMBO 17.95
IF-SUBCHASSIS 12.50

Major parts and shipping
charged at cost.

(Dealer net!)
Over 4000 exact tuner replace-
ments available for $14.95 up

(new or rebuilt)

. . for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card



27 INDISPUTABLE REASONS FOR USING
DATA TECHNOLOGY'S HANDHELD DIGITAL
MULTIMETER- FREE FOR nvo WEEKS.

1. FREE TRIAL OFFER
Data Technology's Model 21 is unique.
There's no question about it: a palm -sized
31/2 digit DMM that measures capacitance
along with AC and DC volts and resistance.
Send for the Model 21 now and use it daily
in the field or at your bench. Corry it around,
knock it around, use it hard, work it long,
and if at the end of two weeks you don't
think it's worth the $269.00 we're asking,
send it back. And you won't spend o dime.

2 DELIVERY WITHIN 14 DAYS
We understand. Once you've decided you
want on instrument, especially a piece of
equipment as new and exciting as the Model 21, you don't
wont to have to go through the old, tedious, inquiry run-
around. Moil in the coupon. Before fourteen days have passed,
you'll be using your Model 21.

3. SMALL LIGHTWEIGHT PORTABILITY FOR
HANDHELD OPERATION

What do you need in a portable DMM? How about a palm -
sized unit that fits comfortably in your hand? We've fit all of the
range and function features you wonted into a package that
slips into o pocket. Only12 ounces in a case 6.80 inches by
3.25 inches by1.75 inches.

4. UNIQUE CAPACITANCE READINGS
Data Technology's Model 21 is the first, and
only, handheld digital multimeter to give
the capability of measuring capacitance,
along with AC and DC volts and resistance.
Two meter capability for the price of one.

Model 21 Only hondheld porroble DMM to measure copocoonce

5. MOMENTARY OR
CONTINUOUS ACTION

Battery charge life is conserved
by push -to -read switches on -he
case side and optional push--o-

read probe. For a hands off "ON" state, slide the push-to-reod
switch into its "locked -on" position.

6.0.270 INCH LED READOUT
Immediately and easily visible
whatever the light conditions,
not like reflective liquid crystals,
or small LEDs. In a digital
multimeter, what could be more important than an easy -to -
read display?

7.3%2 DIGITS FOR FULL 2000 COUNT

8. FLASHES OVER RANGE
The last three digits flash automatically when you are out of
range. No reading errors due to the wrong range.

9. IMPACT RESISTANT
Rugged construction, inside and out, absorbs physical shock.
It'll get dropped. And banged. But, any*ime, anywhere your
work requires, it'll keep working.

11. USE YOUR
CREDIT CARD

OR P O. NUMBER
Just fill in Bank-
Americard, Master -
Charge or P.O.
number, and give
us your signature
authorizing charge.
In 15 days, when
you're a happy
man, we'll submit

10. ACCURACY
Here ore accuracy comparisons between
the Model 21 and its volts and ohms com-
petitors, the HP 970A and the Danameter.
We offer this comparison because we
know variety of function and range is
important, but accuracy is crucial. There
ore four Model 21 ranges for each func-
tion. DC voltage: 2V, 20V, 200V, ond
1,000V. AC voltage: 2V, 20V, 200V, and
up to 1,000 peak. Resistance: 2K ,

20K ft , 2001Q/ , 2,000K 1) . Capacitance:
2nFd (2,000pFd), 20nFd, 200nFd, and
2,000nFd (2µFd).

FOUR DC VOLTAGE RANGES

FOUR AC VOLTAGE RANGES

FOUR RESISTANCE RANGES

FOUR CAPACITANCE RANGES

on invoice. Or you
con include a check or money order with your order.

12. $525 SPECIAL DEAL (SEE COUPON)

13. JUST FILL IN SELF MAILER BELOW
Pick up a pen or pencil and get started, so that we can send
you a Mocel 21. But, if you're still not convinced, our strongest
kickers ore yet to come.

Nome

Company

Address

City Store Zip

El Send a Dora Technology Model 21 for $269! If I am not completely sotisfied. I may
return the Model 21 within 15 days and owe nothing.
Recharger: 0 100V 0 115V

0 Two of us would like ro order Model 21s. so pass theth2e30soVvings on.Twc Model 21's for
$525: save $13.00. That's special.

 I'd like the push -to -read option for $10
0 I'll take a high voltage probe for $15.
 Doto Technology's product line sound:. nteresting. Send me additional literature on

these product lines
0 DonkAmericard 0 P O.

Your credit card or P 0 Number (Include
I prefer to be billed:

four digit bank number if mosterchorge)

Signature (please sign here)
local tuxes. if or. be added

IE1 data technology corporation



14. SPECIFICATIONS COMPARABILITY
Okay, for all of you who hove been saying, "Enough words,
show me the facts:' Here they ore.

DC VOLTS mODF t 11

AC VOLTS

ON/AS

;'APAC

HP 9/0A DANA 200C

15. FLIP -UP STAND

16. BATTERY OPERATED
When operated in push -to -read
mode, the internal NiCad
batteries provide typically
more than 2,000 readings
from the rechargeable battery pock.

17. SELF -CHARGING
The internal battery pock recharges overnight. Please specify
100, 115, or 230 volts when ordering your Model 21.

18. HANDY BELT CARRYING CASE
Included os standard equipment.

19. CONSTRUCTED FOR FIELD CONDITIONS
Out in the field there's nothing to worry about; it's constructed
for the toughest conditions. Yes, Data Technology's Model 21
had to be small, portable and multi -talented. But, what good
would all that be if it was temperamental?

20. SOLID STATE SINGLE
BOARD, STANDARD

COMPONENTS DESIGN
Inside the high impact polycarbonate
case, the Model 21 uses a single PC
board that performs to your highest
expectations with the fewest com-
ponents. All components laid down
to withstand impact. shock and abuse.

21. FIVE STEP SIMPLIFIED
CALIBRATION

Only 1 adjustment for each function,
plus a zero adjustment. It's less than
a 15 minute job, first time.

22. HIGH VOLTAGE PROBE OPTION
If you take high voltage readings, an extra $15 will
extend your Model 21 voltage measurement
capabilities to 30,000 volts.

23. PUSH -TO -READ PROBE
For an extra $10,
we'll include a push -
to -read probe. Standard test leads ore
provided free.

24. BUILT BY DATA TECHNOLOGY CORP

25. 1 -YEAR FACTORY REPAIR
Data Technology Corporation warrants that every Model 21
Digital Multimeter meets its published specifications before it is
shipped from the factory. The Model 21 is warranted against
defects in mateiols and workmanship for a period of one (1)
year from the date of delivery.

26. COST: LOW PRICE FOR PERFORMANCE
We can't help repeating ourselves: at $269.00 it's like receiving
two digital meters for the price of one. You get AC and DC volts
and resistance measurement, just like our competitors offer,
plus capacitance measurement. At a great price: $269.00.

27. READY TO MAIL WON'T COST YOU A STAMP
By now, you've filled your order coupon on the
other side of this page. Okay. See the self -moiler
below? Tear out this sheet on the perforations,

and fold it into thirds with address on
the outside. Staple it. If you've included

a check or money order, also staple both
ends. Drop this moiler in the mail box. Now

wait.You'll be receiving your Model 21 within
14 days.

Business Reply Moil

No postage stamp necessary if moiled in the United States

Data Technology Corporation

2700 Fairview Rood

Santo Ana, Colifornio 92704

FIRST CLASS

PERMIT NO. 4314

SANTA ANA, CA. 92704
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FEATURES

15 SONY'S WIDE-ANGLE TRINITRON COLOR TV

A new 114 -degree Trinitron color CRT, a gate -controlled switch (GCS) in the horizon-
tal -output stage and a switching type low -voltage regulator system, which uses an-
other GCS, are some of the new features and circuitry in Sony's 17 -inch KV-1722
color chassis. By G. P. McGinty.

24 REPLACEMENT COLOR PICTURE TUBES-Propping up Servicers' Profits

Income from the sale and installation of replacement pic:ure tubes can offset de-
creases in servicer/dealers' incomes from sources which ale being changed by tech-
nology, economics and marketing trends. By Richard Deutsch, Vice President, Picture
Tube Operations, Channel Master Division, Avnet, Inc. (Cover photo courtesy of
Channel Master.)

26 EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING FOR THE SERVICE DEALER

A recognized authority reveals five Noven tricks cf the trade which will increase

the effectiveness of your advertising. By William Walker, vice President & Manage-
ment Supervisor, Cunningham & Walsh, Inc.

28 MODERN SERVICING TECHNIQUES-Field-Effect Transistor Fundamentals

A servicer-orie itec, explanation of basic FET theory. JFET's and MOSFET's. By B. B.
Dee.

34 SELECTING COMMERCIAL AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

A review of fundamental, but important, factors pu must consider to select the
correct amplifier for a particular application. By Jack Hobbs.

TEKFAX-Admiral Ch. M24, Airline Model GAI-17025A, General Electric Ch. R-2,
Philco-Ford Ch. 3CS45 and Zenith Ch. 19FB12, 13.
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Our little "3-incher"
is bigger than
anybody's!

L.80-302
3" DUAL TRACE/
DUAL CHANNEL
TRIGGERED SCOPE

Conquer the test bench squeeze! Obtain lab -

grade quality! Here's solid state accuracy plus
push-button convenience for trig. & auto. sweep
& "free run" momentary function.  10MHz
b'width 10mVp-p/div to SVp-p/div Vert. Seri -

LEADER

4.011COrt

 
S699.11

With accessories

sitivity, 9 steps.  Sep. or simult. sweep display,
ch 1 & 2 alt., chopped, algebra added and 74-4
vector.  Sweep range from 1p s/div s

w./5X mag) to 0.2s/div, 17 steps.  Polarity in-
version on ch 2.  43/4"H, 10 lbs.

"Put us to the test"
INSTRUMENTS CORP. 151 Dupont St., Plainview, L.I., N.Y. 11803 (516) 822.9300

. . for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card

atalog of

BUSINESS
FOR

for TV and appliance dealers

Featuring ... SERVICE ORDERS

SALES SLIPS

STATEMENTOS
PURCHASE

RDERS, ETC.

... printed on NCR
Provides clean, clear copies without

carbons-nothing
to insert, tear out

or throw away.

. LOW
PRICES ... 6 DAY SERVICE

..:5111b4EY-BACK44JAR
ANT

T.M. of National Cash
Register Co.

 A reg.

------- _____________________
to. New England Business

Service, Inc.,
P.O. Box 500, Townsend,

Mail

Ma. 01469

Yes, please
mail me your

FREE catalog
of business torms.

Name

Street
8

City, State. ZiP
ETD -8 1

''.......114. -I

. . . for more details circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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READERS' AID

Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of you, our readers.

Business for Sale
After 20 years, I would like to re-

tire from established Radio/TV Sales
and Service business. Good franchise.
Located in fast-growing town and rea-
sonably priced. Please write for de-
tails.
TIRSHMANS TV
Box 1153, Sta. A.
Surrey, B.C., Canada

Established radio/TV sales and
service in business for 22 years. Well
equipped and stocked. Excellent op-
portunity and priced right. Located in
western Pennsylvania.
TED'S TELEVISION
516 Fifth Avenue
Freedom, Pa. 15042

TV Service Business for sale. One
or two man established electronic ser-
vice shop, near downtown Provo,
Utah. Please write for details.
GORDON E. SIMKIN
P.O. Box A
Provo, Utah 84601

Swap
I have a B & K 1077B television

Analyst that I would like to trade for
a new or used AM/SSB CB radio,
preferably new. I will consider Ham
equipment.
BERNARD R. EGER
1958 Comm Sq (AFCS)
PSC # 1, Box 1762
A.P.O. San Francisco, Cal. 96334

Wanted
Power transformer for a Courier

Royale FM Transmitter/ Receiver.
Serial No. 316299.
C. U. COBERLEY
Trenton Radio & TV
502 W. 13th St.
Trenton, Mo. 64683

Jackson Capacitor Checker, Model
650A or newer.
LEON A RENDS

102 N. Webster
Shenandoah, Iowa 51601

Substitute for a Knight Kit AM/ FM
IF Transformer, Part No. 113216,
used in a Model KF-90 (83Y914)
Stereo Multiplex FM/AM Tuner.
HOWARD C. HACKMAN
50 Township Road
Dundalk, Md. 21222



Vertical -output choke for G.E.
black and white TV, Model TR805,
Part No. ET63X66.
ZEPHYR ELECTRONICS
Jim 0. Coleman
723 5th Avenue
Zephyrhills, Fla. 33599

Accurate Receiving and Picture
Tube Tester, Model 42. Also, Mer-
cury Model 1900, Color -Bar Genera-
tor or other brands. Please state prices.
R. STANTON
428 W.
Roosevelt Blvd.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19120

Schematic for a Federal Model 610
Portable Radio. (Federal Transistor
Co., Inc.)
SAM YUPPA
16191 Melody Lane
Huntington Beach, Ca. 92649

Schematic or owners manual for a
BSR McDonald 5500 (Decormatic),
Serial No. 2033, Model No. 500/X-
PB-5.
HOWARD TOLLETT
P.O. Box 1072
Clovis, New Mex. 88101

Owners manual and related material
for a Lafayette Comstat 19 CB Radio.
RANDY MAURER
463 Pelham Road
New Rochelle, N.Y. 10805

Audio -output transformer for Web-
cor Tape Recorder Model 210.
REV. H. P. BARRETT
2025 W. Coronado
Orange, Tex. 77630

For Sale
Sylvania Model 500 TV Sweep Gen-

erator and Sylvania Model 501 TV
Marker Generator. In original cartons.
CERTIFIED RADIO -TV LABORATORIES
5519 New Utrecht Ave.
Brooklyn 19, N.Y. 11219

Jerrold Model 601 Sweep Genera-
tor. Good condition, calibrated.
G. BRONNER
2 Crabapple Drive
Lawrence Twp., N.J. 08638

Early RCA Service Manuals, 1923
through 1948 and Rider Manuals,
Volumes 1 through 21 in good condi-
tion. Best offer.
MAURER RADIO -TELEVISION SERVICE
29 S. 4th Street
Lebanon, Pa. 17042 

ARE YOUR
KIDS WATCHING
OFF-COLOR TV?

THEN CALL YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
TV TECHNICIAN.

When Marshal
Dillon's horse starts turning

green on your color TV set,

don't wait until
you've got really big headaches.

Early attention pre-

vents related problems and makes it easier . and less expensive ...

to find and cure the trouble. Call your independent TV -radio service

technician when color trouble starts.

THIS MESSAGE
WAS PREPARED BY SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY.

IlsFRIFOOPF, F.PPI
PPGOI f ,Nr r

tonPON ADAMS PFASSPCMUSf
11S FOP

YOUR INDEPENDENT
TV -RADIO SERVICE DEALER

PUT THIS
BUSINESS -BUILDING
TRAFFIC -STOPPER

ON YOUR SHOP WALL
OR IN YOUR WINDOW

See your Sprague Distributor for window -size blow-ups
of this message. Or, send 250 to Sprague Products Co.,
65 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247 to cover
handling and mailing costs. Just
ask for Poster RP -41.

THE BROAD-UNE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS

SPRAGUE
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

for more details circle 133 on Reader Service Card
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RCA%

Fite& 1

Dealer Awards
Electronic
Components Harrison, New Jersey 07029

Toastmaster Plug-in Automatic
Timer for Lamps and Appliances
Cordless timer plugs directly into outlet. Time
cycle extends from 90 minutes to 221/2 hours.
Turns lamps and appliances on or oft any
time of day or night and repeats the operation
every 24 hours without resetting.
FE -630

Polaroid Colorpack 5 Land Camera
and Kit. Enjoy Instant Photography
in Color and Black and White
 Big 31/2 x 41/2 color pictures in one minute  Black
and white pictures in seconds  3 -element leis and
unique face -in -the -square viewfinder
FE -687 Value: $44.95

Schick Styling Driers, Man Lady's Models
For Women: Quick drying with more natural styling
For Men: Dries fast while it styles and grooms
 2 Speeds, 2 Heats  Dry setting - high airflow and high heat  Style
setting - low airflow and low heat  Professional styling brush and styling
comb  Air concentrator nozzle

Canon Palmtronic LE -83 Calculator
Slender enough to put in your pocket, the Canon
Palmtronic LE -83 combines convenience with preci-
sion.  Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides, performs
mixed calculations, calculations with a constant and
n-th power calculations.  Comes with an AC adapter
or can be used with 4 penlight batteries.  Smooth
key touch, easy to read LED indication panel.
FE -LE -83 Value: $44.95

Spalding "Rebel" Golf Balls
(One Dozen)
Spalding is the premier distance ball
with indestructible Surlyn cover. Two-
piece construction gives you extra
yards for the power you pack into your
drive.

Spalding "Collegiate" Football
The best value you'll find in a full -
grain leather football. Tough butyl
rubber bladder. Triple fabric lining
with lockstitch construction.



When you buy RCA tubes from your participating RCA tube dis-
tributor, he delivers the goods the easy way. No muss, no fuss,
no constant cutting of carton flaps, no torn cartons on your shelf
or in your caddy. Just give your tube order to your RCA distributor
and get your premium the free and easy way. The bigger your
tube order, the more valuable your gift. So visit him soon and
select your Free and Easy RCA award with you- purchase of RCA
tl ibps (The values am really extra snecial.)

No Muss  No Fuss  No Torn Tube Cartons.
Visit Your Participating RCA Tube Distributor.
Place Your RCA Tube Order
and Select Your "Free and Easy" RCA Award!

Remember, the Award Values Are Extra Special!

Omaha Steaks Ten RCA "Steak -out '74" certifi-
cates can be redeemed for one package of tender,
succulent Omaha steaks as follows:
6 (11 oz.) Boneless Strip Sirloins 1!/8" thick or
8 ( 6 oz.) Filet Mignons 11/4" thick or
8 ( 8 oz.) Top Sirloins 11/41" thick or
6 ( 8 oz.) Filets of Prime Rib 1" thick
Choice cuts, generous portions and outstanding
flavor! 1A2116

Compass Binoculars
Perfect for use at the track, at the stadium, in the
woods. Field of view is a large 367 Feet at 1000
yards. Hard -coated optics. Complete with case
and strap.
FE -3022 Value: $44.95

BULOVA  The watch you wear with pride. Buloka ... synonymous with quality, craftsman-
ship, precision and style.
Oceanographer - Highly contemporary 17 jewel, See King - Stalwart Bulova Sea King, 17 jewel
automatic instant change day/date calendar; precision timepiece, water-resistant with luminous
depth tested to 333 feet. FE -12604 Value: $110 dial. FE -12280 Value: $65
La Petite- Stunning feminine timepiece with 23 Ccncerto - Prettily sculptured model with 17 jew-
Jewels, 4 diamonds, 10K rolled gold plate case els, 10K rolled gold plate, stainless steel back and
Adjustable mesh bracelet. FE -55775 Value: $110 silver dial FE -63628 Value: $65

Shakespeare De tixe Spinning
Combo Balanced Tackle Set
Shakespeare #2210 Marina Green spinning reel,
matching Shakespeare SP -160 6' 6" Wonderod,
200 yards 6 -pound monofilament, box of stainless
steel hooks and spinning lure. For fresh and light
salt -water fishing. FE -S460 Value: $42.00

Spalding Pancho Gonzales
"Pro Champ" Tennis Set
Pancho Gonzales "Pro Champ" racket, water-
proof racket cover, plus three Pancho Gonzales
tennis bals.
FE -531033 Value: $18.65



TECHNICAL DIGEST

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

ADMIRAL
Tape Player Chassis 8Y6-Motor Failure

Admiral console stereo Models KS821, KS823, KS828,
KS833 and KS843M were produced with alternate 8 -track
tape player chassis 8Y6 instead of the specified 8G6A. The
chassis number is stamped on the player chassis.

If you encounter any 8Y6 tape players with motor fail-
ure caused by the motor fan rubbing or stalling on the bot-
tom motor bracket, replace the motor with the 700A858-
516 motor, which has been modified to prevent this type
of failure.

MAGNAVOX
New "CE" Color TV Models-Modifications

Last year, the 10 -digit, alpha -numeric model numbering
system was put into effect. Models introduced in 1973 were
identified by the letter "D" in the model number, such as
the color TV model CD4730WA1 1. Since the first of this
year, several models have been shipped with the second
letter updated to "E," such as CE4731WA 11, to indicate
1974 model introductions. Certain color TV models which
use the T989 chassis and carry the "E" designation have
been modified in the following ways:

First, the wiring for the AFT switch has been altered to
enhance the benefits provided by the Videomatic feature.
Formerly, the AFT circuit could be switched on or off only
when the VIDEOMATIC button was in the on position. With
Videomatic off, the AFT circuit was inoperative. This
switching action has been reversed in the "CE" models so
that AFT is always on when Videomatic is on, regardless
of the AFT switch position. When Videomatic is off, the
AFT circuit may be turned on or off as desired. The AFT
switch is located on the front panel of "E" models and on
the secondary control (rear) panel of "D" models.

A second change concerns the HIGH BRIGHTNESS ADJUST
(on the rear apron of the chassis), which has been deleted
in the "CE" models. One PRESET BRIGHTNESS control has
been retained for Videomatic set up, and is positioned be-
hind the customer -operated BRIGHTNESS control. This pre-
set control should be adjusted for the desired brightness
level with the VIDEOMATIC switch in the on position and
with the customer BRIGHTNESS control set at the 12 o'clock
position.

Also, a PRESET CONTRAST control has been mounted be-
hind the main CONTRAST control. Similar to the other preset
adjustments, the PRESET CONTRAST control is adjusted
through the hollow shaft of the customer -operated CON-
TRAST control, and it is set for the desired contrast level
with the VIDEOMATIC switch in the on position and the cus-
tomer CONTRAST control set at the 12 o'clock position.
Stereo theatre models which use the 704078 remote con-
trol do not have the PRESET CONTRAST control, because the
PRESET COLOR control occupies this position.

Color TV Chassis T989-Digital Channel -Indicator Dimmer Ci1cuit

Color TV models which use the T989 chassis and the
704084-1 Six -Function Remote Control system have a
dimming circuit to control the brilliance of the channel -in-
dicator lamps. In normal operation, the proper combination
of lamps is switched in for each position of the channel -
selector knob to indicate the channel number. When a

channel is first switched in, the selected channel -indicator
lamps glow at maximum brilliance for several seconds. At
the end of this time, a dimmer circuit switches the lamps to
a half -power condition so that the channel number becomes
less noticeable during normal viewing.

There have been cases reported where the lamps remain
at full brilliance all of the time. In each instance, the prob-
lem was traced to a shorted or leaky diode, D20, on the Re-
mote Receiver module. The diode is made of germanium,
rather than silicon, and this fact is important to the correct
operation of the remote system. Should diode D20 require
replacement, be sure to use the correct replacement-Part
No. 530092-1001.

RCA CORPORATION
"Triple -Branded" 6M16/61.Q6/61E6C Horizontal Deflection Tube

The new RCA 6MJ6, which has been triple -branded to
include 6LQ6 and 6JE6C, is a double -ended, high-perve-
ance, beam power tube of the novar type with a T-12 en-
velope. This tube type is specifically designed to be an ultra -
reliable field replacement for the older 6LQ6 and 6JE6C
tubes in horizontal deflection amplifier service in color TV
receivers.

This new horizontal -output tube has an integral envelope
top -cap assembly which eliminates loose top -caps and mini-
mizes glass dome failures.

The design also assures reduced microphonics and im-
proves the ability to withstand shock and vibration. Other
improvements allow this type to endure the excessive plate
dissipation encountered during receiver fault conditions.
Control testing assures that the tube can withstand a 200-w
plate dissipation for a continuous or accumulated exposure
time not exceeding 40 seconds, which should be sufficient
time to permit conventional receiver protection devices to
function.

The sharp high -voltage cutoff characteristic and the high
transconductance (gm) of the tube assure low retrace con-
duction levels even in TV receivers with reduced drive volt-
age.

A plate connector cools the plate by conduction, result-
ing in lower plate operating temperatures and longer life.
The special plate structure is designed to minimize second-
ary -electron emission from the plate and "knee" discon-
tinuities in the zero -bias region of the Eh - II% character-
istic. A separate base -pin connection to grid No. 3 is pro-
vided so that positive voltage can be applied to grid No. 3
to minimize interference from "snivets" and to increase
power output. 

voCTOR
rCO

(

"Electronic discoveries are being made daily so I don't want to make a
definite diagnosis until I've consulted other specialists."
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TECHNICAL
LITERATURE

Speakers
A 2 -page, two-color data sheet de-

scribes the company's Magneplanar
Tympani line of loudspeakers. It de-
scribes five different speaker models
and includes detailed specifications on
performance as well as physical fac-
tors. Audio Research Corp., 2843 -26th
Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minn.
55406.

Industrial SCR's
A brochure describing SCR's Triacs

and Ignistors designed for industrial
equipment is now available. Included
are products suitable for power con-
trollers, inverters, induction heating,
radar pulse modulators and high -
power welding. Bert Green, Product
Manager, Power Tubes and Devices,
Amperex Electronic Corp., Hicksville,
N.Y. 11802.

Industrial Tubes and
Semi -Conductors

A 48 -page wholesale industrial type
electron tube and semiconductor direc-

entertainment, industrial, power con-
ductors, such as diodes, transistors,
SCR's, FET's and integrated circuits.
Communications, Inc., 2115 Avenue
X, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11235.

Voltage Regulator Diodes
An 8 -page, short -form catalog of

voltage regulator diodes is now avail-
able. The catalog provides technical
data on more than 100 types of zener
diodes, reference diodes, and stabistors
available from Amperex. Included in
the catalog are charts showing tem-
perature coefficients and derating fac-
tors, noise generation, and stabistor
conductance characteristics. Amperex
Electronics Corp., Solid State and Ac-
tive Devices Division, Slatersville,
Rhode Island 02876.

Sound Equipment
A 124 -page catalog of sound equip-

ment and accessories describes in de-
tail the product lines of 48 leading
manufacturers. The publication is il-
lustrated throughout, and products are
indexed by both category and manu-
facturer. Net prices are provided,
completely up-to-date and current as
of press time. Sound Foyer, 1521
South Hill St., Los Angeles, Calif.
90015. 
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

PTS Electronics Opens Three New Tuner Service Centers

PTS Electronics, Inc., an Indiana -based tuner repair company, has announced the
opening of three new service centers, in Miami, Florida (12934 N.W. 7th Avenue);
Detroit, Michigan (13709 W. 8 Mile Rd.); and Memphis, Tennessee (3614 Lamar Ave.).

Consumer Electronic Sales During First Four Months of 1974 Below
Levels of Same Period in 1973

Total U.S. sales to dealers of all categories of consumer entertainment electronic prod-
ucts during the first four months of 1974 were substantially below sales in the same
period of 1973, according to a report issued recently by the Electronic Industries As-
sociation's (EIA) Marketing Services Department.

Color TV sales to dealers were down 7.6 percent in the first four months of 1974 over
sales in the same period last year. Monochrome TV sales to dealers were down 11.5
percent in the same period. Total TV set sales to dealers were down 9.3 percent in the
first four months of 1974 from the level of sales in the same period in 1973.

WESCON '74 Sept. 10-13

The 1974 Western Electronic Show and Convention (WESCON) will be held Septem-
ber 10-13 at the Los Angeles Convention Center.

Exhibitors at WESCON include a number of manufacturers who produce products
and test instruments for consumer electronic servicing.

Zenith '75 Color Line Includes Only One Tube Type Chassis

Of the approximately 52 color TV models introduced by Zenith in the company's 1975
product line, only one, a hybrid 16 -inch portable receiver, contains receiving tubes. The
others are all -solid-state.

By June 1975, the complete Zenith color TV line will be all -solid-state, according to
Walter C. Fisher, Zenith sales and marketing executive vice president.

RCA to Phase Out Home Audio Products in 1975

RCA Consumer Electronics has announced that it will phase out of the home audio
products business by next year and will concentrate solely on television -related home
entertainment products.

The 1975 line of home audio products will be the last such line of radios, audio tape
players and recorders, and phonograph equipment, including home stereo systems, to be
offered by RCA.

William C. Hittinger, RCA executive vice president, Consumer and Solid State Elec-
tronics, said the decision to drop the home audio line "will enable us to marshal our
technological and marketing resources behind television -related products which continue
to offer superior profit potential and an excellent worldwide growth outlook."

Teledyne Packard Bell Phasing Out Production of Home Entertainment
Electronic Products

Teledyne Packard Bell has announced that it plans to discontinue the production of
home entertainment products. The phase out of television and stereo manufacturing at
its plants in Nogales, Mexico, and Los Angeles, California, reportedly began in May.
Marketing of Teledyne Packard Bell products will continue for the present through
existing channels of distribution.

Packard Bell also announced that its retail dealers will continue to receive product
support, parts availability and warranty service through Teledyne Service Company,
which has ten parts depots and 55 service branches located in major cities throughout the
United States.

Vermont Passes TV Technician Licensing Law

The Vermont State Legislature has passed a bill which provides for the licensing of
radio and television technicians, effective January 1, 1975. The bill recently was signed
into law by Vermont Governor Thomas Salmon. 
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ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATION DIGEST
Information about the activities of national, state and local associa-
tions of electronic servicers, dealers and manufacturers. Material
for publication in this department should be addressed to: Service
Association Digest, ET/D, 1 East First St., Duluth, Minn. 55802.

New York EASAC Elects New Officers
The Electronic & Appliance Service Association Council,

Inc., (EASAC) Albany, New York, has announced election
of the following new officers: Henry Wawryck, Hicksville,
president; Thomas Delaney, Long Island City, executive
vice president; Hy Latman, Brooklyn, vice president -
appliances; Warren Baker, CET, Albany, vice president -
electronics; and Hy Sheffron, Brooklyn, treasurer.

EIA and AEM Agree on Merger
The Electronic Industries Association (EIA) has an-

nounced that it has agreed in principle to a merger of the
Association of Electronic Manufacturers (AEM) into the
Distributor Products Division (DPD) of EIA.

The EIA approval of the merger in principle follows
similar action by each of the two AEM Divisions, Eastern
and Central, at their respective June 4 and June 5 meetings.
A joint EIA/AEM Merger Committee has been meeting
frequently since the beginning of the year to reach agree-
ment on the principle terms of the merger, which have been
identified as membership eligibility requirements, dues
rates, and the organizational structure of the merged or-
ganizations. Agreement on these matters, as well as a merg-
er timetable, was reached by the Merger Committee on
June 10.

NARDA Institute of Management
The National Appliance and Radio -TV Dealers Associa-

tion's (NARDA) 20th annual Institute of Management will
be held August 11-16 at the University of Notre Dame
Modern Center for Continuing Education, near South
Bend, Indiana.

The six -day Institute, which focuses on both fundamental
and advanced techniques for managing consumer electronic
retailing and servicing businesses, offers three levels of
study: the First Year Class, for those attending for the first
time; the Advanced Class, for everyone who previously at-
tended the First Year Class; and the Graduate Class, for
those who have participated in two or more Institutes.

Topics which will be covered include: Watch Your Et-
penses. Sales Budgeting Effectively, Problem Solving in the
Service Department, How to Organize and Profit from a
Critique Group, Getting the Most Out of Your Cost -of -
Doing -Business Survey, Looking at Your Store Image, and
Using Financial Statements More Effectively, plus many
other management -oriented topics.

Instructors include a number of nationally known man-
agement authorities, including Dr. William R. Davidson
(Management Horizons), Drs. Bernard J. Kilhride and
John J. Malone (Notre Dame), Dr. Martin L. King (Uni-
versity of Tennessee), and Dr. James Owens (American
University).

Cost of the Institute is $180 for NARDA members and
$225 for nonmembers, and includes tuition, housing (two
in a room), all meals and all materials. Registration can be
made in advance or at the Notre Dame Residence Hall
(Juniper Road) on August 11. For more information, con-
tact: NARDA (Phone 312-726-5583). 
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Sony's
Wide -Angle

Trinitron
Color TV

by G. P. McGinty

GCS equipped horizontal

output, a unique

low -voltage regulator

system and a 114 -degree

Trinitron Color CRT

 Most color TV receivers employ
some type of power supply regulator
to compensate for variations in line
voltage. The Sony Model TV -1722
employs a new type of switching -
mode regulation which is driven by
the horizontal oscillator and is not
only very efficient but takes up very
little cabinet space. The Gate Con-
trolled Switch (GCS) used in the
regulator circuit operates like an
SCR except that it can be turned
off by reverse current drive to the
gate terminal. Another GCS is used
in the horizontal -output circuit.

This chassis also employs a new
Excess Voltage Protection circuit
which monitors the B+ voltage and,
in case of a shorted circuit, the
auxiliary circuit functions as a shut-
down circuit to prevent damage to
the GCS and other sections of the
TV receiver.

The Trinitron color picture tube
has a deflection angle of 114 de-
grees and a cylindrical face plate

Sony's Model KV-1722 Color TV, which is
equipped with the 114 -degree Trinitron color picture tube.

using continuous, vertical phosphor
strips.

The 114 -Degree Trinitron Picture
Tube

Like the earlier Trinitron picture
tubes, the 114 -degree version fea-
tures a cylindrical face plate using
continuous, vertically oriented phos-
phor stripes which are backed by an
aperature grille indexing mask that
employs continuous, unbroken slots.
The gun structure is shorter than
that of previous Trinitrons, which,
together with the 114 -degree deflec-
tion angle, permits much shallower
cabinet designs. In addition, the
shorter distance between the muzzle
of the electron gun and the phosphor
surface reduces the amount of elec-
tron beam divergence caused by mu-
tual repulsion of electrons within the
beam. This factor, aided by the re-
duction in beam diameter made pos-
sible by passing all three beams
through a common, large electron -

focusing lens, produces a very small
and dense beam at the points where
the electrons strike the phosphors.
This, in a nutshell, is why the Trini-
trons produce relatively sharper
focus at high levels of brightness and
contrast.

Purity and Convergence
Purity and convergence adjust-

ments are simple and straightfor-
ward in the Trinitrons because the
vertical phosphor stripes are con-
tinuous and the tiny vertical errors
in beam landing that can cause puri-
ty problems in delta -type phosphor
dot tubes have no effect. (The same
phosphor stripes are hit, just higher
or lower.) Thus, purity adjustments
are reduced to side -to -side aiming
only.

Because the electron beams are
horizontally in line, convergence is
also simplified. There is only one
static convergence control, adjust-
ment of which brings all three beams
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together at the screen. Called the H
STAT control (see Fig. 1), it varies
the DC voltages applied between the
inner and outer deflecting plates at
the muzzle of the electron gun. In
addition to this primary control,
there are two magnetic trim tabs,
mounted on the neck assembly,
which correct for static errors in
twist or unequal spacing of the three
beams within manufacturers' toler-
ances.

There is only one dynamic con-
vergence knob to adjust, the TILT
control. Minor changes in horizontal
and vertical dynamic amplitude are
made by wire -link selection on the
deflection PC board. Although the
basic setup adjustments are simple
and straightforward, there is no dif-
ficulty in determining when you have
set the controls to the optimum
points. Small disc magnets and
permalloy strips cemented to the
yoke housing and tube funnel correct
any small areas of misconvergence
at the corners of the tube. The tech-
nician's only concern with these
"doodads" is when the picture tube
needs to be replaced. If you're going
to service the Trinitron, it is a good
idea to have a few disc magnets and
permalloy strips on hand. You can

get new ones from Sony or you can
reuse those you save from dud tubes.

Serviceability
Chassis layout is clean, with all

printed -circuit boards positioned for
easy accessibility. They are mounted
foil -side -out to permit easy trouble-
shooting, and silk-screened solder
resist is used to label components.
The all -solid-state circuitry employs
26 transistors, 33 diodes, seven in-
tegrated circuits (with the equiva-
lent of 244 transistors), three gate -
controlled switches and one FET. All
of these components are soldered in,
and there are no plug-in modules.
The tuners, the speakers and all cir-
cuit components which are not
mounted on the PC Boards are read-
ily accessible (see Fig. 2.) Because
coupling between the tuner and the
IF circuits is accomplished by a flat,
75 -ohm system (not the convention-
al link -coupled over coupled stage),
IF realignment is not required when
the tuner is replaced.

GCS Horizontal Output
A new type of semiconductor de-

vice is used in the horizontal -output
stage. This is a gate -controlled
switch (GCS) which operates like

an SCR except that it can be turned
off by reverse current drive to the
gate terminal. (Once an SCR is
turned on it can be turned off only
by reducing the cathode to anode
forward current.) The GCS permits
efficient switching of the large cur-
rents required for deflection, and
withstands high anode voltages dur-
ing flyback. The GCS is driven by
the current waveform shown in Fig.
3. The small positive spike on the
leading edge of the pulse turns the
GCS on during the trace interval,
and the large negative spike on the
trailing edge is required to divert
sufficient cathode current through
the gate to turn off the GCS at the
end of the trace. One vital factor,
from a troubleshooting standpoint, is
that loss of drive to the GCS while
it is powered causes it to latch up in
the on state. This causes immediate
failure on the GCS. If you have to re-
place a defective GCS, be sure the
correct drive waveform is being ap-
plied to the replacement before B+
is applied to the output stage-more
about this later.

Switching -Mode Power Supply
All Sony TV receivers use a pow-

er supply regulator to ensure opti-
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mum performance and correct raster
size throughout the expected varia-
tion in line voltage. Conventional
series regulators are wasteful of both
power and space. The pass transis-
tor must dissipate quite a bit of pow-
er and, consequently, is usually
mounted on a sizable heat sink. The
KV-1722, and the larger KV-1920,
employ a new type of switching -
mode regulator that is extremely ef-
ficient and takes up little space. It
uses a GCS as the switching element.
When used as an on/off device, the
GCS consumes little energy-when
on, its voltage drop is close to zero;
when off, no current flows. If the
transition between on and off is
rapid, the total power consumed is
very small.

The switch, Q603 in Fig. 4, is in
series with a 60 -Hz voltage doubler,
which produces about 303 volts, and
the load, which requires a B+ of
130 volts. On/off control for Q603
is applied at the line rate of 15,750,
and the control circuitry regulates
the duty cycle of the switch. Because
the supply operates at 15,750 Hertz,
all ripple components are in sync
with the horizontal deflection and,
consequently, filter components can
be quite small. The output is some -

PURITY
ADJUST

what like a 300 -volt (p -p) square
wave, but with the on time slightly
shorter than the off time. Output
after filtering becomes 130 volts.
Regulation is achieved by control-
ling the percentage of on time for
each cycle.

A block diagram of the control
circuit is shown in Fig. 5. The key
to control of the duty cycle is the
pulse -width modulator (PWM).
This is a monostable multivibrator
that is flipped into its unstable state
by a trigger obtained from the hori-
zontal drive stage in the deflection
system. The duration of the unstable
state is determined by the Error
Amp. This block compares the DC
output of the supply with a Zener
reference voltage and supplies a
voltage proportional to error. The
error voltage, in turn, alters the bias
on the cutoff transistor in the PWM
during its unstable state and deter-
mines how soon the PWM will flip
back into its stable state. A rectang-
ular -wave signal from the PWM is
amplified by the regulator drive
stage and applied to the gate of the
GCS through a transformer. This
permits the entire gate circuit to float
above ground.

The basic operation of the control

H. STAT

Fig. 1-Purity and single convergence adjustment. (Horizontal Stat.:

TURN -ON

TURN-OFF

Fig. 3-Current waveform obtained at the GCS

SIGNAL
PROCESSING

loop is as follows: If output voltage
should increase for some reason, the
Error Amp detects the increase and
sends a larger positive voltage to the
PWM. This shortens the duration of
the unstable state of the PWM mul-
tivibrator which, in turn, reduces
the on time of the series -switching
GCS. We will return to the Build -
Up circuit and EVP trigger later in
the analysis.

The PWM circuit is shown in Fig.
6. Bias for the base of Q606 is ob-
tained from the collector of Q607,
so that, in the absence of drive, the
stable state is Q607 on and Q606
off. A 15,750 -Hz drive pulse, from
the horizontal deflection system, is
applied to Q606 through a 560-pF
capacitor and an isolating diode.
The pulse turns on Q606, the collec-
tor voltage of which then decreases
to near zero. Capacitor C614 now
discharges, applying a negative -go-
ing pulse on the base of Q607, turn-
ing off Q607. This is the unstable
state of the multivibrator, and it
lasts until C614 is discharged suffi-
ciently to permit Q607 to again con-
duct. However, the off period for
Q607 is also affected by the voltage
developed at the emitter of the Error
Amp, transistor Q608. If the error

DEFLECTION
-4--BOARD

POWER
4,41110/ BOARD

TUNER
ASSEMBLY

Fig. 2-The layout of the chassis provides easy access to all boards and
components.
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gate. Fig. 4-Simplified schematic of the Gate Controlled Series Switch circuit.
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voltage increases, Q607 will come
back into conduction sooner. One
thing worth remembering is that the
GCS switching regulator operates in
phase with Q607. That is, the drive
circuitry is set up so that when Q607
is off, the GCS is also off.

The drive circuitry for the switch-
ing GCS is shown in Fig. 7. When
Q607 of the PWM is turned off, its
collector voltage swings more posi-
tive. This turns on drivers Q605 and
Q604, which, in turn, create across
transformer T603 a voltage with the
polarity indicated by the uncircled
polarity signs in Fig. 7. Diode D607
conducts at this time, "charging"
L604. When Q607 conducts again,

Q604 and Q605 are cut off and the
polarity of voltage across the three
reverses, as indicated by the circled
polarity signs in Fig. 8. This reverse
biases D607, and the energy stored
in L604 produces a voltage of the
opposite polarity as the field around
the coil collapses. This produces the
drive current required to switch on
Q603.

During the next transition, when
Q607 cuts off once again, polarities
reverse once more. Now, however,
because Q603 had been conducting,
the reverse voltage is applied be-
tween the cathode and the gate of
the GCS, cutting it off. At the same
time, L604 is also "charged in paral-

WC

RECT Sit'i7C/1/#a
(GCS)

BailD
uo

LC
/7/117/9

DR/i/E

Fig. 5-Block diagram of the power supply used
in Sony's Model rt1722 color TV receiver.
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Fig. 6-Simplified schematic of the Pulse -Width Modulator circuit.

lel with the gate -cathode of 0603, to
be ready to turn on the GCS during
the next operating condition.

Start and Shut -Down Circuits
Because the switching -type regu-

lator system is driven by the hori-
zontal oscillator, which, in turn, re-
quires supply voltage to operate,
some type of auxiliary system is
needed to get the horizontal oscilla-
tor started. These starting circuits
are shown in Fig. 8. Most of the
low -voltage circuits, including the
horizontal oscillator and the drive
circuits for the regulator, operate
from a +19 -volt source, which, after
the set is turned on and operating
normally, is produced by a pulse
rectifier driven from a winding on
the horizontal -output transformer.
However, during a short period
when the set is turned on, a "kick-
start" voltage is fed into the +19 -
volt line. This kick-start voltage is
developed by charging C605 through
D608 from the 303 -volt output of
the AC rectifier. This produces the
voltage needed to get the horizontal
oscillator and drive circuits operat-
ing. After C605 charges fully, no
current flows and the +19 -volt sup-
ply must be supplied from its nor-
mal source.

The kick-start circuit is helped by
the circuit shown in Fig. 8, block B.

Fig. 7-Simplified schematic of the GCS Drive circuit.

Fig. 6-The +19 -volt Start and Hold circuit.
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This system monitors the 19 volt line
as follows. If the 19 -volt line is low,
Zener diode D610 does not conduct
and Q601 remains off. With Q601
cut off, the gate of Q602 (another
GCS) is biased on and a path exists
from the 303 -volt line through
R608, Q602, and D605 to the +19 -
volt line. This circuit helps support
the +19 -volt line until it is supplied
by the normal source. It also pro-
vides support for the +19 -volt line
if the set is switched off and on again
rapidly. Under such conditions,
kick-start capacitor C605 does not
have a chance to discharge and
therefore will not draw sufficient
current when power is applied.
(Caution: The kick-start circuit will
not function if the input line voltage
is increased slowly by using a
variac.)

When the +19 -volt line begins
receiving a normal flyback pulse in-
put, Zener diode D610, in the base
circuit of Q601, conducts, turning
on 0601. Conduction of Q601
grounds the gate of Q602, and the
auxiliary starting circuit is discon-

nected from the +19 -volt line.
The auxiliary starting circuit also

functions as a special shut -down cir-
cuit, to prevent the destruction of
the GCS if its drive is lost. Thus,
special consideration must be given
to killing the horizontal -output stage
supply voltage before the drive volt-
age is lost. To effect this condition
the +19 -volt line is held constant
(to keep the oscillator running)
while the +130 v supply is
"dumped." This function is accom-
plished by the auxiliary starting cir-
cuit. At turnoff, a decrease in the
+19 -volt line turns off the zener
diode transistor and 0601, switching
Q602 on, and the +130 -volt supply
is then fed into the +19 -volt line
through R642, D604, Q602 and
D605.

When troubleshooting the power
supply it is important to remember
that the auxiliary starting circuit will
try to support the +19 -volt line if it
is not receiving its normal input volt-
age. For example, if horizontal drive
is lost and the flyback input pulse to
the +19 -volt rectifier is absent, the

auxiliary starting circuit will be on
and will try to keep the +19 -volt
line constant. This causes overheat-
ing of resistor R608 because it is
not rated for continuous duty.

Excess Voltage Protection Circuit
In a switching regulator circuit

with an approximate 50 -percent duty
cycle, a shorted series switch will in-
crease the B+ voltage to nearly the
full DC input (about 300v). This
might cause failure of large sections
of the television receiver. To prevent
such damage, the B+ is monitored
by transistor Q609 and Q610,
shown in Fig. 9. If a shorted regu-
lator causes the B+ voltage to in-
crease above 150 volts, Q609 con-
ducts and saturates Q610, shorting
the output of the horizontal oscilla-
tor to ground. As a result, the hori-
zontal -output GCS shorts and the
main fuse is opened.

Troubleshooting the Power Supply
Although the switching -mode

power supply seemingly is complex,
continued on page 52

Looking for a dependable service scope with wide

bandwidth and a low price? Heath has two.

Single trace.
If you need a precise, depend-
able service bench scope, then
the Heathkit 10-104 is the one
for you. It features DC -15 MHz
bandwidth...10 mV/cm to 50 V/
cm input sensitivity 22 time
bases from 2 s/cm to 0 2 As/cm
...normal or automatic trigger
modes...AC or DC coupling...
built-in calibrator to insure ac-
curate frequency and amplitude
measurements. For reliability

and top sensitivity at a sensible price,
put the Heathkit 10-104 on your bench.

Kit 10-104, 44 lbs., mailable 329.95*

Send for your FREE '75 Heathkit Catalog
and find out about our complete line
of instrument values
A complete line of test and service instruments Is
described in the free '75 Heathkit Catalog - fre-
quency counters, DVMs, power supplies, gener-
ators, TV & audio service gear and more. Every
instrument is designed for a maximum of per-
formance at low cost. Compare us with the
competition-you won't find better values than
instruments from Heath.

Dual trace.
The Heathkit 10-105 will put
complete dual trace measure-
ment capability on your bench.
Two separate input signals can
be displayed separately or, in
the Alternate and Chopped
modes, simultaneously for di-
rect comparison. In the X -Y
mode, the two channels are dis-
played as a function of each
other. Vertical sensitivity is 50
mV/cm, AC or DC. Bandwidth

is DC -15 MHz. An 18 -position time
base control selects rates from 100 ms/cm to

20 ns/cm. Switch -selected AC or DC coupling.
Kit 10-105, 40 lbs., mailable 429.95*

HEATH COMPANY
Dept. 24-9
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
El Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.
Ei Please send model(s)

Enclosed is S plus shipping.

Name

Address

City State Zip
Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

Prices 8. specifications subject to change without notice. 7E-310

HEATH

Schlumberger

... for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB

ANY
for a limited time only you can obtain

OF
THESE
UNIQUE
BOOKS ...with Trial
(Combined List Price $40.85) Club Membership 9

. . . yours for only 0

May we send you your choice of
any three books on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club ?

Here are quality hardbound vol-
umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.

These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members . . . impor-
tant books to read and keep . . . vol-
umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electron-
ics -radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering -you will find
Electronics Book Club will help you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your under-
standing of electronics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of
the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
1. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
the books shown . . . plus the FREE
Bonus book worth $7.95 (combined
values to $40.85) for only 99c' each
with your Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.
4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.
5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-

SPECIAL FREE BONUS
. . . if you act now !

Yes, if you fill in and mail the Mem-
bership Application card today, you'll
also get this Bonus Book, FREE!

TV TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK
Revised Second Edition

A completely updated quick -reference source
for solutions to hundreds of tough -dog troubles.

Regular List Price $7.95

tional Club Selection you purchase.
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodical-
ly sent to Members.
6. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours . . . that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, sig-
nificant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-
ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act

promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of books for new Mem-
bers.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the postage -paid airmail card to-
day. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Cassette Tape Recorders
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Introduction to Medical Electronics
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95

MATV Systems Handbook
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Pictorial Guide to Color TY Cir. Troubles
List Price $7.95, Club Price $4.95

10 -Min. Test Tech. for PC Servicing
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Understanding & Using the Oscilloscope
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

How to Repair Small Gasoline Engines
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95

Miniature Projects for Elect. Hobbyists
List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95

Acoustic Techniques for Home & Studio
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Svcing. New Modular Color TV Recvrs.
(2 Vols.)

List Price $15.90; Club Price 57.95
Everyman's Guide to Auto Maintenance

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Pictorial ruide to CB Radio Inst./Repair

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Zenith Color TV Service Manual -Vol. 3

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Mobile Radio Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Understanding & Using the VON & EVM

List Price 57.95; Club Price $4.95
125 Typical Elect. Cir. Anal. & Repaired

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Jap. Radio/Rec./Tape Player Serv. Man.

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Marine Electronics Handbook

List Price 57.95; Club Price $4.95
Basic Electronic Test Procedures

List Price 59.95; Club Price $6.95
Troubleshooting Solid -State Amplifiers

List Price 57.95; Club Price $4.95
How to Repair Musical Inst. Amplifiers

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Kwik.FizINI TV Service Manual

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
How to Build Solid -State Audio Circuits

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

SENDNO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!



How to Use Color TV
Test Instruments

Here's an opportuni-
ty to close whatever
gams there are in
your ability to use
modern, up-to-date
equipment designed
specifically to save
you time and money.
You'll quickly graspthe author's com-
mon-sense approach
to using the right in-
struments, thereby
getting the most out

of your investment in test gear.
improve your ability to use an

oscilloscope, color bar generator.
alignment generators. vectorscope,
TV Analyst and sine. square -wave
generators. The author also has in-
cluded a description of his "curve
tracer." With this simple scope at-
tachment. you can rapidly assess the
condition of diodes, transistors-
even ICs --in or out of the circuit.
256 tips., over 230 illus. Hardbound.
Ust Price $7.95  Order No. 577

TESTrolit;rry

161RtIMENTS

rase l Swim

How to Solve Solid -State
Circuit Troubles

A troubleshooter's
"drearnbook"-com-
plete with 161 cir-
cuit descriptions and
step-by-step trouble-
shooting procedures-for anyone who
occasionally or regu-
larly services solid-
state entertainment
equipment of any
kind-TV receivers.
AM -FM radios (in-
cluding auto radios),

tape recorders, record players, etc.
Very probably the most complete
work of its kind ever published, it
will serve as an excellent reference
and study guide for those desiring
to learn more about solid-state cir-
cuits and how they work. Hobbyists
and experimenters alike can use it
to design and build complex solid-
state circuits. 304 pps., 5% x 8%,
161 illus. Hardbound.
Ust Price $8.95  Order No. 624

The Fascinating World of
Radio Communications

Covers the romance
of short-wave listen-
ing, D.Xing, special-
ized bands such as
the Coast Guard, ra-
dio amateurs, the
broadcast band, for-
eign broadcasts, etc.
It also delves into
the fascinating de-
velopments of radio
pioneers . . . Testa,
. . . Volta . . .

Loomis . . .Galvani
. . . and shows how their discoveries
worked to bring us radio as it is to-
day. Also described are the interest-
ing installations of the National
Bureau of Standards, plus WWV
services used by industries, citizens
and even governments all over the
world. Citizens Band? You bet . . .

and how to get your license, what to
look for in CB, and how to pick a
CB receiver. 176 pps., illus.
List Price $6.95  Order No. 586

As boas, WI
iseeellsoms

Reliable Electronic Assembly
Production

enable
electronic

- nembly
production

here is one of those
rare books which suc-
cessfully bridges the
gap between design
and production tech-
nologies, thereby pro-
viding guidelines for
choosing the best de-
sign to achieve the
least expensive and
most reliable product.
The content provides
information on mate-
rial and methods em-

ployed in mass production, giving the
designer in-depth knowledge of the
broad range of processes he should
consider in evolving a final product
concept. Not only does the content
define the best materials for each
given application. and detail the best
choice for fabricating but it also
points out incompatibilities which
may evolve between design and pro-
duction. 208 pages. Hardbound.
List Price $12.95  Order No. 287

Installing Systems
The world of high
fidelity doesn't stop
with the purchase
of equipment. This
book explores the
many aspects of in -
the -home music re-
production, from
acoustical considera-
tions to structural
requirements. Now
in its fourth print-
ing, this timeless
and ever -popular

guidebook has helped thousands to
achieve studio quality sound at
home. Includes details on building
your own hifi furniture, setting up a
sound room, eliminating interference
and hum, how best to route wires
and interconnecting cables, speakers,
and speaker enclosures (with infor-mation on how to build your own),
and much more. Tells all you need
to know. 224 pos.. 153 illus. Hard-
bound.
Us? Price $8.95 Order No. 86

Small Appliance Repair Guide
Learn to repair doz-
ens of small house-
hold appliances with
the use of this au-
thoritative, low-cost
handbook. Profusely
illustrated, the text
tells how to find the
cause of trouble in
minutes, and how to
go about making the
required repairs.
You'll also pick up
helpful hints on dis-

assembly and assembly. one of the
real "tricky" aspects of many ap-
pliance repair jobs. General trouble-
shooting procedures are explained
to familiarize you with the tech-
niques of appliance repair. Succeed-
ing chapters deal with thermostats.
skillets, sauce pans, irons, toasters,
coffee makers. blankets, mixers,
knives, deep fryers, hair dryers, elec-
tric shavers, and small motors found
in countless appliances. 11 Chapters.
224 pps. Over 150 illus. Appendix
and Index.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 515
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-ct

Sylvania Monochrome TV
Service Manual

iompi,t, service,
SYLVANIA a___.inient. parts and

schematic data for
MONOCHROME all Sylvania black -
IV Stgvuct MANUA' and -white nets intro-

duced during the last
5 years-from the
A01 through B14,
and 572 through
578 chassis. Con-
tains everything you
need including tech-
niques fur setup.
preliminary adjust-

ments. tuner alignment, and repair
and system alignments. Also, in-cluded arc the latest factory -recom-
mended modifications to help you
eliminate "bugs." 19 complete sche-
matic diagrams are printed on big
double foldout sheets with waveform
illustrations. 196 pps.. 8% x 11",
including 36 -page schematic foldout
section; and complete parts list forall chassis. Leatherette cover.
Ust Price $7.95  Order No. 599

Practical Electronic Servicing
Techniques

Here is a new and
unique handbook
that will sharpen
your electronics trou-
bleshooting ability.
Yes, you can learn
to whip those tough
dogs and prepare
yourself for any elec-
tronic gear that
comes your way with
the "Inside" infor-
mation presented in
this handbook. You'll

be surprised how simple and logical
the professional techniques really
are. Begins with an analysis of what
troubleshooting really is; to condition
your thinking ( which is part of the
secret). the author begins with the
analysis of troubleshtsring logic;
then he tells you how to think like
a tough -dog expert. Also logical ser-
vice approaches to DC circuits, tube
circuits. and transistor circuits. 256
pps., 138 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 547

PRACTICAL

ELECTRONIC
SERVICING

TECHNIQUES

Radio & Television: Principles &
Applications

A complete elec-
tronics library in a
single volume! From
raw ac and de fun-
tl a rnentals to ad-
vanced hi-fi, short-
wave, and TV theo-
rY. the complete
spectrum of elm-
tronics is covered in
depth. Prepared in
Great Britain. this
book amounts to a
full course in elec-

tronics-and it's written in extreme-
ly readable language. It starts with
a description of the manner In
which current flows, progresses ttt
wave generation, electron activity intubes and transistors, and then into
the more advanced principles of
electronics, its practical applications
Includes comparative descriptions of
U.S. and British standards. 400ups., 286 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $8.95  Order No. 296

RADIO

TELEVISION:

Principles and

Applications

Electronic Circuit Design
Handbook

Nei F..urt h Edition
-A brand-new. en-
larged edition of the
ever popular circuit
designer a 'cook-
book," now contain-
ing over 600 proven
circuits. for all types
of functions. selected
from thousands on
the basis of on

and practical an
lineation. Now you
can have. at Yourfingertips, this carefully planned ref-

erence source of tried and tested cir-
cuits. Selected on the basis of their
usefulness, this detailed compilation
of practical design data is the an-swer to the need for an organized
gathering of proved circuits . . h,bot
basic and advanced designs that can
easily serve as stepping stones to
almost any kind of circuit you might
want to build. 416 pps., 19 big sec-
t i, ms, over 600 Ilium 8 r4 " x 1 I ".
List Price $17.95 Order No. T-101

Practical Color TV Servicing
Techniques

This brand-new no
dated and expand, 1

second edition
hams troubleshoot tng
guidelines and case
histories on the lat-
est solid-state re-
ceivers, including a
4 -color section with
82 trouble -symptom
photos and a foldout
section with 6 com-
plete TV receiver
schematics. Now in-

cluded are (service tips and tech-
niques on RCA. Motorola and Zenith
solid-state chassis, plus a host of
case histories and current data on
G.E. chassis. In fact. each of the12 chapters is filled with informa-
tion applicable to virtually any brand
of color TV receiver, enabling you to
solve tough -dog troubles quickly. 404
PM.. 250 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $8.95  Order No. 436

Transistor Projects for
Hobbyists & Students

If building useful
electronic gadgets
and projects turns
you on, your imag-
ination will be trig-
gered into conduc-
tion the moment you
pick up this book.
Build all sorts of
devices with SCR's,
LASCRs. transistors,
Triacs, Discs, Tri-
gees, and integrated
circuits. The first

section offers suggestions for build-
ing or breadboarding these circuits.
Sections 2 through 4 describe a wide
range of devices for your car home.
office, or wherever electronics can
serve you. Section 5 describes Tri-
gacs and how to use them in a va-
riety of circuits for switching and
control functions. Section 6 is de-
voted to integrated -circuit projects.
192 pos. Over 100 illus. Hardbound.
List Prke $7.95  Order No. 542

llansis
MIKIS RR
NORMS Stems

Fire & Theft Security Systems
A handy guidebook
on the selection. in-
stallation, and gen-
eral maintenance of
home and business
security devices and
systems. Describes
many newly intro-
duced systems from
simple door and win-
dow switches to ul-
tra -sensitive m icro-
wave sensing sys-
tems. There's also a

wealth of information fur those who
would like to get into sales, installa-
tion, and maintenance services-how to design the !matt effective and
economical installation for any situa-
tion. And, you'll know where to find
the components needed for fire and
theft protection, because the equip-
ment section includes data on a
myriad of devices, with most of the
principal suppliers represented. 176pps., over 100 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 556

Dictionary of Electronics
You'll find this huge
volume extremely
useful in whatever
connection you have
with electronics. This
dictionary of elec-
tronics defines most
all of the electronic
terms you will run
across in your every-
day reading ... from
alpha particles
through zoom lens
. . . defines theterms you nerd and use most often,

including those found in radio, TV.
communications, radar, electronic in-
strumentation, broadcasting indus-
trial electronics, etc. It provides full,
complete and easily -understandable
explanations of thousands of specific
electronics terns (such as transistors,
acoustic feedback, alpha particles.
beat oscillator, final anode, electro-
static lens, nonlinear resistance, etc.).
420 pps., 487 illustrations. Hard-
bound.
Ust Price $11.95  Order No. 300

Amateur Radio General -Class
License Study Guide

A I. and unique
text the only one
entirely devoted to
the subject-for any-
one who wants to
pass the FCC Gen-
eral -Class exam suc-
cessfully. Each ques-
tion is dealt with
individually, and the
answers are ex-
plained in depth at
a level that can be
easily understood by

relatively inexperienced readers. Even
if you have no interest in "ham" ra-
dio, you'll find the content of this
well -written text is an excellentsource of information of value to
anyone in electronics. Pertinent facts
are grouped into palatable, easy -to -
assimilate doses, and the conversa-
tional style keeps the material fresh
and interesting from the first pageto the last 3'20 pps. Hardbound.
List Price S9.95  Order No. 551

Hi-Fi for the Enthusiast
Expert practical
guidance for the
audiophile who wants
to achieve first-class
reproduction from
radio, tape or rec-
ords. Content is tru-
ly unique-main em-
phasis is on the ef-
ficient selection, as-
sembly and use of
modern commercial
hi -11 units, modules
and construction

kits; you will be able to build a sys-
tem that both suits your individual
needs, and gives a high standard of
reproduction at an economical price.Room acoustics, amplifiers, pickupsand loudspeakers, links with visual
sources such as TV, film and slides.
are dealt with in detail. Technicians.
too, will find this hook packed with
invaluable advice. A practical hook.
written by a Iii -fl professional. 170
lips., 42 illus. Hardbound.
Ust Price $6.95  Order No. 596
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Replacement Color Picture
Tubes --Propping
Up Servicers' Profits
by Richard Deutsch 4004.

Increased income from the sale and installation

of replacement picture tubes can help offset

decrasineg income from sources which are drying up

because of technological, economic and marketing changes

 My father-in-law once
owned a small resort hotel.
One day, his brother, a
successful businessman in
South America whom he
had not seen for 30 years,
arrived for a one -month
visit. Day after day, the
rich brother watched my
father-in-law as he catered
to guests, fixed leaky fau-
cets, did small carpentry
jobs, worked the check -in
desk and supervised his
small staff. Finally, in ex-
asperation, he said, "Har-
old, I don't understand
you. You're always so
busy. When do you have
time to think about ways
of making more money?"

I think this true story
accurately describes the
situation of many consum-
er electronic servicers and
dealers today: They are so
busy with the day-to-day
operation of their business
they don't take the time to
look at the big picture, to
analyze the movement of
the industry they're in, and
to examine their own situ-
ation and future prospects
in that industry. And that,
after all, is what going to
determine how much
money they're going to
make 5 years from now,

or whether they'll even be
in business at that time.

The consumer electronic
sales and service market
has and is changing, and
will continue to change.
These changes are, and
will continue to, affect the
income of dealers and
servicers. The sooner they
recognize the changes and
adjust their business to
them, the less severe will
be the impact of the
changes on their income.

The Impact of
Technology

Solid-state technology
and a byproduct of it,
modular design of chassis,
is, and will continue to, af-
fect the consumer elec-
tronic servicing market in
three principal, direct
ways:

 Incidence of service
need reduced by improved
reliability-The inherent
reliability of solid-state de-
vices, combined with ef-
fective quality control at
the manufacturing level,
promises to significantly
reduce the incidence of
need for service. This
eventually will significant-
ly affect service labor in-
come.

The author is vice president of Picture Tube
Operations, Channel Master Division, Avnet, Inc.

 Reduction of receiv-
ing tube sales-Although
there is still a significant
number of tube -type con-
sumer electronic products
in use, as the ratio of all -
solid -state vs tube -type
products in use shifts in
favor of all -solid-state
products, as it will be do-
ing in the next 5 to 6
years, the reduction in
profit from sales of receiv-
ing tubes, already felt by
many servicers, will ac-
celerate.

 All -electronic TV
tuners will reduce tuner
cleaning income-Almost
all of the major manufac-
turers of TV receivers have
introduced all -electronic
tuners in at least one or two
of their color TV models,
particularly those sets that
are remotely controlled,
and this trend seemingly
will gradually include all
black -and -white and color
TV receivers. As it does,
income from tuner clean-
ing and replacement will
be reduced at an increas-
ing rate.

The Impact of Marketing
and Pricing Changes

Two principal trends re-
lated to the methods of
marketing and pricing of
consumer electronic prod-
ucts will have an increas-

ing effect on dealers and
servicers alike:

 Mass merchandising
-An increasingly larger
percentage of the total vol-
ume of consumer electron-
ic products is being mar-
keted through mass mer-
chandising and so called
"discount" outlets. Con-
tinuation of this trend un-
doubtedly will significantly
reduce the retail income
of independent consumer
electronic dealer/servicers,
whose relatively smaller
volume will not permit
them to price their mer-
chandise competitively
with that of mass mer-
chants and discounters.

 The effect of lower -
priced products on servic-
ing-Technology and man-
ufacturing economies have
gradually reduced the re-
tail price of many consum-
er electronic products and,
despite inflation, will con-
tinue to do so on a rela-
tive basis. Already, many
consumer electronic prod-
ucts, such as personal
portable and table model
radios, have been effec-
tively priced out of the
servicing market, and the
prices of many personal
portable black -and -white
TV receivers are not far
from the level at which
servicing of them will not
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"FIX IT OR JUNK IT?"-
FACTORS IN THE EQUATION

These are the elements that help determine
whether or not the consumer is likely to
replace his old picture tube or junk the set
and buy a new one. Sometimes the decision
is as much the technician's as it is the
customer's.

 Age of existing set. (The older it is,

the less likely the consumer is to keep it.)
 Type of set. (A quality console with

attractive wood cabinetry is often hard to
part with, and the owner may be a better -
than -average prospect for a replacement
picture tube.)

 Life expectancy of set. (Regardless of
actual age, some sets are just too "used -
up" to bother with, but others may be us-
able for many years with a new CRT, an

extended warranty and some occasional rou-
tine service. Your professional evaluation
here is important tc the customer.)

 Cost of the replacement picture tube.
(Flexibility in quoting labor charges may
make the difference between an order to
"fix it" and "forget it.")

 Cost of a new set. (Many new color
portables carry low price tags, and might
look attractive to the customer compared to
the cost of a CRT replacement. However,
the customer may not be too happy about
exchanging his old 21- or 25 -inch set for a
smaller portable-and once he starts think-
ing about a large new console, that's the
time for the technician to point out how
much cheaper it is to replace only the pic-
ture tube, not the complete set. For those
servicers/dealers wio also sell new sets, it

should be pointed out that the profit from
replacing a co or CRT is considerably great-
er than the profit from selling a new port-
able, especially if you've got to price your
sets competitively with the mass merchan-
disers.)

 "Capture of the consumer." (The pic-
ture tube extended warranty is a form of
service contract that keeps the old set in
operation, prctects the consumer against
very large, unexpected service costs over a
3 -year period, gets you a service order, and
gives you a "captive" customer who will
call you first whenever future service is re-
quired on that set. The servicer/dealer
should weigh these valuable benefits
against the a ternative of having the con-
sumer ieave his store and buy a new set
and service contract elsewhere.)

be economically feasible.

Action Now
These trends, although

well established, to date
have had only a relatively
minor impact on the in-
come of consumer elec-
tronic servicers and inde-
pendent dealers. However,
because all of these trends
are accelerating, servicers
and dealers should begin
now their strategy for cop-
ing with the effects of
them. As some traditional
sources of income begin to
decrease, other sources
must be sought to offset
such decreases, or existing
sources of income which
are affected less by these
trends should be more ful-
ly exploited to take up
some of the slack.

A Continuing Stable
Income Source:
Replacement Picture
Tubes

One such existing source
of income which not only
will continue to exist but
will grow despite present
trends is the sale and in-
stallation of replacement
picture tubes. It will con-
tinue as a profitable source
of income for servicers
and dealers during at least
the next ten years and
probably longer because

there is now no practical
alternative to the present
basic form of picture tube,
nor is there a practical one
on the drawing boards of
industry. And the poten-
tial market for replace-
ment picture tubes will in-
crease because the number
of sets in use will continue
to increase.

In addition to being a
continuing, stable source
of income, sales and in-
stallations of replacement
picture tubes also serve
the interest of the consum-
er electronic servicer by
keeping customers with
serviceable sets in the ser-
vice market. Every time a
customer decides to scrap
his set instead of replacing
the picture tube, the ser-
viceman gets it in the neck
twice: first, when he loses
the picture tube replace-
ment; and second, when he
loses all the future service
business the set would nor-
mally be expected to gen-
erate if it remained in use.

Color set owners, faced
with high replacement ex-
penses when a CRT fails,
are scrapping their sets in
increasing numbers and
buying new sets instead.
Set scrappage in the past 3
years has steadily climbed
from 15% to 19% to
24%. Most of these are

good, serviceable sets.
Why are they being
junked? Because the cost
of a color CRT replace-
ment is often more than
the customer wants to
spend, in view of some
new set prices. "Why," he
asks, "should I pay $200
to put a tube into my old
set, when I can go down
to the local mass merchan-
diser and get a new color
portable for as little as
$250?" And the older his
set, the more persuasive
this argument becomes.

It is especially disturb-
ing when you consider that
most sets scrapped because
of customer fear of high
CRT replacement costs
are actually serviceable
sets, capable of providing
many additional years of
satisfactory operation.

In other words, service-
able TV sets are dying
early, needless deaths-
and we've all been letting
it happen.

What the consumer
electronic service business
has needed is a way that
will make it attractive for
a color TV owner to keep
his set, even when he has
to replace the picture tube.

The CRT "Double"
Warranty

One way that CRT

manufacturers have at-
tempted to accomplish this
has been with extended
warranties. Channel Mas-
ter, as a pioneer in this
area, has taken a some-
what different approach
with its new "Opti-Vue
Plus" color picture tube
warranty program. It
works like this:

Every top -of -the -line
"Opti-Vue Plus" color pic-
ture tube carries two guar-
antees. The first one guar-
antees the tube uncondi-
tionally for 3 years. This
is a "total" guarantee; if
the replacement tube be-
comes defective any time
within 3 years, a brand
new "Opti-Vue Plus" will
be given to the servicer/
dealer at no cost.

The second guarantee
says that if the tube fails
any time after 3 years-
for the life of the set while
in the hands of the present
owner-Channel Master
will replace it with another
3 -year tube at a guaran-
teed fixed cost to the deal-
er and the consumer. The
consumer will pay $69.95
(plus installer's labor, of
course); the dealer will
pay $46.95, giving him a
33 percent gross profit.

This guarantee will stand
regardless of inflation, and

continued on page 52
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Effective
Advertising

For The
Service

Dealer
by William (Mac) Walker

Five tricks of the

trade can help you write

a better ad

 What determines the effectiveness
of your advertising? Size? Humor?
An elaborate layout? Eye-catching
illustrations?

Not so. As the men on Madison
Avenue will tell you, successful ad-
vertising is the sum of many parts-
all carefully combined and aimed at
specific goals: 1) To reach your best
prospects. 2) To make them read
your ad. And, ultimately, 3) to con-
vince thetn to buy from you, not
from a competitor.

Your advertising can do this, too.
Whatever media you may use. How-
ever large (or small) your budget.
All you need do is apply the follow-
ing five basic "tricks of the trade"
used by the advertising pros. These
can help you prepare an advertising
campaign that produces a bounty of
new business:
1) Pick Your Best Prospects. Be-
fore one word goes on paper, take a
moment to create a mental image of
your customer.

What do they most often need?
How can you help them? What can
you-and no one else-offer them?
Do you carry a special brand of
goods? A special service? A lower
price?

Your business undoubtedly has
advantages that no competitor can
match. It's your job to decide what
they are and to state them briefly,
succinctly.

This is your headline. It can be
catchy or clever. It can be a simple,
direct statement. But, without brag-
ging or shouting, it should quickly
make clear how the reader will gain
from doing business with you. This
holds true for all forms of advertis-
ing.

One note of caution: Don't use
your firm's name and telephone
number as your headline. Yes, these
are important, but they will not by
themselves sell a prospect-especial-
ly a prospect who does not know
your firm by name. Stress benefits
first. Then tell your name.

Next, answer all of your cus-
tomer's other questions:

 What can you offer? (Describe
your products and services.)

 Who sells it? (You do.)
 Why should I buy from you?

(Again, the advantages of your
product or service.)

 How and where is it available?
(Your location and telephone num-
ber.)
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The Author: William (Mac) Walker is a Vice
President and Account Group Supervisor for
Cunningham & Walsh, Inc., one of the nation's
leading advertising agencies. He draws his ad-
vice about effective advertising from 20 years
of experience handling a variety of accounts-
from grocery products, encyclopedias and appli-
ances to building materials, beer and golf
equipment-for major ad agencies. At Cunning-
ham & Walsh, he helps prepare attention -get-
ting advertising for some of America's biggest
corporations with annual programs worth mil-
lions of dollars.

 When? (Your hours.)
2) Choose a Single Selling Mes-
sage. Less information is often
best in advertising. Fight the temp-
tation to tell all. If you give too
many facts, you may wind up with
an ad that emphasizes nothing and
repels rather than attracts prospects.

Your ad should have a single
theme, emphasized in all of its ele-
ments-layout, headline, copy, and
illustrations.

If your major advantage is a wide
range of products or services, build
your ad on that theme. Tell the buy-
er he can find almost anything under
your roof. Stress variety, complete-
ness.

If you have an exclusive franchise
or offer special service in one area,
make this the highlight of your ad.
This can give you the edge-espe-
cially over competitors who make
completeness their selling message.

If you sell or service brand name
products, emphasize that. Use trade-
marks in your ad to attract brand -
conscious buyers.
3) Match the Message to the Me-
dium. Where does your selling
message belong?

Every ad medium worth its salt

If your advertising
is on target, it will reach
your best prospects who
will read gt and buy from you,
not your competitors.

has facts and figures about its audi-
ences. Not only the number of peo-
ple, but their age, sex, income, edu-
cation, hobbies, and occupations.

Before writing your ad, study as
much of this data as you can get.
Match the audience offered by the
medium with what you have to sell.
Then, choose the media that will
reach your best prospects at lowest
cost.

But remember: each medium-
newspapers, magazines, radio, Yel-
low Pages or television-has a
unique "selling contest." That's the
particular blend of news, entertain-
ment, education or basic informa-
tion that appeals to its audience. In
newspapers, for example, the con-
text is news. With radio, it's enter-
tainment. With the Yellow Pages,
it's directional information.

Write your ad to fit into the sell-
ing context of the medium. For
newspapers, make your ad timely,
newsworthy. Stress a current sale,
new product, special service. For the
Yellow Pages, stress basic informa-
tion. Give the facts that persuade
prospects to call you, not your com-
petitor. Make sure your ad speaks
right to the need that brought the
prospect to the classified directory.
4) Mix Your Media Well. No one
medium is likely to reach all your best
prospects all the time. So you'll want
to concoct a "media mix"-a com-
bination that will reach as many
prospects as possible with minimum
overlap of audiences.

You might use some newspaper
or radio advertising for news: to
promote a special sale or weekly
special. Direct mail to send a speci-
fic offer to a selected audience. Or
magazine ads to build an image of
quality and service.

Whatever your choices, back up

all your advertising with a perma-
nent local reference, such as a tele-
phone directory ad. This will be
ready and waiting for prospects who
may want what you offer, but are
not ready to buy when one of your
other ads appears.

Like all your advertising, this Yel-
low Pages ad should be tailored to
its medium-and its place in your
media mix. Aim to help prospects
who are pre -sold by your newspaper
or broadcast advertising. When they
consult the telephone directory,
prospects are ready to buy. So re-
mind them of the advantages of do-
ing business with you.

Such a year -around reference can
make all your advertising more ef-
fective by giving it longer life.
5) Make Your Ad Special. How
do you make your ad stand out from
all the other advertising your pros-
pects see?

Give your ad a special character
and appearance. Make certain every
word and illustration is appropriate
to your business and your prospects.
Then follow these tips:

Keep your layout simple. Use lots
of open space. Arrange the ad to
lead the eye logically through the
message: From attention -getting
headline or illustration. To the rea-
sons why people should buy. To a
call for action by your prospects.
And to your name, address, and
telephone number.

Keep your copy short. Write it for
quick, easy understanding. Avoid
flowing phrases or fancy adjectives.
Each word should expand the basic
promise of your headline. Other-
wise, it doesn't belong in your ad.

With these tricks of the advertis-
ing trade, you can be sure you'll
get more for every ad dollar you
spend. 
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MODERN SERVICING TECHNIQUES

Field -Effect Transistor Fundamentals

 Compared to field-effect tran-
sistors (FET's), conventional bi-
polar transistors have relatively low
input resistance, high input capaci-
tance, relatively high output -to -input
feedback capacitance, and cross -
modulation and inter -modulation
characteristics which can be trouble-
some in some applications. A ten-
dency to oscillate at high frequencies
unless well loaded, cross -talk in
transistor tuners operating in the vi-
cinity of a strong station and the
large impedance transformations re-
quired in interstage coupling are ex-
amples of the problems associated
with the inherent characteristics of
conventional bipolar transistors.

Conventional bipolar transistors
also have a very limited AGC capa-
bility, and when they are gain con-
trolled, it is usually at the cost of
increased noise or other adverse ef-
fects.

The FET, on the other hand, has
a very high input resistance, low in-
put capacitance, low feedback ca-
pacitance, superior cross -modula-
tion and overload capability and ex-
cellent AGC characteristics. In fact,
the FET has all the advantages of a
vacuum tube without the tube's dis-
advantages of aging and filament
power requirements.

Also, FET's are available in sev-
eral different designs, each of which
offers unique advantages for differ-
ent applications. This design varia-
tion is not duplicated to an appreci-
able extent by bipolar devices.

FET THEORY
Fig. 1 is a cross-sectional view of

an elementary type of FET. The de-
vice consists of a bar of "N" type
material, with two sections of "P"
type material opposite each other
part way up the bar. If we connect a
10 -volt battery to the bar so that the
top is +10 volts and the bottom is
zero volts, the potential at the center
of the bar will be somewhere be-
tween zero and +10 volts. We will
assume that the "N" type material in

by B. B. Dee

the vicinity of the P type material is
at +5 volts.

If we now connect a negative
source of voltage to the "inserts"
formed by the P type material, a
reverse -biased pair of junctions is
formed, with current being repelled
at the junction barriers, just as in
any reverse -biased diode. You will
recall from previous articles about
semiconductor junctions that the
field extends into the material for
some distance. Thus, the repelling
effect of each "diode" extends
throughout the shaded areas in Fig.
1, and, therefore, current cannot
flow in these areas. Notice that the
two shaded areas almost touch each
other, severely restricting the flow of
current from one end of the bar to
the other. If we increase the negative
potential applied to the P type mate-
rial, we can get these areas to
"touch" each other, thereby cutting
off current flow almost completely.
Conversely, if we reduce the nega-
tive potential on the P type material,
current flows more freely as the
channel becomes wider.

Terminology
At this point, we should get our

terms straight. The bottom of the
bar corresponds to the emitter of a
bipolar transistor, and is called the

+ 1011

Bar of
"N" type
material

Input

Gate

Fig. 1-Cross-sectional view of a junction type
field-effect transistor.

source. The top of the bar corre-
sponds to the collector of a bipolar,
and is called the drain, while the in-
put, or control, element, which cor-
responds to the base of a bipolar
transistor, is called the gate. The
material through which the current
flows, between source and drain, is
called the channel. In the FET illus-
trated in Fig. 1, the channel is made
of N type material, so the device is
called an N channel FET.

Biasing
Note that the FET in Fig. 1 op-

erates with the gate reverse biased,
while a bipolar transistor operates
with the base forward biased. And
there is no collector junction at all.
Therefore, the only junction, the
gate, is always biased in one direc-
tion, in comparison to a bipolar
transistor, which has two junctions,
one forward biased and the other re-
verse biased. Because the one junc-
tion of the FET is controlled with
one polarity of voltage, we call it a
unipolar device (one polarity),
while the conventional transistor is
called a bipolar (two polarity) de-
vice.

The output current of the FET
shown in Fig. 1 is reduced as the
negative input voltage (bias) is in-
creased. Because of this, it is called
a depletion mode device. The use of
the word depletion is used to indi-
cate that an increase in gate voltage
reduces the current through the de-
vice. (Note that the input signal can
never forward bias the gate junction,
just as the input signal cannot re-
verse bias the base of a bipolar tran-
sistor in normal operation.) Because
the gate is a reverse -biased junction,
this device is also called junction
FET. Putting all of the descriptive
terms together, we have been look-
ing at an N -channel, depletion
mode, junction FET. (The term
junction FET is usually abbreviated
to IFET.) By reversing the polari-
ties of the materials used in the junc-
tions, we can also create a P -channel
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New life
for the old

test jig.

°MAC T

FOCUS
TAP

MOM CP 1900K
GEED snvaw

Make it a solid-state tester with our
new Sylvania Rig -A -Jig -m CK1900X.

The old test jig you usec with tube -set
chassis can work full time again. Connect the
new Sylvania Rig -A -Jig CK1900X to it and
presto-you have a test jig for solid-state and
hybrid TV as well.

The Rig -A -Jig CK1900X has a self-contained
anode voltmeter, a complete set of yoke
programmers, and an interval focus supply.

And, it will give yoJ a close impedance
match in receiver defection circuits for almost
any hybr d or solid-state sets you might have
to service. And these connections are easy to
make with up -front, highly accessible
receptacles.

With simple modifications, you can give
new life to your old test jig so it can handle sets
with 350 to 500 iLH SCR sweep, 1 and 3 mH for
transformer sweep, or tube and hybrid sets with
yoke inductances from 7, 12, and 16 mH.
Instruction sheets and set-up manual are also
included.

Ask your Sylvania distributor for more
information.

Rig -A -Jig CK1900X. The newest addition to
the versatile family of Chek-A-ColorTM Test
Equipment.

C513 SYLVANIA

GTE Sylvania, Electronic Components Group,
100 First Avenue, Waltham, Mass. 02154.
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JFET, just as we have PNP and
NPN bipolar transistors.

Note that the channel of the FET
in Fig. 1 is narrower at the top than
at the bottom. The reason for this
becomes evident if we consider the
channel to be a resistive path. A
comparison of the potentials at sev-
eral points throughout the resistive
path reveals that the voltages at the
bottom will be small, with increas-
ingly larger voltages toward the top.
If we assume that the gate junctions
are at a level of +5 volts, then the
top area of the gate will be at a high-
er potential ( +6V), and the bottom
area of the gate at a lower potential
( +4V). If we assume that the gates
are at zero, or ground potential, then
the center of the gate would be at 5

10V

Fig. 2-Illustration which reveals the resistive
nature of the channel of the JFET and how it
affects the action of the gate electric field. See
text for complete explanation.

Input

N Channel JFET

Fig. 3-Simplified diagram of an audio ampli-
fier equipped with an N -channel JFET.

volts reverse bias, the top at 6 volts
reverse bias and the bottom at 4
volts reverse bias. This is shown as
three separate diodes in Fig. 2 for
simplification.

Because the top of the gate has
the highest reverse potential, the
depth of the electric field is greatest;

Fig. 4-Adding a resistor (Rs) in the source
circuit of the HET changes the amount of bias
applied to the gate and thereby establishes a
different operating point for the JFET.

Input
0--I

Fig. 5-The addition of a resistor between the
gate and V,,,, forms a voltage divider between
V. and ground which, like Rs, also changes
the operating point of the 1FET.

therefore, the channel restriction is
greater at the top than at the bot-
tom. If you see this effect in FET
diagrams in other literature, you
now will understand the reason for it.

Shown in Fig. 3 is a simple N -
channel JFET audio amplifier. The
source, gate and drain are labeled S,
G and D, respectively, and the sup-
ply voltage is labeled VDD. The gate
arrow points inward, indicating that
this is an N -channel device (similar
to the emitter arrow pointing inward
on an NPN bipolar transistor), thus
requiring a positive drain voltage
(also similar to the collector voltage
requirement of NPN bipolars). A P -
channel JFET would have the gate
arrow pointing outward (as with a
PNP bipolar), and would require a
negative VDD. The gate symbol rep-
resents a diode (junction), which it
is, and, because in a JFET it is al-
ways reverse biased, it reveals the
polarity requirements of the JFET.

Notice that simply returning the
gate to ground produces a reverse
bias, as was explained earlier in ref-
erence to Fig. 2. The amount of the
reverse bias applied when the gate is
tied to the source depends only on
the supply voltage. Because the gate
voltage is physically tapped off of
the voltage divider formed by the
channel, much as a voltage divider
with a fixed tap, the voltage at the
tap varies with the voltage applied
to the top of the divider (in this
case, VDD). Therefore, increasing the
applied voltage (VDD) will increase
the reverse bias on the gate and will
cause the channel current to be
pinched off-and that is exactly
what this phenomenon is called-
pinch-off.

To control the pinch -off action,
the bias applied to the gate can be
varied by adding a resistor, as shown
in Fig. 4. The resistor is placed in
the source lead, as with emitter re-
sistor biasing of a bipolar. Fig. 5
shows a divider added between
+Vim and ground to further control
the applied gate voltage in the de-
sired manner. Any or all of these are
effective methods of controlling the
gate voltage. Sometimes a resistor is
placed between the drain and the
gate to provide DC inverse feedback
for stabilization of the operating
point, as is done with both vacuum
tubes and bipolar transistors.
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As you can now see, the JFET is
not radically different from devices
you are accustomed to, even though
it operates on the principle of a
voltage input applied to a reverse -
biased junction as opposed to a bi-
polar transistor which operates with
a current input applied to a forward -
biased junction. Consequently, the
JFET has an extremely high input
impedance compared to that of a bi-
polar transistor.

THE DUAL -GATE JFET

Because the input signal is applied
to both gates of the FET to produce
a pinch -off effect, it is possible to de-
sign a FET with a separate J lead for
each gate, with one used for signal
input and the other for AGC or for
mixing two signals. Fig. 6 shows the
symbols for such a device, which is
known as a dual -gate JFET. Gate 1
(01) is either the bottom gate or the
"front" gate on the symbol, with
gate 2 (G2) at the top or "back" of
the symbol. Gate 1 is usually the sig-
nal input, with gate 2 the AGC or
modulating signal, although they
may be used otherwise to achieve
other desired results.

THE MOSFET
Conduction of the FET is con-

trolled by the electric field produced
by the gate, as described previously.
The electric field can be produced
by a capacitor as well as a reverse -
biased junction. Fig. 7 shows an In-
sulated -Gate Field -Effect Transistor
(IGFET). Notice that the gate elec-
tric field is coupled through a capac-
itor symbol instead of a reverse -
biased junction symbol. In modern
IGFET's the capacitor is formed by
depositing an ultra thin insulating
layer, as shown in Fig. 8. Modern
IGFET's are usually called MOS-
FET's, because the insulated gate
capacitor is formed by depositing
metal on an insulating oxide layer,
thereby forming a semiconductor
field-effect transistor. The first let-
ters of the italicized words form the
acronym MOSFET.

MOSFET's are fabricated in the
same way modern integrated circuits
are-by starting with a basic ma-
terial called a substrate and then de-
positing other materials on top of
the substrate or diffusing other ma-
terials into it. Usually, all fabrication

is performed on one side of the sub-
strate, with the substrate on the bot-
tom, as in Fig. 8. Many such de-
vices are made at once, on a 2- or
3 -inch diameter wafer. Because each
device is small, thousands are made
at one time on a single wafer, thus
reducing the price by mass produc-
tion. The wafer is then scribed with
a diamond point, and the devices are
broken apart, in the same way that
a pane of glass is cut. With this

Fig. 6-Two common schematic diagram sym-
bols for a dual -gate NET.

Drain

Gate (01)

+ VIM

Output

Substrate
(G2)

Source

Fig. 7-An N-ch3nnel, insulated -gate, field-
effect transistor, cr MOSFET.

method, no other elements can be
fabricated on the edges of each de-
vice, because there are no separate
edges until the finished device is
broken off the wafer.

The type of material used in the
channel of a MOSFET is indicated
by the direction in which the arrow
on the substrate element points-in
for N channel, and out for P chan-
nel, just as for bipolars and JFET's.
A wafer of P type material has a

N Channel IGFET (MOSFET),
Depletion Mode.

Gate

Thin deposited
insulating oxide
layer.

SoJrce Drain

P Material (substrate)

Substrate

Material
Channel

Note Sop d areas are metal deposits used as con-
tacts for leads.

Fig. 8-End view of MOSFET illustrating con-
struction.

Drain

()Gate
I

(A) Source

Drain()

1--
Gate I0

(B) Source

Fig. 9-Two types of N -channel MOSFET's. A)
Depletion type. B) Enhancement type.
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lead connected to its bottom, as
shown in Fig. 8. A layer of N type
material then is diffused into the top
of the P type substrate, forming a
junction. This is why the substrate
of the MOSFET still retains the ar-
row -type junction symbol, even
though the signal input terminal
(gate) is a capacitor. Note in Fig. 7
that the substrate of the FET forms
a second gate (G2), as in the JFET.

Two metal, deposited contacts are
formed at each end of the N chan-
nel, for the source and drain leads.
A very thin layer of insulating oxide
is formed over the channel, to func-
tion as the dielectric of the gate
"capacitor." A metal contact de-
posited over the glass functions as
the capacitor electrode.

Because the channel is directly
under the capacitor formed by the
gate, any electric field created by the
potential applied to the gate will in-
fluence the current through the
channel. If a negative potential is
applied, the field will be a repelling
one and will tend to pinch off cur-
rent in the channel, as indicated by
the shaded area in Fig. 8. Thus, we
have a depletion mode device again.
But there is one fundamental dif-
ference in operation between the
MOSFET and JFET-the JFET is
a junction input device and must al-
ways be reverse biased, which makes
it a depletion device only. The
MOSFET is a capacitance -coupled
device, and, therefore, there is no
inherent forward or reverse bias re-
quirement. Consequently, the MOS-
FET can operate in either the de-
pletion or the enhancement mode.

A depletion -mode MOSFET starts
out with some desired level of con-
duction, and the gate input or bias
can reduce, or deplete, the current
flow. An enhancement mode MOS-
FET starts out with zero bias and
very little current flowing through it,
and the signal or bias applied to the
gate then increases, or enhances, the
flow of current. Some MOSFET's
are designed as enhancement/deple-
tion devices, which means that the
normal flow of current can be either
increased or decreased by applying
a suitable bias.

The mode of operation of a MOS-
FET is revealed by the symbol of the
device, as shown in Fig. 9. Note that
the channel is a solid line for deple-
tion type devices, and an interrupted
line for enhancement types. One con-

venient method for remembering
which is which is: A solid line in-
dicates conduction, which can be re-
duced. An open circuit, represented
by the interrupted line, has no way
to change but to increase.

Some MOSFET's have only three -

terminals brought out, with the sub-
strate tied internally to the source.
Because many MOSFET's are used
in circuit configurations which re-
quire that the substrate be connected
to the source, it makes little differ-
ence whether it is done internally or
externally. For circuit configurations
which require that the substrate be
used as a second gate, a MOSFET
with the substrate lead brought out
separately is needed.

Some MOSFET's have two input
gates as well as the substrate, and
are used as mixers and AGC de-
vices, etc. Their schematic symbol is
shown in Fig. 10.

Some minor variations of symbols
exist among different manufacturers
because the device is relatively new
and standardization is not yet com-

Drain

Gate 2

Gate 1

Source
gig. 10-Depletion type, dual -gate, N -channel
MOSFET.

Drain

Gate 2

Gate
1

Source

Fig. 11-Back-to-back zener diodes connected
between source and gates of this dual -gate
MOSFET prevent static charges from puncturing
tie gate insulation and thereby destroying the
MOSFET.

plete, but technicians should have
no trouble determining the mode of
operation of the MOSFET if they
analyze the symbol on the schematic
diagram of the circuit being tested.

Until recently, MOSFET's had
one very severe handicap: Because
the gate insulation is very thin, it
can be punctured easily and, once
punctured, like any capacitor, it is
destroyed. Static charges incurred in
handling are capable of puncturing
the gate insulation. Consequently, to
avoid such damage, MOSFET's
were mounted in conductive plastic.
Even so, many were ruined, both in
and out of circuit. Newer MOS-
FET's have diode protected gates,
as shown in Fig. 11. Each gate has
two back-to-back zener diodes con-
nected between gate and source. If
the input voltage, regardless of po-
larity, exceeds a certain level, the
diodes conduct and clamp the input
voltage to a safe level. This is easily
understood when you recall that a
zener conducts in the forward direc-
tion as any diode, but, when reverse
biased, it conducts at a predeter-
mined design level. Because the
diodes are reverse connected, one is
always forward biased and the other
reverse biased for any signal. The
total drop is therefore the zener volt-
age plus one forward diode drop.
This seemingly has solved the big-
gest problem inherent in MOSFET's.

Because MOSFET's do not draw
input current, and because enhance-
ment -mode MOSFET's draw no out-
put current until turned on, they are
extremely efficient low -current -drain
devices. For this reason, MOS tech-
nology is used increasingly in sys-
tems in which power drain and heat
dissipation are important and expen-
sive factors. They are also used more
and more in integrated circuits
(IC's), which are becoming increas-
ingly complex. An IC today has the
ability to replace thousands of dis-
crete devices-just one 4000 bit
MOS memory integrated circuit con-
tains over 14,000 transistors. Obvi-
ously, with that many transistors on
a single chip, each must draw only
microwatts of power or the total
power dissipation will overheat the
small IC. Technicians will see in-
creased application of MOS devices
in automotive use, in motor controls
in home appliances, in test equip-
ment and a host of other ever-in-
creasing applications. 
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frame displays are se'ected
automatically in the TV trigger
position. And, chopped or
alternate modes are ceter-
mined automatically to
optimize display clarity.

Bright, stable viewing.
Stable waveforms, displayed on
an B x 10 cm on, are easy to
view, even under unfavorable
ambient light conditions. Two
identical input channels sim-
plify generation of X -Y displays.
This is particularly useful in
analysis of vector patterns.

Application versatility.
Because of its X -Y capability,
the D61 simplifies alignment
and troubleshooting of color
television sets. Its performance
equals or exceeds the require-
ments for servicing audio
equipment, pocket calculators,
public safety control alarm,
and communications systems,
microwave ovens, digital clocks,
and similar consumer elec-
tronic products.

Compact, portable. Fully
transistorized, and weighing
only 15 pounds, the 061 occu-
pies only 6.3 inches of bench
width. It's easy to transport and
use in confined working areas.

Tektronix reliability.
TELEQUIPMENT products
carry the well-known Tektronix
warranty and are marketed
and supported by the
Tektronix organizat on.

Automatic triggering.
TV Frame
and line triggering.
Dual -trace, X -Y
and vector modes.

E Send me the D61 Spec Sheet and Telequlpment
catalog.
Have your field engineer call to arrange a
demonstration.

Tektronix, Inc.. P.O. Box 500, Beaverton. Oregon 97005
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Company
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City State Zlp

TEKTRONIX
For demonstration circ e 147 on Reader Service Card

comnytted to
technical excellence
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Selecting Commercial Audio
Amplifiers by Jack Hobbs

Avoid being entrapped in the "power -doubling muddle"

 Previous articles in these pages
have made it clear that once a com-
mercial audio installation survey is
completed and necessary speakers
selected, we are then in a position to
select a suitable amplifier. But all we
know at this point is the amplifier's
total output requirement in watts.
And before we can discuss the basic,
overall considerations involved in
the selection of present-day commer-
cial audio amplifiers, we may need
to reorient our thinking in certain
technical areas which have under-
gone near -revolutionary changes
with the development of modern
solid-state audio circuitry.

The Impact of Solid -State
Audio Circuitry

A few years ago an outstanding
audio authority saw fit to reevaluate
certain conventional audio distribu-
tion techniques which had been em-
ployed for many years with com-
mercial electron -tube audio equip-
ment. His conclusions were reveal-
ing: Development of modern solid-
state audio circuitry has now made
available to the audio technician and
service -dealer more efficient audio
distribution methods at lower cost
in dollars -per -watt. Hence, in select-
ing an amplifier for a given installa-

tion, especially the small- and me-
dium -size jobs, we must consider
these new techniques. In fact, there
is a chance that employment of this
new approach may soon become a
competitive necessity on many jobs.

Transistorized audio amplifiers
are available with low impedance
outputs for driving speakers direct-
ly. In low- and medium -powered in-
stallations not involving a large
number of speakers, the amplifier
output can be fed directly to speak-
ers in series, parallel or series/paral-
lel configurations. You may find
many audio -installation jobs where
this method of distribution will prove
satisfactory-eliminating the cost of
fine -speaker matching transformers.
This method of driving speakers also
provides a significantly higher power
efficiency.

In reference to these new tech-
niques, however, we will need to
brush up on simple math and
knowledge of impedances in series,
parallel and series/parallel, and
power division in these circuits. This
is especially true if we want to pro-
vide different power levels to differ-
ent speakers in a given group with-
out having to use "T" or "L" pads
or transformers.

As one example, suppose a small

Fig. 1-Five 16 -ohm speakers connected in this manner will provide four times
the three in parallel than the two in series/parallel.

more power to

installation calls for five speakers.
(See Fig. 1.) If the five speakers are
all of the same impedance, the three
shown in parallel will run close to
four times the power of the two in
series/parallel. If we use 16 -ohm
speakers the total, or net, load im-
pedance will be near 4.5 ohms. If
28w power is supplied, the three
parallel speakers will run at about
8w each and the two in series/paral-
lel will run at approximately 2w
each. With this illustration in mind,
you can take it from there and work
out all kinds of speaker combina-
tions to match the direct output of
one or more available transistorized
audio amplifiers.

At this point, some cautious, con-
servatives among us may wish to
sound a quiet, skeptical note of warn-
ing. Indeed, it is too early to con-
clude that new solid-state techniques
are infallible, fail-safe and actually
better than the older methods em-
ploying CV (constant -voltage) dis-
tribution or other methods. Old con-
ventions die hard and only the pas-
sage of time and many application
experiences will tell if the new ap-
proach is really worthwhile.

Basic Amplifier Requirements
and Specifications

Obviously, in a general sense, the
type of amplifier needed for any in-
stallation is determined primarily by
the individual system requirements.
And this includes, of course, distinc-
tions which must be made between
fixed installation equipment and por-
table equipment such as that used on
automobiles and "sound" trucks for
PA (public-address) applications.
Additionally, we may wish to select
an amplifier having 5, 10 or more
watts output than immediately re-
quired-to handle possible future
expansion of a system. And there
are other important considerations
-some obvious and others not so
obvious. For example, we must de-
termine if we need a separate pre-
amp/mixer/control unit to be used
with a separate power amplifier, or
will it prove adequate if we select a
combination (or package) unit with
everything on one chassis? For most
jobs, we can choose the latter. For
the "big jobs," we might have to se-
lect or even design a preamp/mixer/
control unit to be operated separate-
ly from the power amplifier. For
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MODEL1230 DIGITAL I.C. COLOR GENERATOR

YOURS!
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convergence generator costs you money. B & K's solution to the problem is the
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of your hand.
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1801 W. Belle Plaine Ave

Chicago. /L 60613  (3121 327-7270

... for more details circle 102 on Reader Service Card
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very long microphone cables, we
might need a small, separate preamp
close to the mike.

What kind and how many preamp
inputs do we need? Here we might
require either high- or low -imped-
ance mike inputs or both. Do we
need high-level phono, tape -head or
AM/FM radio inputs? We might
also have to give special considera-
tion to the sensitivity of some inputs.
Do we need individual gain controls
on all preamp inputs? Separate con-
trols will usually be desirable. It
should be mentioned, at this point,
that some packaged equipment is
available which has a variety of
plug-in input modules.

One difficult job, caused by the
lack of uniform industry specifica-
tion and test standards, is translat-
ing manufacturers' specifications in-
to significant and meaningful intelli-
gence. Here we must question close-
ly the individual manufacturer. In
most cases, you will find amplifier
manufacturers cooperative. Obtain
and carefully study their product
catalogs and spec sheets.

Once again, job requirements will
vary. One job may require an am-
plifier having a total harmonic dis-
tortion (THD), or total harmonic
content (THC), of

dBm/Power/Voltage Chart
dBm Power Volts

0 1.000mw 0.775
1.0 1.259mw 0.869
2.0 1.585mw 0.975
3.0 1.995mw 1.094
4.0 2.512mw 1.228
5.0 3.162mw 1.377
6.0 3.981mw 1.546
7.0 5.012mw 1.736
8.0 6.310mw 1.947
9.0 7.943mw 2.184

10.0 10.000mw 2.449
20.0 100.000mw 7.746
30.0 1.000w 24.49
40.0 10.000w 77.46
50.0 100.000w 244.90
60.0 1000.000w 774.60

Altec Model 15938 50w power amplifier.

"one percent or less." A THD of
"five percent or less" may be ade-
quate for another -other factors be-
ing equal. Likewise with FR (fre-
quency response). But here, things
really get fuzzy. An amplifier having
a specification of "50Hz to 15KHz"
may actually be better than one
which is said to have an FR from
"50Hz to 20KHz." You are seldom
informed how flat the FR is or how
the test was made. If the manufac-
turer specifies "flat across the FR

Argos Model PVD 5060A portable lectern PA
system. Bell P/A modular ampimer.

spectrum plus or minus somewhere
between 1 to 3 dBm," this would ap-
pear adequate for the "average" ap-
plication. And again, an amplifier
rated at "200Hz to 10KHz" may
provide better voice intelligibility
for straight PA work than one rated
over a much wider spectrum.

Based on the job, of course, am-
plifiers are available for a continu-
ous duty cycle. They will run con-
tinuously without being switched off.
And inquire if a particular ampli-
fier's total output rating in watts is
based on continuous, RMS sine -
wave power. Inquire what protec-
tive provisions are designed into an
amplifier to guard against shorts or
other overload conditions to pro-
tect amplifier output circuit com-
ponents, speakers, etc. Hum and
noise should be down -70 dBm or
more.

The "Power -Doubling Muddle"

Now, we must remind ourselves
of a few important facts, so we can
avoid that old pitfall which has em-
barrassed and frustrated many un-
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Fanon/Courrier Model 35T package includes AM/FM tuner.
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Bogen's 60w amplifier features built-in microphone compressor.
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wary audio technicians. It's known
as the "power -doubling muddle."

As we know, the Weber/Fechner
law tells us that the human ear re-
sponds to changes in volume levels
in a predictable way. Tests made
with "normal" human ears reveal
that, beginning at a certain audible
level, the ear can detect a change in
that level, say an increase, of about
25 to 30 percent. But then the ear is
"stuck" and cannot detect a compa-
rable increase unless the next in-
crease and subsequent increases in
level include the 25 to 30 percent
accumulatively. For example, be-
ginning with a reference level of 5w,
this power would have to be in-
creased about 1.5w to, say, 6.5w be-

fore the increase becomes detectable
to the ear. Then, for the next in-
crease to be detectable, the power
would have to be increased about
2w, to 7w. The next significant in-
crease would be 9w, and so on.
Hence, as we are reminded, the hu-
man ear responds exponentially, or
logarithmically, to power level
changes. That is why the dBm sys-
tem is used to determine audio
levels. (Zero dBm reference of 1

milliwatt at 0.7746v across 600
ohms.) A 3dBm increase in level
closely represents doubling the pow-
er. And a 1 dBm increase roughly
represents increasing the power one
third.

Study the accompanying dBm/

Toa Electric's amplifiers are available with a variety of plug-in input modules.

Pcrma-Power/ Chamberlain Model 5-400 has been replaced by a newer unit, Model 5410, for which
a photo was not available at press time.

NIP

power/voltage chart. Note that the
original power is increased 10 times
for the first 10dBm increase in level.
And the 60dBm level ( 1 kw) repre-
sents a one -million times increase in
the original level of 1 mw. So, if you
run into a problem, especially in
large indoor or outdoor areas, don't
try to solve it necessarily by dou-
bling the power; instead, concentrate
on proper placement of the correct
number of specialized speakers. If
voice intelligibility is degraded be-
cause of long reverberation times,
solve the problem by revamping the
acoustical character of the location
-never try increasing power under
these conditions. Otherwise you may
end up by doubling and doubling
and doubling-throwing ineffective
power to the ceiling, the walls, the
winds and wide-open spaces.

Figures in the dBm/power/volt-
age chart closely conform to P =

R'
E = PR, dBm = 10 log= -and

were derived by employing a five -
place common logarithm table. Of
course, here "P" must be figured in
watts or decimal fractions and "E"
in volts the same way. "R" remains
constant at 600 ohms, and P1 at
0.001w.

For those not familiar with these
processes, note that the reference
power has increased exponentially;
at 10dBm, 10 times; at 20dBm, 100
times; at 30dBm, 1,000 times, and
so on. Note also that the voltages in-
crease in like manner but in 20dBm
increments.

And voltage gain can be trans-
lated to dBm by employing the for-mula&dBm = 20 log , where E1,E
0.7746v (0.775v is close enough),
remains constant. The even num-
bered dBm/power/voltage relation-
ships have been more closely refined
than the odd dBm lines simply be-
cause the even numbered 2dBm

continued on page 53

00009909

McMartin Model LT -1000C 100w amplifier. Dukane Model 1A118 50w amplifier.
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COLORFAX

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

ADMIRAL
Color TV Chassis K19 Series-Hum Bar in Picture at 60 Hz Rate

The possible cause of an hum bar in the picture can be
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capacitor on the 20v B+ supply-Part

If you encounter a set with this problem, the ripple on
the higher B+ supplies will appear normal. Checking the
waveform at the plate (pin 2) of the Video Amplifier tube,
IICH11, will confirm the defective capacitor; you will ob-
serve 60 Hz on the video signal.

Color TV Models 5L5851, 51.5853, 5L5855-Loss of Sound

There has been a few reports of loss of sound in color
TV Models 5L5851, 5L5853 and 5L5855 which are
equipped with the 8T9A, 8 -track tape player. The TV
sound signal in these models is amplified by the left chan-

-114,1*44,141

SO DER

 f
1 _

ADD GROUND
L41.--: LUG UNDER SCREW

nel amplifier of the tape player, so component failure in
the audio section of the tape player can also cause loss of
TV sound.

Investigation of these reports showed that the sets were,

More for your money - $189.00*- than any other
Color Bar/Pattern Generator
Superpulse - Provides a big, fat square pulse
for easy CRO tracing in the set, and a white
window pattern for quick checks of gray -scale
tracking, smearing, and ringing right on the
TV screen.

The RCA WR-515A
offers time and money-
saving returns in fast
diagnosis and adjust-
ment in both home TV or
commercial/industrial
broadcast installations,
including-VTR's and
video monitors. More
details at any of the more
than 1,000 RCA Dis-
tributors worldwide. Or,
write: RCA Electronic In-
strument Headquarters,
415 S. Fifth Street,
Harrison, N.J. 07029.
Specialists demand the best tools of their trade.

Bar Marker - Identifies
color bars, 3, 6,9- a"must"
on overscanned sets.

IF Output - at 45.75MHz for
troubleshooting in mixer
and IF stages. Excellent for
servicing "modular" solid-
state sets.

RCA
VVR-515A
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RCA

0011onal Prict,

Electronic
Instruments

Video Output - 2 volts,
max. "+" and "-" at 75 ohms
for commercial/industrial
closed-circuit TV.

75- and 300 -Ohms OutputOutput-
at bothRFand IF. Snap -on
BNC heads for fast
impedance changes. RF
works into MATV, CATV
systems.

100% Digital ICs - Computer -type counters need no
adjustments - ever! Patterns stay locked -in.

.. for more details circle 129 on Reader Service Card
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in most cases, being operated in carpeted rooms and that
a static discharge was noted as the controls were touched.

Component failures that may occur as a result of a
strong static discharge include one or more of the follow-
ing transistors: Q7, Q9, Q11, Q13 or the equivalent right -
channel parts.

In the 5L5850 series models, the on/off/volume control
is mounted to the tuner by a plastic bracket. We recom-
mend grounding the control case to eliminate this problem.

Add a 9A207-2 ground lug under the screw on the tuner
bracket, position the other end of the lug against the con-
trol case and solder it (see illustration). This is the only
approved method of grounding the control case. Do not
add this ground lug to any models other than the 5L5851,
5L5853 or 5L5855.

Power Supply Module M900 (A8926-1)

The DC voltage at pin 5 of the contact terminals P900,
located on the power supply module M900, should be 20v.

All M25 production power supply modules include re-
sistor R909 (5.6K, 3w).

The voltage to pin 5 of contact terminals J801 should be
20v (not 130v as shown on early schematics). The voltage
at pin 5 of contact terminals J800 is 130v; this voltage is
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received from the 130v regulated supply originating in the
M900 power supply and fused by F102 ( I amp). You can
trace this back through coil L104, the windings of T103,
resistor R 113 and pin 7 of J 1001. The jumper between pins
2 and 3 of J1003 provides an interlock to protect circuit
components in the event that the set is operated without the
L101 yoke plugged in.

Do not overlook checking QI02, the horizontal -output
transistor, and damper diode D101. They are mounted on
the heat sink adjacent to the T103 HV transformer.

MAGNAVOX

Color TV Chassis T979-Vertical Line on Left Side of Raster

A narrow vertical line on the left side of the raster has
been noticed on a limited number of T979 chassis. The
cause has been traced to an error in the wiring from the
"B" board. The illustration shows the correct wiring ar-
rangement. The vertical line on the screen is produced

continued on next page

DO-IT-YOURSELF

grabber

 Simplified Assembly
III Versatile

 Comfortable Finger Grip Action

 Completely Field Serviceable
 Molded of Tough Lexan*

Model 3925
Mini Test Clip
Shown Ac'ual Size

This test clip with gold plated hook is excellent for rapid test-
ing of components and Wire Wrapt pins. Clip is comp etely

insulated to point of connection. Build any combination of test
leads with wire up to .090 dia. Easy and comfortable to operate.
Molded of rugged Lexan to resist melting when soldering.
Write for literature and prices.

SIMPLIFIEC ASSEMBLY

ilmRapid assemb y or replacement
of damaged lead.

MODEL 3925
hooks onto components or slips over square Wire -Wrap lairs

'Lexan is a General Electric trade -mark. tRogistered trade -mark of Gardner -Denver Co.

AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTPIBJTORS

POMONA ELECTRONICS
A Subsidiary of ITT

1500 East Ninth St., Pomona, Calif. 91766

. . . for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card
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when the wire from pin 6 of the "C" board is erroneously
connected to pin 3 of the "B" board instead of to pin 2.
The result is that the video signal is routed through R79

MVINYERO

04

 BOARD

on the "B" hoard before being applied to the video stages.
R79 introduces a small pulse into the video signal. The
solution is to remove this wire from pin 3 of the "B" board
and connect it to pin 2.

M GA

Color TV Models CH160, CH190, CH191-Sound Problem

A small percentage of these models may develop an un-
usual sound condition after a period of use by the custom-
er. Two distinct and separate problems can occur: 1) buzz,
2) squeal or loud growl.

Buzz

This condition is commonly called "sync buzz" or "verti-
cal sync buzz" and is caused by vertical sync feeding into
the audio circuits. If the television is operated in a quiet
room with the volume at low levels, a few customers may
object to the level of buzz that can be heard. The problem

NEW
IRE

Disconnect

can be corrected by performing the following steps: 1) Clip
the ground lead connected to terminal B4 on the audio
board. 2) Insert and solder a 2 -inch length of #18 insu-
lated wire in series with the ground lead. 3) Dress the in-
sulated loop along the yoke housing and move it around
until a position is found in which the vertical buzz is re-
duced to a minimum. 4) Tape the loop to the yoke hous-
ing at the point of minimum buzz, using black vinyl elec-
trical tape.

Squeal or Loud Growl

This condition will also occur at low settings of the VOL-
UME control but it requires a different correction than that

SYSTEMS have...

COP...all the you need!
A wide range of quality Scopes at a price that satisfies

SYSTEMS 27 SOLID STATE DC -2.5 MHz
SERVICE SCOPE
FEATURES:  13 cm (5") CRT  Solid
state circuitry  High sensitivity TV line
and field synchronization  Elegant finish
 Easy -grip handle -cum -tilt stand Compact
size  Low cost.

SYSTEMS 37, 5 Hz -2.5 MHz MINI SCOPE
FEATURES: 7 cm (3") CRT High sensi-
tivity *Elegant finish Attractive metallic
brush -finish anodized front panel  Truly
portable  Low cost  Easy -grip handle -
cum -tilt stand.

,'/m& a .6.6It/
_zietut:e.&' Tee" .own

SYSTEMS 57 PORTABLE DC -3 MHz
TRIGGERED SCOPE
FEATURES: 7 cm 13") CRT High sensi-
tivity  Portability  Low cost  Elegant
finish  Easy -grip handle -cum -tilt stand.

Systems Electronics Inc.
OF CALIFORNIA

makers of fine oscilloscopes
9727 Inglewood Avenue, Inglewood,

California 90301
Tel: (213) 671-8231  Telex: 67-7459

Cable: 'Rectusa'... for more details circle 134 on Reader Service Card
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of the first buzz problem.
Study the accompanying drawing of the audio board-

the top schematic shows the electrical layout and the bot-
tom drawing shows the mechanical layout.

Disconnect the negative side of capacitor C319 on the
PC board. The easiest way is to cut the printed circuit at

1607

the negative end of C319, as shown in the mechanical
drawing.

Add a short piece of new wire from the negative side of
C319 to terminal B1 on the PC board.

Remove the five -connector plug on the audio board and
clean the contacts at ground terminal B4. Using a tuner
cleaner that does not attack plastics, clean contact B4.
Also, visually inspect and do whatever else is necessary to
be absolutely certain that contact B4 is making positive
contact.

After completing the previous steps, follow the brown
lead from contact B4 to a male -female disconnect plug that
also contains a green wire going to the VOLUME control.
Check the contacts within the molex plug at both the brown
wire point and the green wire point going to the VOLUME
control. Make certain that the pins are fully seated and
secured within the plug. Check to see that pins are not
loose or bent. Exercise the necessary technical checks, in-
cluding continuity tests and perhaps soldering, to assure
that all audio circuit connections through the plug are mak-
ing positive contact. 

IV REPAIR

"Are you trying to mix me up? Every other customer demands a rush
job.-And you tell me to take my time!"

ROHN®
TOWERS

LAST
LONGER
Guaranteed

against Rust

because they

are the only
Tower Hot Dip

Galvanized

after fabrica-

tion and

Available

Nationally

ROHN
MANUFACTURING

0 :CXN2:00107:: 60

"Supplying tower needs worldwide
for over 25 years."

. for more details circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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(new!
FINCO®
'80 Series

COLOR SPECTRUM
TV/FM ANTENNAS

MODEL F -89-C
54 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

CX-F-89-C (75 OHM)

MODEL F -88-C
47 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

CX-F-88-C )75 OHM)

MODEL F -87-C
33 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

CX-F87-C (75 OHM)

MODEL F -86-C
27 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

CX-F-86-C (75 OHM)

MODEL F -85-C
21 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

CX-F-85-C (75 OHM)

MODEL

F -81-V

 MODEL F -84-V
34 Elements VHF -FM
CX-F-84-V (75 OHM)

 MODEL F -83-V
28 Elements VHF -FM
CX-F-83-V (75 OHM)

 MODEL F -82-V
20 Elements VHF -FM
CX-F-82-V (75 OHM)

 MODEL F -81-V
14 Elements VHF -FM
CX-F-81-V (75 OHM)

Write for Catalog No. 20-658. Dept. ETD -8-74

The FINNEY Co.
34 West Interstate Street

Bedford. Ohio 44146

. for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card

NEW PRODUCTS
Descriptions and specifications of the products in-
cluded in this department are provided by the man-
ufacturers. For additional information, circle the cor-
responding numbers on the Reader Service Card in
this issue.

TRANSISTORS 700

Transistors for major
Japanese entertainment equipment

A new line of original equipment
transistors for all major Japanese en-
tertainment equipment is announced
by International Rectifier Corp. The line,
packaged in a DK20 kit, consists of
the 24 transistors most often specified
by the manufacturers of Japanese
stereos, tape recorders and other elec-
tronic equipment.

VOM 701

Incorporates stable
differential FET amplifier

The Model FET-300 transistorized
VOM is a new addition to Mura's line
of multitesters. Basic to the circuit is a
stable differential FET amplifier.
There are seven DC voltage ranges
from 250 my to 1000 v, with 10 M in-
put impedance. Five AC voltage

ranges to 1000 v have a 5000 ohms/
volt sensitivity. DC current can be
measured from 25//a to 250 ma. Five
resistance ranges permit accurate mea-
surements to 500 M. A mirror arc, on -
the -spot calibration adjustments on the
front panel, zero center scale adjust-
ments, and battery check facilities are
important factors which add to the
utility and accuracy of the instrument.

PARTS CASE 702

Can be used in the
shop or on service calls

The Tube Products Department of
General Electric Co. is offering service

dealers two new folding parts cases for
use in the shop or on service calls. The
small, compact case (ETRS-5980) of-
fers adequate room for hundreds of re-
sistors, capacitors, semiconductors and
other parts required in servicing elec-
tronic equipment. The case, which has

OM

more than 500 cubic inches of storage
space, is equipped with ten trays that
can be divided into three sections each
by using the 20 dividers supplied with
each unit. When closed, the high -im-
pact polystyrene case forms an 8 -cu-
bic -inch square. The larger case
(ETRS-5981) features 12 trays which
can be divided into four sections each
by using the 12 dividers included with
each unit. Both cases are available
through your local authorized GE dis-
tributor. The compact case (ETRS-
5980) is $5.95, the large case (ETRS-
5981) is $29.95.

AUDIO ADAPTERS 703

Interconnects almost
any audio equipment

New, versatile audio "Y" adapters
for interconnecting almost any audio
equipment are introduced by Switch -
craft, Inc. The 391Q "Q -G" (Quick -
Ground) Y Adapters give the audio
engineer, sound installer and tech-
nician wide flexibility in adapting and
connecting audio circuitry and com-
ponents. Three -pin male and three -
pin contact female plugs (or equiva-
lent) can be supplied in any combina-

tion for the adapter, for shielded audio
connections. For example, outputs of
two microphones are easily and con-
veniently connected in parallel and to
a single output using the 391Q23 Y -
Adapter; a series 39IQ Y -Adapter can
be used where a single audio output is
required to drive two extension speak-
ers. The cable used has two conduc-
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tors, is shielded with a durable gray
outer jacket and is two feet long with
a molded Y -junction at the center
point. Price is $16.10.

MATV/ CATV ATTEN UATOR 704

Simplifies CATV and MATV signal
equalization problems

A new shielded attenuator designed
for use in both low-level signal cali-
bration of test equipment and MATV/
CATV installation and service applica-
tions is announced by RCA Electronic
Components. The RCA WM-542A 75 -
Ohm Attenuator is a valuable aid for

MATV/CATV TV installation and
servicing when it is desirable to equal-
ize signal levels at various outputs. The
attenuator permits adjustment of signal
output levels as low as 1 microvolt
from suitable signal generating equip-
ment. This five -step attenuator has
stepswitches arranged in a convenient
3-6-10-20-20 dB sequence, providing a
selection of the most used attenuator
values from 3 dB to 59 dB. Attenua-
tion of RF signals with a one dB ac-
curacy up to 250 MHz is provided and
is usable for signals up to 900 MHz.
The unit measures 11/2 inch by 1-3/16
inch by 4-5/16 inch and weighs ap-
proximately 61/2 ounces. Price is
$29.50.

CONTACT CLEANER 705

Leaves no residue to interfere
with electrical properties

A non-flammable, non -crazing con-
tact cleaner that is harmless to most
plastic is announced by 3M Company.
"Scotch" brand Premium Contact

Cleaner 1613 is formulated for clean-
ing switches, brushes, solenoids, gen-
erators, circuit breakers, computer
heads, gold and low -voltage contacts,

etc. It dries instantly and leaves no
residue to interfere with electrical
properties. The aerosol cleaner is
formulated to provide solvent action
for removing oil, grease and dirt with-
out harm to metals and is virtually
non-toxic.

DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS 706
Features high input
and output

A new line of distribution ampli-
fiers, called the Metro -Line, is intro-
duced by Winegard Co. The line is es-
pecially designed for areas in cities or
suburbs with strong signals. There are

five DA models to choose from-three
VHF/FM models and two VHF/
UHF/FM models. The compact am-
plifiers offer economical solutions to
design problems in homes, small corn-

mercial systems and CATV systems.
Extended bandpass (54 to 300 MHz)
covers the mid -band and super -bands,
making the amplifiers compatible with
CATV inputs. The amplifiers are
housed in a steel box and contain a
lightning protection diode. They fea-
ture low noise figures, which helps to
eliminate ghosts or snowy pictures.
The Model DA -215 (shown in pic-
ture), for VHF/FM, provides an out-
put of 53 dBmv, input of 40 dBmv, 13
dB gain, 75 -ohm impedance and 4.8
dB noise figure.

INVERTER 707

Powers AC equipment
from 12 v battery

The Model TI -250B Inverter intro-
duced by EPS Co., Inc., powers AC

equipment directly from your 12 v
DC battery. Exclusive features include

continued on next page

do SIATOILL011

Start saving the gray bottom flaps with
the GE monogram from GE entertain-
ment receiving tube cartons. They're
worth valuable awards to independent
service dealers and technicians in a
fabulous gift bonanza program from
General Electric.

The gift list includes some 43 items
ranging from sporting equipment to
home appliances, from diamond jewelry

to distinctive luggage, from globes and
books to calculators and Attend -a -
Phones. It even includes the much prized
Polaroid SX-70 camera and American
Experience weekend vacations at any
one of 101 prestigious resorts.

BOTTOMS UP!!! Redeem your
flaps ay November 30, 1974. Full details
at yoJr authorized distributor.

TUBE PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY 42301

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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automatic overload protection-in-
verter shuts off when output is acci-
dentally shorted or overloaded, there-
by preventing damage to inverter or
appliance. A charge -indicator light
glows while inverter is operating to in-
dicate low -charge warning and condi-
tion of battery. Immediate starting for
hard -to -start motors and loads is pro-
vided by the "start" switch. Unique
power transformer and solid-state de-
sign provide maximum frequency sta-
bility and longer dependable service.
The unit measures 41/2 inches high by
10 inches wide by 71/2 inches deep.

OSCILLOSCOPE 708

25 -MHz bandwidth
and five display modes

Scopes Unlimited, Inc., has introduced
a new medium -bandwidth, dual -trace,
portable oscilloscope. Among the fea-
tures of the scope are an internal,
parallax -free, 6 X 10 cm CRT grati-

cule, a 1 my sensitivity on both verti-
cal channels with a full 25 -MHz band-
width, 5 display modes and a stable,
high-speed, gated trigger capable of
locking virtually any signal from DC
to 40 MHz, including TV line and
frame. Any special operating require-
ment is obtained by pressing the ap-
propriate button. The unit also is
equipped with internal delay lines. An
optional battery pack is available.
Price is $1150.

CATV DROP CABLE
New design
reduces installation costs

709

New CATV drop cables developed
by Belden Corp. are equipped with a
bonded -foil shielding method that sim-
plifies connector installation and less-
ens chances of faulty termination. The
CATV drop cable series features new
Dudbond shielding, an overlapping
aluminum foil tape bonded by a spe-
cial process directly to the cable's poly-
ethylene insulation core for 100 per-
cent coverage. The tight shield -to -core
bond is designed to overcome impaired
shield effectiveness that might occur at
the termination when an F connector
is forced onto a cable shielded with

conventional laminated foil. Bonding
the tape to the core prevents the shield
from being forced back, exposing the

core as the connector is pushed on.
With the shield remaining intact inside
the connector, radiation leakage and
signal pickup at the termination is
minimized. The cables are available in
RG-59/U type and RG-6/U type con-
structions, including messengered, sia-
mese, and siamese/ messengered con-
figurations.

PORTABLE TESTER 710

Performs many tests previously
requiring larger and expensive
equipment

Elimination of costly equipment and
rapid fault analysis in both digital and
analogue circuits found in computer
and data communications electronics
is accomplished through the use of Us -
son Electronics, Versi-Probe multi -func-
tion tester. This compact, self -powered

unit can perform many tests previously
requiring larger, more expensive equip-
ment such as an oscilloscope. The
lightweight, 3 inch by 5 inch tester is
designed for field service and test ap-
plications. It employs a unique combi-
nation of audio and LED indicators to
test digital circuits such as TTL, DTL,
RS232 and CCITT interfaces, commu-
nications loop and VF circuits, as well
as normal component testing. Specifi-
cations for the tester include: 3 v
source to generate input levels; 1-meg-
ohm input impedance; bandwidth to 2
megahertz; 50 v peak input; and tri-
state indications. The price is $59.

... for more details circle 136 on Reader Service Card
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TELEPHONE ANSWERING/
RECORDER SYSTEM 711

Stores fifteen incoming
messages up to thirty seconds long

The Memory Phone by Ford Indus-
tries, Inc., is an uniquely designed dial -
in -handset telephone with the capacity

to automatically answer your tele-
phone, deliver a short message in the
subscriber's own voice to persons call-
ing, and then record the caller's mes-
sage for playback at the subscriber's
convenience. Designed especially for
the home and small office, the system,
provides a full time answering service
when the subscriber is away and elim-
inates the necessity for answering the
telephone when the subscriber wishes
not to be disturbed. With the device
switched off, the system operates as a
normal telephone. The unit stores fif-
teen incoming messages up to thirty

seconds long, with full telephone fidel-
ity, and provides visual indication of
the number of messages recorded. The
unit comes in three colors: white,
beige and green.

FM ANTENNA 712

Log -Periodic design provides
uniform impedance over entire band

Two new antennas for the FM
broadcast band are announced by
Blonder -Tongue Laboratories, Inc. Both the
eight -dipole Stereo -Eight and five -di-
pole Stereo -Five are log -periodic de-
signs with dipole elements which oper-
ate on the half -wave mode. This log -
periodic design provides good gain,
clean patterns and impedance which

is essentially uniform over the entire
band. The Stereo -Five provides 4 dB
of gain across the band and has a
front -to -back ratio of 16 dB over the
entire FM band. It has a beamwidth

of 70 degrees and measures 673/4 inch-
es long by 68 inches wide and is priced
at $27.28. The higher gain of the
Stereo -Eight averages 6.5 dB across
the band, and the antenna also has a
higher front -to -back ratio (26 dB
min.) and a narrower horizontal
beamwidth (60 degrees). It measures
104N inches long by 68 inches wide,
and is priced at $40.29. Both models
feature the lightness, strength and low
wind resistance of dual -boom construc-
tion.

OSCILLOSCOPES

Solid-state units with
DC to 15 MHz range

713

Systems Electronics, Inc., has intro-
duced two portable, solid-state DC -to -
15 MHz triggered oscilloscopes. The
single -trace Systems Scope, Model 77,
is shown on left in picture and the
dual -trace Model 87 is on the right.
The units include color -coded vertical
and horizontal controls for rapid read-
ing, plus an "easy -grip" carrying han-
dle that doubles as a three -position tilt
stand. Features of the scopes include:
a flat -face 8 div. by 10 div. CRT; full
15 -MHz bandwidth; vernier controls
on the Model 77 and push-button con-
trols on the Model 87; and vector
scope capability. Characteristics of the

continued on next page

4 Money -saving
to buy E1CO's Solid State
Test Equipment.

s]

NI
401111 242 TR-410

EICO 242 FET-TVOM. Peak -to -peak
measurements of AC volts and milli -
amps. 61/2" meter. 7 non -skip ranges.
High input impedance. Low 1 volt
scale. DC/AC Multi -Probe. AC or bat-
tery operated. Kit $89.15, Wired
$129.95.

EICO 330 RF Signal Generator. 5 bands
cover a range from 100 kHz to 54 MHz
Calibrated modulation adjustment con-
trol. 400 Hz audio output. Provision
for modulating RF with internal or

external signal source. Kit 97915,
Wired $119.95

EICO 379 Sine/Square Wave Genera-
tor. Simultaneous sine and square wave
outputs. Covers 20 Hz to MHz Li five
ranges. Low distortion sultzer feed-
back circuit. Square wave rise time
better than 0.1 microseconds. Kit
$89.95. Wired $129.95.

EICO TR-410 Triggered Sweep Scope.
100% solid state. DC to 10MHz band-
width. Sweep synchronized gate out-
put. Z -Axis input. Use as vectorscope
for color TV servicing. One prcbe for
direct and 10:1 measurements. Wired
$439.95.

FREE 32 PAGE EICO CATALOG
For latest catalog on Eico Solid State Test Equipment, Automotive
and Hobby Electronics, Burglar -Fire Alarm Systems, Stereo, and
name of nearest EICO Distributor, check reader service card or
send 50t for fast first class mail service.

EICO, 283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 L-1_

Is there n
ice cream maker in
your tube caddy?

There could be. We
award one for 345 "Wal-
tham" address tabs from
Sylvania entertairment -e-
ceiving tube boxes. Other
awards range from table
lightars to a weekend holi-
day at a famous resort.
Write for an award cata,og

or ask your distributor.
Who knows what's in your
tube caddy right now?

Sylvania SAV-A-T AB
program, Sylvania Award
Hg., P.O. Box 1000, Fenton,
Mo. 63026.

Laid SYLVANIA
EIC01-7

.
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These new IR devices
make replacing Zenith

emiconductors a
ocal buy...

verywhere!

Now you can buy International Rectifier's "Guaran-
teed" replacements for the most popular Zenith semi-
conductors right at your local IR distributor. Besides
cutting days from the usual ordering -shipping cycle,
they're priced locally too - more than competitive with
the Zenith pricing structure.

Like everyone, we recognize Zenith's equipment is
top quality, and we're not about to compromise their
name, or ours. We analyzed circuits and devices for
five months before we guaranteed that IR's devices
will match,and meet or exceed Zenith's electrical and
physical pwameters in all applications.

Right now you can pick up a kit* of 23 IR semicon-
ductors, and save an additional 10%.

Add it all up: Local availability. Local price. Guar-
anteed IR replacements for Zenith semiconductors.
You can't lose.

 13 -Transistors; 5 -ICs; 3 -Rectifiers; 1 -Diode; 1 -Crystal.

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER
Semiconductor Division

233 Kansas Street, El Segundo, California 90245, Phone (213) 678-6281
. . . for mere details circle 120 oe Reader Service Card
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continued from previous page
vertical deflection system are: 10mV/
div. to 10mV/div. in 10 calibrated
steps, selected in 1-2-5 sequence, with
an uncalibrated continuously variable
control which covers the range be-
tween steps; ±-5-percent accuracy; DC
to 15 MHz with DC coupling, and 5

Hz to 15 MHz with AC coupling; a
rise time of less than 23.3 nsec; and
an input impedance of one Megohm
shunted by 35 pF. Horizontal control
characteristics include: sweep rates of
0.2 sec./div. to 0.5µsec/div., in 17

calibrated steps, selected in 1-2-5 se-
quence, with an uncalibrated full
sweep to cover steps in between, 5 -

percent accuracy; and sweep expansion
through a five -times magnification
switch that extends the sweep range to
0.1 pec/div. Price is $550 for Model
77 and $625 for Model 87.

MATV HEAD ENDS 714

Factory assembled to
fit any specification

A factory assembled, fully tested,
custom MATV Head End is available
from Jerrold Electronics. The custom
Head End consists of a Jerrold Chan-
nel Commander II Signal Processor or
Modulator for each channel to be car-
ried over the system. The Channel
Commanders are rack- or cabinet -

mounted and pre -wired, with all neces-
sary mixing. Each piece of equipment
is tested individually for compliance
with video specifications such as fre-
quency response, sync compression,
noise performance and color capabili-
ty. Then, the entire unit is checked for
proper carrier levels and overall capa-
bility on 10, 12 or up to 30 channels.
A particularly significant test is used
as a conclusive proof of performance:
All channels except one are modulated
with video. A TV receiver is connected
to the Head End and tuned to the un-
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modulated channel. To pass this test,
the unit cannot cause discernible
beats, lines or patterns; the screen
must be completely blank.

SWEEP/FUNCTION GENERATOR

In the price range of low -frequency
sine/square-wave oscillators 715

A sweep/function generator in the
price range of low -frequency sine/
square -wave oscillators is introduced
by Exact Electronics, Inc. The Model 195
Sweep/Function Generator, housed in
a compact case, produces sine, square,
triangle and swept waveforms as well
as fixed -amplitude pulses. It has a fre-

quency range from 2 Hz to 200 KHz in
three ranges, with a linear/logarithmic
frequency control. An internal sweep
generator will sweep 1000:1 (three
decades) on any of the three main
frequency ranges. The generator has
three 1000:1 sweep rates: slow, me-
dium and fast. High- and low-level

sine outputs, with amplitude control of
both, are provided. A voltage -control
frequency (VCF) input permits con-
trolling the frequency from an exter-
nal source. Sweep rates are specified as
"slow," at 25 seconds/sweep; "me-
dium," at 250 msec; and "fast," at 2.5
msec/sweep. Frequency accuracy is
±2 percent of full scale. The instru-
ment measures 73/s inches wide, by
27/ii inches high, by 81/2 inches deep,
and weighs 2 pounds. Price is $149.50.

VOM 716
Drop resistant with a
virtually indestructible case

A "drop -resistant" rugged version of
its hand -sized Model 310 VOM, the
Model 310 -Type 3, is introduced by
Triplett Corp. It features a virtually in-
destructible thermoplastic case with an
easy -to -grip "finger tread" finish, a
high -impact resistant clear thermo-
plastic polycarbonate front cover, and
an easy access battery and fuse com-
partment with a simple, positive -lock
slide latch. To free one hand, the unit
can be converted into a common probe
by simply unscrewing the tip from the
black lead and placing it into a special
jack on the top of the tester. The me-
ter movement is diode -protected
against accidental overloads, the R X 1
ohms range is guarded by a fuse, and      ,.

"el

WINEGARD AMPLIFIED
PRODUCTS PROVEN IN OVER
1,000,000 INSTALLATIONS.

CASE IN POINT:
WINEGARD
PREAMPLIFIERS.

For quality and
dependability in antenna
preamplifiers, look to
Winegard. You know they're
good. Because our
preamplifiers deliver the best
reception and the best
reliability in the industry
today.

Winegard preamplifiers
come in 12 different broad-
band models and a complete
range of single channel
models. With Winegard
preamplifiers you get all
these features:

 work with any TV
antenna

 75 or 300 ohm output
 solid-state, printed

circuit cartridge
 unique lightning

protection circuit
 switch selectable

FM trap
 pre -amp and downlead

connections 100%
protected from weather
and industrial deposits

 power supply included
in all models

Best TV products for Best TV reception

WINEGARD
TELEVISION SYSTEMS

Winegard Company  3000 Kirkwood Street  Burlington Iowa 52601         

the voltage ranges are protected by
high impedance. The unit features a
spring -back jewel meter movement
that provides 20,000 ohms per volt DC
and 5,000 ohms per volt AC sensitivi-

ty, with 18 ranges that can be clearly
read on only three arcs. The unit is
self -shielding, to provide accurate
readings in strong magnetic fields.
Price is $48.

HEAD DEMAGNETIZER

Removes residual magnetism
from heads, capstans and guides

Nortrsnics Company, Inc.,is introduc-
ing a head demagnetizer which is de-
signed to remove residual magnetism
from recording heads, capstans and
guides. Designated Model QM -202,
the unit generates a controlled 60 -Hz

continued on next page
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Is there
a calendar watch in
your tube caddy?

There could be. We
award one for 240 "Wal-
tham" address tabs from
Sylvania entertainment re-
ceiving tube boxes. Other
awards range from table
lighters to a weekerd holi-
day at a famous resort.
Write for an award catalog

or ask your distributor.
Who knows what's in your
tube caddy right now?

Sylvania SAV-A-TAB
program, Sylvania Award
Hg., P.O. Box 1000, Fenton,
Mo. 63026.

1333 SYLVANIA

... for more details circle 142 on Reader Service Card
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DELUXE DIGITAL COLOR

CONVERGENCE GENERATOR
NOW AT A PRICE EVERYONE

CAN AFFORD
ROCK SOLID PATTERNS

ALL IC COUNTDOWN CIRCUITS

QUARTZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS

2 FULL YEARS' WARRANTY

OKRVAL COLOR (*MERV

C." DIM EBCOTS

1101111111111111KE
SGT

Ft Eryco

MODEL $7995
SG -200 reg. $99.95

10 Patterns: Full & Gated Rainbow, 4
Crosshatch, 4 Dot Die Casted ',le" Alu-

minum Case.

CONVERGENCE
GE NF R A TOR

1111 M

111.11.6111111111.1
_.4;jC

MODEL $5995
SG -150 reg. $74.95

10 Patterns: B&W Bars, White Field, 4
Crosshatch, 4 Dot.

Heell,Ri, 1111.

MODEL

SG -100

ONLY

$4795
reg. $59.95

2 Patterns: 20 x 16 Crosshatch, 320
Dots, weight only 17 oz.

SPECIAL PRICE LIMITED TIME ONLY

FULL 15 DAYS MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE

ELENCO ELECTRONICS INC.
8744 W. North Ter., Niles, III. 60648

My check or money order enclosed.

COO-Add $2.50 mailing 8. handling.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

DISTRIBUTORS' INQUIRIES INVITED

continued from previous page
magnetic field which is strong enough
to effectively demagnetize, without be-
ing so strong that additional residual
magnetism is created. Its primary func-
tion is to demagnetize active pole
pieces and faces in recorder playback
heads, preventing hiss, noise and pos-
sible erasures which can be caused by
magnetized head. It features a flexible
probe which will flex to reach usually
inaccessible recorder/player parts. The
magnetic field radiates from the tip of
this probe, which is designed to con-
tact sensitive areas without danger of
physical damage.

FIELD -STRENGTH METER 718

Features precision gear
drive with 1 dB accuracy

Sadelco, Inc., has introduced the
Model FS3B VHF/ UHF Professional
Field -Strength Meter, which features a
built-in speaker and precision gear
drive with 1 dB accuracy. Other fea-
tures include a logarithmic scale that
cuts attenuator manipulations in half.
Direct -reading VSWR and return -loss

scales extend this instrument's capa-
bilities when used in conjunction with
Sadelco's Spectrum Analyst. It has a
voltage -regulated battery supply, gold-
plated attenuator switches and a safe-
ty switch that turns off power when
the cover is closed. Another safety fea-
ture is built into the on/off switch:
When in the off position, the meter is
automatically shorted, reducing the
possibility of damage during transit.

For more information on these

NEW PRODUCTS

See pages 55-56

READERS SERVICE

International C
SERVICENIASTER

The
Money
Making
line with
over 2000
types.
 The most com-
plete range of
domestic and
foreign consum-
er and industrial
receiving tubes
in the world.
Classic and
antique, too.
 Complete range
of replacement
Semiconductors.
 Discounted to
give you higher
profit margins
 Quality your
customers can
depend on.
For the name of
your local distri-
butor call
(516) 293-1500
Or write.

International
Components
Corporation
105 Maxess Drive
Melville,
New York 11746

.. for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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DEALER SHOWCASE
Descriptions and specifications of the products in-
cluded in this department are provided by the man-
ufacturers. For additional information, circle the cor-
responding numbers on the Reader Service Card in
this issue.

SPEAKER
Operates within temperature
ranges from 150° F to -30° F

Atlas Sound is manufacturing the first
temperature -rated, "Voice -Control"
speaker models for application as au-
dible signal appliances in conjunction
with life -safety and fire alarm signaling

719

systems. The high efficiency, 15 watt
rms, re-entrant type models, AP-
15TU and AFP-15TU, comply with
National Fire Protection Association.

Within temperature limits ranging
from 150° F to -30° F, the speakers
will operate without loss of signal, and
they are designed for application in
electronically supervised alarm facili-
ties. The Model AP-15TU, shown in
picture, is designed for surface instal-
lation or can be strap -mounted on col-
umns or beams and is equipped with
an omni-purpose mounting bracket.
Frequency response is from 275-
14,000 Hz. The flange -mounted Model
APF-15TU can be installed directly
in wall or ceiling and offers unlimited
selection of aesthetic appearance. The
speakers produce 114 dB output on
axis at 10 feet distance at rated pow-
er with input from standard 25 v or
70 v audio amplifier.

STEREO NEEDLE LOCK 720

Helps eliminate shrinkage,
damage and theft

Diamond needle cartridges can now
be protected from damage or theft
and left in place, for immediate stereo
demonstrations, with a locking device
introduced by Se -Kure Controls, Inc.

Called "Diamond Needle Lock," the
safeguard consists of a heavy-duty,
durable plastic shield which slips
over the record player arm and locks.
The needle cannot be used, removed

IN

COLD

COLDER

COLDEST
sorz,

NOW AT
BETTER
DISTRIBUTORS
EVERYWHERE

hem TECH

tllus 21
a. CHILLER
INSTANT

kg* galgritial

wheat we flat ',knells for your problems
SPRAY

or tampered with while the locking
device is in place, yet it can be quickly
unlocked and released by using a mas-
ter key. The device is a universal de-

sign which will fit most tone arms and
requires no special tools to install. The
tone arm, the needle and cartridge are
visible through the clear, sun glow am-
ber -colored, durable plastic construc-
tion.

PARTS RACK 721

Inventory control system
for fast-moving RCA parts

The RCA QT parts rack is designed
to hold the parts included in the RCA
Dealer QT (quick turnover) Parts
Program. The rack is a parts inventory
control system that makes it easy for

continued on next page

Is there
a dinner service in
your tube caddy?

There could be. We
award one for 345 "Wal-
tham" address tabs from
Sylvania entertainment re-
ceiving tube boxes Other
awards range from table
lighters to a weekend holi-
day at a famous resort.
Write for an award catalog

or ask your distributor.
Who knows what's In your
tube caddy right now?

Sylvania SAV-A-T AB
program, Sylvania Award
Hq., P.O. Box 1000, Fenton,
Mo. 63026.

SYLVANIA

. . . for more details circle 135 on Reader Service Card
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HOW TO
RESTORE TV TUNERS

DIRTY, CORRODED OR GUNKED-UP
TUNER CONTACTS MEAN SNOWY
PICTURES.

IF YOU HAVE TO WIGGLE THE
CHANNEL SELE2TOR TO IMPROVE
PICTURE DUALITY, CONTACTS ARE
DEFINITELY POOR.

Now a brand new product solves these problems

TUN -0 -POWER
RESTORES

RIMS!
Just spray TUN -O -POWER on tuner
contacts and rotate the tuner. Within
5 seconds, contacts will be clean and shiny.
shiny. Detent action will be smooth
as silk. Most important, you'll get sharp
pictures on all channels, without
wiggling knobs.

TUN -O -POWER works so well, (even
on the worst tuners) it's hard to believe.
Unless you try it yourself.

Offer to restore the tuner of every set you
service- for an extra charge of $5.00 or
more, depending on how hard it is to get
at the tuner. Your customer will appreciate
the extra service because the set will work
like new. You'll improve your reputation
as well as your profit margin.

Only TUN -O -POWER restores TV tuners.
Try it ... you'll love it!

GINCORPORATED
1260 RALPH AVE BROOKLYN N se 11236

Our business is improving yours.

CHE/ATRONICS

continued from previous page

servicing dealers to manage their re-
placement parts more efficiently. The
rack is extremely easy to set up and
stands 30 inches high and 36 inches
wide. The shelves measure 113A inches
deep. The rack can be set up on a
countertop or workbench or it can be
wall mounted. It comes with 18 re-
movable wire dividers, which are used

to keep the QT parts in their specific
locations on the shelves. Two special
steel hanger brackets are supplied to
accommodate blister packed parts. In-
cluded with the rack are two wire bas-
kets for convenient storage of parts
packed in pouches. A special "reorder"
basket is also supplied to hold empty
pouches and box tops as a reminder
to reorder out -of -stock parts. The list
of QT parts is updated every six
months, with faster -moving parts add-
ed and slower -moving parts dropped.

AUTO CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER

Compact unit with radio 722
dial in the cassette door

An in -dash stereo cassette tape
player, with AM/FM/FM stereo ra-
dio, is announced by Lear Jet Stereo.
The unit features fast forward and fast
rewind, automatic and manual reject,
and has the radio dial in the cassette
door. The player, designated Model
A-72, has 5 w RMS per channel, 10 w
RMS total, and 30 w of Peak Music
Power. Wow and flutter are less than

.3 -percent and signal noise and cross-
talk are at 45 dB. The all -solid-state
unit has a distant/local switch and ad-
justable shafts for simplified installa-
tion. The unit has a standard nose
piece for custom in -dash installation,

. . . for more details circle 104 on Reader Service Card
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and special custom installation pieces
can be obtained by the customer from
the manufacturer at no charge.

8 -TRACK CARTRIDGE RECORD
DECK 723

Incorporates automatic
noise reduction circuits

JVC is introducing their Model ED -
1245, an 8 -track record/ playback deck
with built-in automatic noise reduc-
tion circuitry (ANRS). In addition to
ANRS, it has a special fast -forward
switch, a pause control, two profes-
sional VU meters and two record -

level controls. The unit also has select-
able automatic program repeat and au-
tomatic or manual cartridge ejector.
Price is $249.95. 111

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your new address.
Please enclose a complete address label
from one of your recent issues.

NOW

SANYO
Original Replacement Parts

for
Radio  Stereo  Television
All Out -of -Warranty Replacement Components

6'

Available from your local
J. W. Miller Distributor

Sanyo National Representative

BELL INDUSTRIES / J. W. Miller Division
19070 REYES AVENUE  P.0 BOX 582.%  COMPTON. CALIFORNIA 9

... for more details circle 101 on Reader Service Card

New
goodies
add
measure
power to
Fluke
8000A
Best selling 31/2 digit DMM
even better with new options
and accessories

New ac/dc high current
option lets you measure 10 A.
continuously or up to 20 A.
momentarily. New low 2 and
20 R scales give 0.001
resolution. Low cost RF probe
offers new capability.

Other options inc.ude
rechargeable battery pack,
digital printer output, deluxe
test leads, 40 kV high voltage
probe, 600 A. ac current probe
carrying cases, dust cover
and rack mount.

Basic "best buy" $299 DMM
feature dc accuracy of 0.1%.
Measure ac/dc volts from
100 rev to 1200 v, current from
100 nanoamperes to 2 A. and
resistance from 1C0 milliohms
to 20 megohms. Guaranteed
20,000 hour MTB7.

FLUKE
For data out today,
dial our toll -free hotline, John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O.
800-426-0361 Box 7428, Seattle, WA 98133

... for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card

Is there a
grandfather clock in

your tube caddy?
There could be. We

award one for 34E "Wal-
tham" address tats from
Sylvania entertainment re-
ceiving tube boxes. Other
awards range fro -n table
lighters to a weekend holi-
day at a famous resort.
Write for an award catalog

or ask your distributor.
Who knows what's in your
tube caddy right now?

Sylvania SAV-A-T AB
program, Sylvania Award
Hq., P.O. Box 1000, Fenton,
Mo. 63026.
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Replacement
Tubes...

continued from page 25

no matter how high future
market prices might go.

To see what such a pol-
icy can mean to the ser-
vicer or dealer, let's exam-
ine it within the context of
a typical service situation
when a color tube replace-
ment is required:

The first out -of -warran-
ty CRT replacement in a
color set usually comes
when the set is between
four and six years old. At
that point it usually isn't
too difficult to sell the
owner on a $175-200 re-
placement, especially if the
dealer points out that the
tube will be guaranteed
(exclusive of labor) for 3
full years. This is the kind
of protection that custom-
ers are looking for today.

At this point, however,
the servicer/dealer should
be looking ahead into the
future. Why should he
guarantee to sell another
picture tube 5 or 6 years
later for only $69.95 plus
labor and lose out on an-
other $200 sale? You al-
ready know the answer to
that one. Later on, the set
will be 10 to 12 years old,

and the customer will
probably be unwilling to
spend that kind of money,
as the climbing scrappage
rates clearly show. The
customer will be faced
with the choice of invest-
ing $200 in an old set that
will probably require ad-
ditional service from time
to time, or going out to
buy a brand new set. The
dealer, on the other hand,
will be faced with the
choice of losing the cus-
tomer completely (for
both present and future
service), or installing a
cheap tube of doubtful
quality, with a limited
guarantee or none at all (a
step many dealers would
rather avoid).

The Channel Master
guarantee program was
developed to solve all of
these dilemmas for the
benefit of both the service-
man and his customer.

The picture tube ex-
tended warranty is an ef-
fective marketing tool for
the servicer/dealer. It of-
fers the customer protec-
tion, and removes much of
the fear he might have
about keeping an old set in
use. It also gives the deal-
er additional options: 5
years later, for example,

he is in a position to
"deal" more flexibly with
his customer, by offering a
top -of -the -line color tube
(with another 3 -year guar-
antee) for as little as $99
installed, or some other
"bargain" price. It Might
not produce the initial
gross profit he would like,
but it's a lot better than
losing the sale to the new -
set discounter.

And it offers these other
important advantages to
technicians:
1) It provides a good rea-
son for the customer to
keep and repair his pres-
ent set, and to buy a top -
of -the -line picture tube in-
stead of a cheaper one.
2) It practically guaran-
tees the servicer/dealer
first crack at future service
business on that set, be-
cause his name is on the
guarantee.
3) The protection it offers
the consumer arms the ser-
vicer/dealer with an effec-
tive counterweapon against
the service contracts sold
by captive service organi-
zations and large chain re-
tailers. With the indepen-
dent servicer or dealer
holding the warranty on
the number one cost item
in TV set repair, the pic-

ture tube, the customer is
not likely to see much per-
centage in buying a service
contract elsewhere.
4) It gives the indepen-
dent servicer/dealer the
inside track on future new
set sales. There is, of
course, a good chance that
many set owners will still
prefer to purchase a new
set a few years later, even
in preference to the $69.95
replacement. In this case,
the whole issue would be
academic, and the servic-
er/dealer will at least get
a shot at selling his cus-
tomer a new set.

Helping the Independent
Extended warranties,

when properly understood
and used by the indepen-
dent servicer/dealer, can
be effective tools in help-
ing him cope with market
conditions that he cannot
possibly control by him-
self. Manufacturers com-
mitted to the continued
profitability and growth
of independent consumer
electronic servicers and
dealers are obliged to do
everything in their power
to develop products and
policies that assist servic-
ers and dealers in adapting
to a changing market. 

DISCOUNT
TEST

EQUIPMENT
SPECIALISTS

iTjf H I C KO K
cp r=1 11"

---iii%4c2-7

COMPLETE LINE OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

ICC/Mullard & Raytheon Tubes
Telematic Test Rigs

FREE CATALOG
yuu l hTio14..; 014 Mh.QUEST

FORDHRM
Radio Supply Co., Inc.

558 Morris Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10451
Tel (212) 585-0330

Sony ...
continued from page 19

it is not too difficult to troubleshoot.
However, it is necessary to break
the feedback loops. The best way to
accomplish this is to troubleshoot
the power supply separately using
an external 19 -volt supply. A bench
type power supply with a capability
of providing 19 volts at about 2
amperes will do the job. This supply
voltage is applied between pin 16
of the PR (power regulator) Board
(positive) and ground. It is then
possible to trace the drive pulse
from the horizontal oscillator
through the PWM to the gate -cath-
ode circuit of the GCS regulator
transistor. The normal gate wave-
form at Q603 is a 12 microsec under
these conditions, and a narrow pulse
(4 microsec) indicates excessive
load on the power supply, such as a

shorted horizontal output stage.
Before putting the set back into

operation, check the drive voltage
at the gate of the horizontal -output
stage.

An elaborate check-out procedure
for this system is available from
Sony if you run into a difficult prob-
lem. 
FREE CATALOG
HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION TOOLS
Lists more than 2000 items-pliers,
tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems,
relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes ten pages of
useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

ENS EN TOOLS
4117 N. 44th Street, Phoenoz, Arm 85011

0

... for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card

FREE ALARM CATALOG
Full line of professional burglar and
fire alarm systems and supplies. 96
pages. 450 items. Off the shelf delivery,
quantity prices

mountain west alarm
 4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 85016

. for more details circle 111 on Reader Service Card
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Selecting Amplifiers ...
continued from page 37

steps appear to be more useful in
practice. The odd numbered dBm
line figures are all close enough,
however, for practical work.

Installation Basics
Perhaps the first consideration for

a fixed installation is a centrally lo-
cated, enclosed, clean area for the
equipment-preferably a small,
well -ventilated, close -size room hav-
ing a locked door. In addition to
space for amplifier or amplifiers,
space should also be allowed for in-
put, or program source, equipment-
AM/FM tuner, tape player, phono
or whatever is required for the par-
ticular installation. And, of course,
the room should be provided with a
sufficient number of proper 117VAC
power outlets.

If you contract for and survey a
job in an already completed struc-
ture, you would determine how
much speaker wiring is necessary,
the B&S gage of wire required,
whether the building code requires
that it be run in rigid conduit, BX
cable or whether balanced or un-
balanced lines are appropriate, and
then you must determine the best
way to install it. In new construc-
tion, you would normally work with
the construction architects during
the planning phase and then farm
out speaker and other necessary
cabling to subcontracting electri-
cians. All input cables, including
microphone, should be shielded and
made as short as possible.

Servicing Considerations
The straight technical aspects in

servicing commercial audio equip-
ment, whether solid-state or elec-
tron -tube type, are similar to those
most technicians are already familiar
with. Whether you lease or sell an
installation outright will determine
to some extent your servicing pro-
cedures. Since most serious break-
downs require shop work, you would
normally have an amplifier replace-
ment on hand, to provide the cus-
tomer with uninterrupted service. In
a leasing arrangement, you would
usually include an additional charge
for servicing. All of this, however, is
spelled out along with other business
and maintenance problems beginning
on page 57 in the August 1972 issue
of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEAL-
ER. 

Advertising contributed for the public good.

The real explosion on
campus today is a

knowledge explosion.
Every day, 1000 books are published.
Every year, 60,000,000 pages of new

scientific and technical data are released.
College is where this new knowledge is

being shaped for our use, as individuals,
as business managers.

But colleges and universities need
money to do this. Shouldn't your busi-
ness help?

Write for "HOW TO AID EDUCATION."
Council for Financial Aid to Education,
6 East 45th St., New York, N. Y. 10017.

The "college of your choice"
is in financial trouble.

Send money.

SPRAY
AWAY

TilE
RACKET.

Sysiessar -
roa,csig

WINN-CLEANS
c.m.h. tow
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Squeak. Whine.
Whirr. Psss! Silence.
Quietrole did it
again. Silenced
those moving T.V.
parts, with one
squirt from the
handy spray pack.
Cleaned away dirt,
dust, and crud.
Without damaging
anything ... in any
black and white or
color set. Silence is
golden. So is
Quietrole.

Also available in
bottles, and the
new Silicone-
"Silitron."

Product of

QUIETROLE
COMPANY

.111 Spartanburg, South Carolina

 .. for more details circle 12B on Reader Service Card

ICORNELLJ ELECTRONICS COMPANY
THE ORIGINAL

HOME OF

TUBE

too TUBES OR MORE
33CPER full

II

4213 N. UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO CALIF. 92105
Same Low Price * Bargain TooJs

East or West Coast!
* Tra isistor Tester
* Technician's Library

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

INDIVIDUALLY
BOXED

5 DAY MONEY
BACK OFFER

LAB TESTED USED

SEND FOR FREE

NEW 48 PAGE
COLOR CATALOG

* Dumont Picture Tubes
* Diodes-Trensistors--Kits
* Tuae Cartons

SPECIAL

OFFER
ON ALL ORDERS

OVER $10.00

25c
PER TUBE

MO LIMIT
FROM THIS LIST

SAGS 6CB6
6AU6 616
6AX4 6SN7

Your Order FREE if Not Shipped in 24 Hours
. . . for more details circle 105 on Reader Service Card

THE LARGEST

SADELCO B719131

Offers the Best!
SINGLE INPUT
UHF/VHF/FM

BUILT-IN

SPEAKER

. Features
 Accuracy
 Price

For the name of your local distributor, contact:

SADELCO, INC.
299 Park Ave
Weehawken, N.J. 07087

Finest in its Class 201 866-0912

MANUFACTUREF OF TELEVISION FIELD STRENGTH METERS IN THE U.S.A.
... for more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card
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miniature

solderioo

stations

oP

NO.1 ANSWER

FOR

PRINTED CIRCUITS

BYWeller
MP Series. Two models, 650°F or
750`F output, designed especially for
today's printed circuit electronics.
Famous closed loop control protects
sensitive components from heat dam-
age. Comfortable pencil -grip iron with
non -burnable cord. Power unit oper-
ates from line -voltage with step-down
transformer. ON/OFF switch and red
indicator light. "Non -sinking" tool
stand. Tip -cleaning sponge receptacle.
Variety of available tips multiply use-
fulness of this versatile station.

Ask your local distributor or write...

Weller - Xcelite
Electronics Division

%41 The Cooper Group OF

CNOOOPER P. 0. BOX 728.
USTROIS- APEX. NORTH CAROLINA 27502

... far more details circle 139 on Reader Service Card
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NOW, FOR

ANY

ASSIGNMENT ..

attache/

tool cases
BY Xcelite

Model TC100/ST

Model TC-200/ST

Technicians, servicemen, field engi-
neers: Here's the ideal combination -
Xcelite professional hand tools housed
in a rugged, attractive attache case with
your initials. Tools mounted in pockets
on removable trays, plus generous space
for test instruments, parts boxes, solder-
ing gun and other tools.

Your choice of two: Model TC-100/ST
provides a larger, yet compact case con-
taining 41 individual and 13 inter-
changeable tools with 3 handles, and 5
separately cased sets of drivers. Model
TC-200/ST offers an economical selec-
tion of 10 individual and 28 inter-
changeable tools and handles for less
demanding work.

Ask your local distributor or write ...

Weller - Xcelite
Electronics Division
4- The Cooper Group

COOPERROIS ORCHARD PARK, N.Y.14127
NMIST

... for more details circle 140 on Reader Service Card



WF-7

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/DEALER

2i -11_71=L-9/
COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO

ADMIRAL 1540 PHILCO-FORD 1542
Color TV Chassis M24 Color TV Chassis 3CS45

AIRLINE 1541 ZENITH 1543
TV Model GAI-17025A TV Chassis 19FB12, 13

GENERAL ELECTRIC 1539
TV Chassis R-2 (Late Production)

WF-8

9Vp p 15 750Hz 3 3Vp p 15 750Hz

WF-9 WF-10

11Vp p 15 750Hz 88Vp p 15 750Hz

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION GENERAL ELECTRIC PART NO.
L109 - coil horiz osc ES35X6
L110 - coil hnriz filter rholin ES36X93
L112- deflect yoke ES76X7
T102- xformer 47.25MHz trap ES36X97
7108 - xformer 4.5MHz trap ES36X104
7109 - 'former 4 56f1H, LES36XRA
T110- xformer auolO take oft ...E561X14
T111- xformer audio detect ES61X15
T112- xformer audio detect ES56X3
T115- xformer HV assembly .. ES77X13
T116- xformer power ES88X3

fuse .75A fast blo F701 ES10X8
fuse 1.6a slo blo F702 .. ET10X6
fuse 6a fast blo F703. ES10X14
tuner UHF ES85X11
tuner VHF ES86X14

C90
4700

Cool
?mild

VHF TUNER
1111118314

U IF

B AGC IF UP

UHF TUNER
111115311

O1

B

1ST VIF AMP.
0101 25C927

1P-0

G1 -I TP-A
111 6103 C.04

10 10 1 1

toOt04c11

10 s

::
710/1" 71031

47 251490 41 2940
TRAP TRAP

07

GT-1

L

11701
22001

1P -H

AGC AMP
Q107 25C536

8161
0101
50-31

WF-1 WF-2

1 3Vp-p 60Hz 1 3Vp-p 15 750Hz 44Vp-p 60Hz 44Vp p 15

r

..._____.

750Hz
t

...._---- ----. ____

WF-3 WF-4 WF-5

1539
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
TV Chassis R-2
(Late Production)

AUGUST  1974

WF-6

10Vp p
---------.

15

-------,

\

750Hz
-----

sr

9 2Vp-p 60Hz 9 2Vp p 15
- -

750Hz 3 3Vp-p 60Hz
\

_..------'----------'

\

,_-

10Vp

-____

p 60Hz

1---_,,,----._....

r-
1ST. 2ND SIF AMP SOUND DET

0108. 0109 2SC9302 0104. 0105 15188.2
1111 1112 010483081500

rC 302 R3C1AF
r

?

41
C 306

1170

I 047 220
----MA,- 64v

96307
1200

2 8

8302 2

47
Iv

C114 5

C305r 6304

0471
1700

CP06

: C307

T 0105
10"11

A 44

T -F

8311
33T
NI

4,0-- VOLUME C 351

6312
3300

R309 C -09 1.114 P26 Irnte i Tv120C 330 iso,, 47-T a..f,(..P2S
I 78:1' t 1 P V 6.751

CP07 C308 C3I0 C311 Ram 77K
330 1000

1-rj 1003
10IL_. 7

 104
4 SV

11106
IP By 11500

BIOS
non

3 4V

RI 3
C.' 56 2700

047

5V 615446
11V

./1

RI57
.3313

6159 8156
100 SK

CP01

.....
CI1C
471:0 -

11115 15y11

cis,.
2 2,610

FBI
Pm 7

C155
3 3mId

2ND V1F AMP 3RD VIF AMP.
0102 25C1182 0103 25C1182

0 88

I.L .4 .1

CP02 1 cP03

AGC KEVER
Q106 25C536

1105

8109
1100 C113

r 003

AGC LEVEL

Rf1;1,9
A 0102

15188

7 9V

11153
1800

REGULATOR 6 0tyro'A -OFF A

0115 PH 9d5 22A 0--
D 

F 8
7116

13115 6701 [P1 PG PS P3 P2

POWER
TRANS

, F70
1.4.3/4 A

1 3

40

30 4050

10 02 BATTERY
PACK

ACI2OV 60Hz

32000141 5,417;11435V 82

F7113
1.4A

52 -7
52

T}1

5P5

XT VMS
1117011-a:cc 172a

r N74 1W
MICRO one
SWITCH FR 206 "3

SP1

8707
le

111A1.703

REGULATOR-
0126 2513407

SPI

6704

750

L108
330,08

P70003

100

0 250

N
9V

V.1-3

11164
150

CPO4

8373006

-.1 C703
47m1d

7 5v

8705
220

75V

RI 51
6800-
(151
330

R112
7200

V

..
FpEl.nT8

.71 C705
220,610

67V
194

R707
33

TN -5
S01-20

2 50

8115,00

10V

11-
1.115 VIDEO DET. 330 T

3701

15,r' D103 15188
3A,4

'

or 1N60

C 119
18

7106 1107

C117 I R113 0170

47001
270 4700

SYNC SEP
0115 25A201

11 5V

C401
1rnt0 7,

6402
1501

C124 i 3R13. ,214700

DE 7
r - -. 1103 1104

4 -'Ts-
: 0103

Li
RI1K ci?,
3930 I 11111

8118

9117
5600

4700

VFRT OSC
0116 25C536

C 01

2

V1119
IN 6 30

R201

1110

8/0

1ST. 2ND AUDIO AMP
Q110. 0111 25C5362

T11713 C 704
1150 A7 2200

11,1d
C354
330

R352 6353
4711 3300

0354
82

11(3)::L VIDEO
0105

VIDEO AMP
Q104 25C715

'P.O

56V

8401
150

10 29

C402
022

RAGS
820K

D
6404

106

2711AIN16810 40

111.V.613K

R502

41V

8435
8100

PHASE INVERTER
0120 25C536

4706 C 702
660 2 200.nid

R709
1200

6808
3.

6710
2700

REGULATOR
Q124 2SA608

REGULATOR
0125 25030

B -A

9607
0200 0010

PHASE DET. 8363°,4
D107, D108 15199.2

R635
330

0634
0047

C 605
0047

0107

c2o2
92

6203
1203

"08 VERT. DR VE
0117 2536

AQUD11210 20SUDT7P2UT

0113 2513405

8357

580

bl

to

Lr11.104I

93551
I

14700C
357'

8356 S6C

1 28

'9367
T =10

5 8V

ovv,

6V

63'02

6v

r83Zi
1 2 4C461 33RP:

I 0 6 OV

20 SU CT 6P5U VT

17K

1109

6" !T1:1

510

8205
8200

C362
4700

 41
1107
270oht

te13
1504,17

C 206 7
71,00

8202 C 703
47 0347

C 204

2._

20 DI17
n"A 9/ 31

9204
77

8361
120

6-11

EARPHONE JACK

SPE AKER

If hrr

C21?5
24-1.62C4°"4F.011941

6,560/07F3if
6206 R208
6800 1501c

103153
150

C707

8210
15C011

R504
5600

ly

HEIGHT

V -HOLD

9Irt 7804
10011

C SOS R543
1 18K

C503 01575
047 2200

row -

0714
47

C619 T
221110

R613
4711

0 31e

86095400

3300

0 OP:

11 SV

8805
100K

R509 #577;TH 4 e 8111 680K 21
501-1000

0 65V
C506

10m10

R511
-

2700 8806
511

-LIN
8507 15.14

.04
R517
ISO

R526
18011

TN-
YU -0125

6v CS07
I 00110

C 508
10000110

)-
0116 $1519 R521

152076,2 0 6 270

5 50
PO

TM- 3

6524 50 -
411X1

* csos0 6 ernId -I 4 70118

HORIZ 05C
0121 25C536

R605

86.,6 116013

5600 330 

-1-1010
C607
4 7,000

P607 C606
6800 7,7

10 20
C611
056 ill
R611
560 0 250

8 4V 8615
56

R6I3
27

C609
Its

H- HOLD

C613
042

1109

R517
4700

C511
22

VERT OUTPUT
HORIZ DRIVE 0118 2SC1024
0122 25/31875 "10 Q119 25E1474

470n00
fsV

DRIVE
TRANS

1114

R616 n
5 6

P14

6614 C615
I SOO

C618 C613

 011 I I 01 17

PTA ,

0109 Ct16713 :111

DAMPER
13109 DG -13

PICTURE TUBE
2400E14

or 240DD4A/\\

18

DEFLECTION
YORE

Lill,
PIT

p, 910 5 71/

- P2I P20

6625 $
1511

01
111626

68011
C671

9r

HORIZ OUTPUT
0123 258375A

C6I6 1000

2

H V FtEC T

7115
,

Plfi

R621
47

of

R4(42 sr ?.1,1A00d

DIII
50- I Ellif

pi
HORIZ R623 0112 4.

I

OUTPUT -11.1

PI7

TRANS

DEFLECTION
',OAF

1112
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1540
ADMIRAL
Color TV Chassis
M 24

003r- -

RUN CHANGES

START OF PRODUCTION.

TO REDUCE PEAKING

AT LOW CONTRAST

IP 2/K,110

I11117,0 4".4,

NI

3904 1 2, 1

i

e-F744-4,
" Soul
7901

004

ELECTRONIC 1.7 rr#ML/51TECHNICIAN/DEALER /

AUGUST  1974
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

11904
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03C39-21.9905 57E1181-12%Ill

M900 POWER SUPPLY

576181-12 sic,
0901 'Jur?

Y 0101
93147-1

090
/3140-/

0900 1104

10/ RIR

0904

001

dor

L
B- 1254 REG -rx

I

C9051

0905
93142.1

2007
.41

578196-101

i 0 9 *1 1 a v3 -Ne
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/WY

Floc

10 I 5 Y6 3 V2

7100
70111
11115 611

2` 011

"
Irk"

r3/00170:_.÷1117 31.1.1310 2

140
,101 107

11 I  01011

1 I 55007
N0-gtur

172211.1
If MX

01010
 13-1_

9001
001

1101
15

rs

01010
50041
1004

1102

10010
rWL

J .1,5,20.0.-r

i.1:100
0,"

4--

1101
72497
530 10 10 51

1 4104

2100
1100 3.11110

WC 192

0707
.075
150710

1100

2411 I

11110.0/

1500

M200A
72001

1211

31.75014 2101
11151

1207 42 2

01(0'4
<

3o
3 1

R7/7151

94 14 IV.

,1111 7?

1' 11-9

11 5t 46 57

10 1/1.3 04.15011-24-3 42

3
1101

12
1

1101 6
7310 50C111

slit VIII 171112 4711

r if din

10 //II X 1141 .44
143 es ,yo

1of1 11° ltd

TO PrO f 4100.0---X 50- 9o-

60

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
C101A,13 -35001/200Y. 350pf/200y
C.D - 150e fH 100v. 60021f 1100y electrolytic
R117 -15M focus control
L100 -choke AC line
T100-- power xformer
TIO1 - filament xformer
T102 - audio xformer

07441?' [2111 C10111.74

07

-102119 1231
7,00 ,,,,gr 1500 3,1

001 150.1,411 +2 : A -

120o ono 0200

iliLM
5t sITBIlr4

I-4
1203:2

s . = -. V 1 1 l
LT MO0

M200 VIDEO IF

ADMIRAL PART NO

67A15-421
... 75A108-8... 73A31-22
........ 80A124-1
. 80A119-2

79A171 3

T203 -horiz output xformer 79A178-1
L206 - coil 41.25MHz trap 72A316-12
T200- xformer 4.5MHz trap 72A216-10
R314 awn AGC adj control 75A101-53
8331- ion AGC delay adj control 75A101-25
R401 -25K tilt adj control 75A101-26
R408- 10K color killer control 75A101-25
R418 - 20K ACC adj control 75A101-46

r

if/ i6V

457.11

0204

L7.1 17245

1204
0170 201 IVO c2,5 51211

41 5.4 cm 01 82 129

204 1560

;7: 1005II tam

Kris
// 0714 /0

21
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0.54
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C001 1500
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7,,?0
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10_.:7401 1441.1 1630
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!??0
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L403 coil chroma take off coil 73A135-3
T400-xformer chrome bandpass 73A134-2
L500 -coil sound quad xformer 72A329-1
T500- xformer 4.5MHz 72A318-6
T623- TOOK, vert size control 75A101-60
R719 -200K, brightness limiter control 75A101-28
L800 - coil horiz osc lock 94A351,3
7800-xformer horiz drive 79A167-2

/° 414
M300 '` r
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SAFETY NOTICE
TME DESNA Of THIS RECEIVER CONTAINS MANY

CMCUITS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED SPECIFI-

CALLY FOR SAFETY PURPOSES FOR CONTINUED

PROTECT1011 NO CHANGES SHOULD BE MADE TO

THE ORIGINAL DESIGN REPLACEMENT PARTS

MUST SE DERTICAL TO THOSE USED IN THE ORIG-

MAL CIRCUIT. SERVICE SHOULD BE PERFORMED BY

QUALIFIED PERSONNEL ONLY
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LIMITER
croo -

/ha; 94

72
151 176.3324

Tr 1220

107 1.51 5%

1500
""

10
14 IP

10244rIO111111

0301
ACC 111
371112-11

1500

0301
731515,44111
5,171/-,7

0501
10 400 10
run 12

M500 SOUND

C500
.041

1 X
2 3

1000
5403

3 22

SOON
12

0111010f

rfr

578195-10

578192-10

AUDIO OUTPUT

3500

11300

SK1O.
MEM
111115/5104
NIC11005

1503 1501

7541 1501

TONI 15 itot

ny1105.4" fo isor--0

M700 RGB
1710 C506

Lr 30 7,770,
1.11.5%

2101

111

78136-12
BLANKER

0702

113

1001

WM/
111.1111111C

0710 D7.

11.1201

2001.5%

576207-8
GREEN VIDEO OUTPUT

0,06
- 400

I 2 1.81

I'GREEN 559

IVE
390

PEAKING

Aro.

SWITCH

WR.E0
'Iv DRIVE

0701''0710
!411'4. 100

}TO XXXI 1001
WOW /1100

Tr

578159-12
IST MED

576207-8
BLUE VIDEO

OUTPUT

nosh ,y
1-5 TEMPI

01/14.4

Man

11700.1.11
TON

3R0 , VIDEO

516136-12
,,440 2 5%

0103

578136-12

701 ....BRI,GHTNESS
1

4', 1.1143,

711

500

.410

I 56

1701
110

3700

_

678197-12
pRIVE

111)11111

it. 0 0
1134 37000 L _ 1

c.-4Cuf -Off 7-14

,1111, Y.15 11,10 tor
111: 2 11

1 ,1

}102,i rr 1101 . 10 12crulf 1011

TO 4013C1003

114411/2

0306
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70170

5113199-11
SORIZ OUTPUT

0102

IMO
10.14

1111 10110It IM11

r Tnr
1707

M800 HORIZ. OSC.

140
Lock:

0601

40012 OSC:,
CONTROL

578 94-11

5r

0105 S
"

151
01011 »

2

441)
360 PM
5% 111

MOD IE.

PHASE KT

este

1104
1211

1102 .tH74-
DRIVER

0 00 11'1
MI

- PULSE SHAPER V

578194-11 vio

SY .

I IY

IY

D

II:: 711 10 5
.13AVIM4

13110 Ci

t4IC1061111.w011130701
01

'a411. CENTERING DIODE ,c;vc,

13 IC 1

PROI ICIOI

11044_14105
0011-75-

22 - ll

200i
CHI, DI

11

1711

n0.511

CI 51r

CIO777MmEMI.0022

1115
151

0802

578194-1
HOR11.0SC

114
420

0001-

18194-1
RE DRIVER

ce,s "1
00i5 22;

7751
877 0474444

4.4
it

4)71.511
tm06

1112 ,F IM M

1Y1,rr
'S

1./
OIL

i2:051
IIN
100

L.,/ 17/41 _115

t4 ,, II

°4 
,03 MK I 0010.1-7677(1 II

05000441 '37)trvI5/181.1It
PROT

U102-1

MAN
O :VI
lY 1.30r".

15.31 1

2500

7020/
ilaf
4 "I 001.151A1P10

.00,51.7w. -*OM 041

142
4201.111

a:

13510 - 1 "1
7.4.04 70 11.31

/101

8+ lc'," 1c0to PR OT
259

Saw011 144 .,_,

M500A 4.5MHz AMP

110
1771

INA SCREEN

001
iv

146.',4( full
500101 114100

"11(5'21

111,011

11

--
II Mu

14

IDAII0 ON"
12

";r1111 OW /IN

221

7.91
<

11

(

1.51 !

11
(

I <

FOCUS
704 10460

-47241
'75100 7"

CAW
1174A 455

'04m

<
4 410. mr

5 110 AV/

11 Ili POLY

i?

< 11

'750'

<3 SOY

M-Nna
4110.0

100

25VB0P22

'mg( 2r0f II/II 0,
SOW frlf 0111143.70004

70.YA100 I

70.0130 Ifs f

40 407,4 7

AP AMON
1025,03.411

rl /4107 PM/
WM PAU Ma 001'
All NV 'III!. 7
O30/!

1207 2017

40111
Colts

;VI P4151

II

177P HOBO

1.14 ®114
11015

01304 0005

ROT A -C HORIZ

- 01
01006

TOP 11-C VERT.

MI000 CONVERGENCE

Q111010.10

11001 ROT R -C VERT

17000 P40M
rs

Pv;
k:
k;

1170

1702i 2

4
- -711001

1-15 01111CI10 3

0131211011.

4704490

TOP kui110812.

11017
MO 100

11010

k,

14026.12i

11021 C700 1044

.1 5% 2,--
i205%

f71'1.114 T o

O: 04021

Li

0101134/ I

II.0037122f V ISSI11117

;;04.

7014

-71100
-7 100

C0773

_17 El

- 
0001

"I*7 EL AMP

4,004
110 I.

LEFT R -G
10411

-711004-
1075 COILt

ID

°MO?

CLAMP r05,4

11001

T too

coos CI001

HI
I

--
ct 21

6740 1,601, 50.M

1405
0.11

RT R -G

HORIZ.

11070
CHI

111001
i Him

PHASE

1 003

1;20:1

NCO
440

0,001
CLAMP

002

01001 , Ili
I

013 505.170.5v
 

LEFT BLUE MORI/

AT

BLUE LT 0-C VERT
HORI2

t,c2,
201047

r.
1007 00, C.00,

® 'On
1;

ms

IT A -C VERT
444-

5 failzi11

0!405SIDE 578194-11
PIN 1001

1001.251,,or 170, . 04 7,

713 04011"1" IF" (.017.420

I4 -

17

0

147
L 7.--J_

71003 .  I'05

IA

I $

ffm
IMJ

41001

Pi
PLUG

ICOA I
CAKE

114i I

Till

I

PSI

PLUG

INEL I POsoloN
:

L i e

rum/ IF STRIP - - --T -
CK4N

I L 1 A I

Vs.._
E
APR BAUR - -r

ISIR1PS 2 49911 L2A

' 3 5

560

0.11.5r 04444.

CI _
(11_0 TP

CIA MICRS

RI

270 C2:I b -

C5

ADMIRAL
Color TV Chassis M24

VHF TUNER 94A492-3
LIC L10

L26

57821-6
VHF AMP

0'

FERRITE

afAg

CIT

111

46

Ho

3.3K
49

c-0 I11

2C

9350
TEMP

COEFI

4?
561

57821.2
VHF OSCIE E ATOR

L20
099,

i.5

04

57E321-10

(14oNivE0s

023,15 C24

.-417_0(.

1_
.-41-41f.

56 IOR5.6

C31

111
11

410 _LZ.i.
220 3.31

NN -

57821 -8
VHF AFC

05

RIO
It

(ID
Ltt -

1._ 41i11

C22
71

2:5 L 0:11117:21-C

29

NAC::

:1- 117

324t. 026
H

(12-;

VVrlf I. TR

0

\S,

smiPTI:EID

IF

3u1Pu:
P2 Tri-714.* "L'L*-P "a

P200

401
1501061 10 11 /1155'1

1 5

455'T

UHF TUNER 94A440-2
TF710. r
"g1:11-31181 2zzr

*-1 -
357

FACII

C
33

72I 1

93459-1
UHF MIXER

57821-5
UHF OSC.

110 I

SCHEMATIC NOTES'

0111.55 0410751 10MCII(11, 122 ICSISIOIS Ulf.
CIP0C11015 01101411115

.1"  Olaf Sfialf0 WI 10 III/ 10 IIIS
00 01 MI 110141M CMI

PHI WEI IS SWIM 1111111 11POSI1101

10.15515 MONO

5 4
2 21 I

I

220
0 00' --F1 93463-I -Ti 5 -I

, 14  .AAA, b. ow ire
"-IN ww--13

99rE_U_HF
AFC

1st

1001 100-r

e....1 UHF TUNER 94A447-2 eiFFINcE.,
uiti 300iLl 7

- - --1./
ANT INPUT

351
ACK

TO 11111
39

01 VHF WI

CIA.97 "AddinfolOW/A039, /AKA-
VW/HAW 97.*"

93459-I
UHF MIXER

221
93463-I270
UHF AFC2 14 ±

1504

SariCE111(
PARIS C01110m1;0scHEmArIc
100 IffEREICE 0111
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1541
AIRLINE

TV Model GAI-1 7025A

.1252

AUGUST  1974

FLATAT 01741
111110EIT

TO P11 1

HUH
10101 VIII

,,

ELECTRONIC '7 /-TVEM XTECHNICIAN/DEALER/

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

If IX
10 l'/I
Of MN

11111151015 11 PAWS
NOM 11211

P101

P11 11E1/..\If WI 3 I

0

CIII
IOC UM411

6 5 4

0

111.5200

5%

j500 C201

ir lent 47
JACK

1301
0

1353
121(0

1300
I

1301 1303

I F .241 25MHz IIICOUPLING

1 _ TRAP

Ti 110,
00

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

C106A 1501. f, 250v, electrolytic
C106B - 200p f, 350v, electrolytic
C 106C - 100 o I, 175v, electrolytic
C106D- 100o f. 150v. electrolytic
R115 control focus 30M
R116- control high voltage adj 5M ..
R124A,B control contrast 7000/700n
R125A,B control brightness 200K/200K
R126A.B control color 1K '1K

NM TERI.

1200 1704
a MO 4704 0205

011 1 330
" - - , ...

578159-12
4.5 Milt LIMITER

C2Il
220

014

0200

1213

1.11

.
0202 002

Iet_ 1210
1201

5000 330
1303

C212
iSi

0213

5

Or

i/2 10110
AUDIO DET.

V200A

SOP

5 Or

OW

_L0205 1205
5000 4101

1.11'

1212
121

IJP

000
10  1.151. - 11-1/2 8AR11 um 1/2 8AR11

1

1ST VIDEO IF 1ST

NW' V300A VIDEO IF
2 ND 0IF

y031000E844

C704
5000

1204
6.11

COOT

.041

1 201
I

11
RATUREI

J

14

P11E0:0 l3ni

1201

1214

A 110i
I Its (111.

1101 1204

100111 If

1/2 101.10
AUDIO OUTPUT

02008

1303 IF INPUT
7

10 -IP- -100o
10

0302
1000 151 if C304

4701
1306

-39

/JOY
51.me.Ill X11

fie Lor__I-J--
1305

CO30 424
21 5%

0
1300

5.14(0

1000 1 0301

1.22 0c0

1/3110111
ACC KEYER

Is

V302B

®10Y.n.w
1330
2201

1325

121,30

_J

1302

11304
13110 1501

5% I---
1301
1001

CI21
470

If

2

0210

.01

1706 '.`"

330.111

tool 1/2 808111
2 ND 3RD VIDEO IF'

VIDEO IF 0.301A

IJOY

- IP ._
5

C50/ Jr
2200

A3011301
220 1001

5%

odflT-
L 4.1

0301

120 1
1309
56

-1`4
I C305 y?

22 000,

1 3

7 P301

C
1310

309

220 22"T
1311

550

II IJOY

1311
12

5%

1515
220

112300111137, 5 6111E4 0510
1000

1/311CH11
COMPOSITE

SIGNAL AMP.
V302C

0500

1001
2200

Asa Al C331
1031

/71
11381 1321

204 401

01

1381
211

AGC-111 1101 CONTROL

L500

t 700071 1

C501

470

151 1500
3.39(0

1502
221
AN,

1E041155110 P100 1100

COILS FLOC SOCUT
r L101 1$0

IP 1511

011 311/501

02100 ILI
CIRCUIT 1001E1

MD

II 1101 F-114 lit Cs
Ire / 115 _14 13

101100

1111 111101

1121

5401 let(2//

COI

TEL

Ulf CON 450 12110X
1041/120 Si4111712I

AIIIIC1S 10 la AV XI( 11.0

BO/ 0'":
500121

111116 VIII

II lilt
III/IIIIIS31

WI
(1141/1113.41

I
0t

$

5 4

g I

11 10

1111121

11411
17 MI

//0211
ICIIIIISII

1104 4404

611

1100

01111
FUSE

1100
14

2211

0100

00cti
.051

1100

If 04041

II MI
(11/10111E1SI

17 MI
MIX/

1100

AC POWER

1110

111/1141

IL

CRM

110/1

1301

113,

1501

23 MEC

11
FN

11503
602

1/3 88811 1/2 10GF7A
SYNC CLIPPERso4 csoi VERT OSC.

v500A -44 .021 15011

/

3

0

0104,1001

I

/
93C19-6

ROYAC RECT.
41100

1101

I ILTER

CHOKE

C341

4 T

TC312
3

.1.314

1304 I

2_=TAL4K0E11.1411101

OFF
5

.AC402

10 .10Y

P W 2

75A195-1
75A189-18
75A 135-46
75A155 9
75A155-9
75A155 9

75A155 10
75A155 10
75A155 10
94A460-1
72A366 1

0410

.01

II JP 1402 1403

I,, CRY

5" I
2024:1 Cl4"11--14107°

 +. 1111111

NCR

104

4401 561

05111-1404 1

/15r
C04,04

1334 1317

1 11 5% 120

I I If
C540

: 0132L

305

.91

3825 _ 3 zi;-3-:1:4-44

0

001;0:51;3151

$

f"...:'

(45;4%51315.

61 1. 51

2302

-Ir 2,3311'Tzs a I

5.11

- ,--
i

I

11.30:

I ll
1 1

I :I

41 33825-3 CSR c340_1 -

I _.   Anne
1 112101,75%2 IT

0300 510 410T 0314

C031,

7

l
Q./.

I

1 1.
5%2701

NOISE GATE
I

518159-121

0301
J

AIRLINE PART NO.

67A15 412
75A108 8

75A135 48
75A195-3
75A195.4
75A195-2

R127A.B-- control tint 100K/100K
R128- control volume 1M
R129 control vert hold 750K .

R327 - control AGC 40K
R345 - control blue drive 6K
R346 -- control red drive 6K
R340 - control brightness range 200K
R509 - control vert lin 3.4M ..
R517 - control yen height 100K
L106 -- coils deflect yoke assembly
1201. - coil quad

t it
k $2044

ICC

511101
"04 WAKEN

AUDIO 3 2a

OUTPUT VOICE COIL

1351
11

1303

IIMM 0
1502

1333
1.21

5%

1302 VIDEO

3RDDE T 4.5MHz
1320 D301 ;13 TRAf_ylDEOJr a r

030
100

12303

1321

331

93825-3

1.3011

1101 se:

L501 - coil horiz hold
T100 - xformer, power
T103 - xformer horiz output
T104 - xformer audio output
T200 - xformer 4.5MHz sound driver
T700-xformer chroma take off
1703 - xformer chroma demod
M100- voltage triplex
CB100-- circuit breaker 2.6a

tuner UHF
tuner VHF

DISCRIMINATOR

93825-3
D402

10405

10 tflE I -1 401 "31

bt-
111300

DELAY LINE

L309 TI

02 1311 101 C325 so Jr

p 111,5% 31
1, 578136-12 te

BLANKER GATE
0302

0326 1331
564

578182-12
ONO P

0300

4334
13 5 240 -C3S1
67 5%
5% I I

1349
4101

C3311

3300

1/3 11CH11 0
VIDEO AMP.

V302A ii/of

150

JP'
13411

2101

4101

11352

10

32

2

0401

1401

1340, 2001

BRIGHTNESS
RANGE

=matt:0120T

1310

C321 1341

$1 I 1001

1309

94A351-1
80A116-3
79A164-3
79A88-7

72A303 17
72A368-1
72A357-1
93A91-1
84A17-15
94A440-1
94A421-1

.10 IfM. peon^. SIIIX

1350 fir
_

578159-12
BLANKER

0303

112 80811
CHROMA AMP 2

V30IB 4

10325

1700
ISO

1100

CHROMA

TAKE OFF

-121114144'
3 1

1323
220

1324
150

11701

150

A11Z111

1701

CORONA BANDPASS

72111IGE
t 1r

3

C011°5'

073J

- 10  110I
0700
22 93C60-5

ACC yrso
0705 t5F

1141
2101

111'

150

71.703

C704

12,5%

TP10
1701

1.5111111-4

11141

10504
4100

SOP

1501
1201

/301

1505
,AN

0502. 301, 31
3300 /-1

IC252050

1511 6512
1514 0510

411 Ill
4101 0501 1200

.047
0501 0507

001 1500

1:
.'1W544

15571!EC

4

Jl-
1511 2

0501
11

I/2 10CF1A
VERT. OUTPUT

V5018

X M01.71.410,4/

3 /OP

1510

2.111E6

ELsvf C

°CON
9

i
11151 -1-071
f MC T3500

<7,)
611105

P105

WOO 44*/ff 7 NOM,_- "-Y.,

114 3

1.5,101

93019-6 0102

B. RUTZ lec°
0102

1501
0

VERT. 1179.750I

HOLD

118.11.31C)

2.21, 40

(1)

0107A 010714 01070

4501

3.14(6
.500P

1516
7 /MEC

TO *IX/

_..../.

1513

1501

VERT. HEIGHT
1511

1001

1501
31

51

115011

1304

I

7102

VERT. OUTPUT

.. 410/ Ito

142 ILL 'iirl.Tuali...""..--4-44$: 01111/110 402-

33Y: .rt
24i t

7

110Uf sour
1750 1500 I5J4

01041 0061
150LO 2004,11

350/ ISOV

93C79-6  ,,,, ...MX
B. REG T.I ;0"81_ tin 93C79-6 ICIO6C

0101 Illy I 2155°0L;F 8* RECT
1401i1004ENU 12'2 "t- 115'

4-. _
11--0-40, ri /OR

cm, ,t 11,02 *C100
1000 2 51I OW
110 101 - ,501 ow

93C39-5 ., ,c0u:ti_
fi IjAr

0104 -.- TVOLTAGE REG. 150

t2..101 coo

1103

1504

11139

.170,

10,54

26106
0100

11011I

SAMIT:M 6.3;10 ME.,,
otf

c

C570

C519

150

C514 r
41

;

HORIZ.'
PHASE DET.

D500

IDCF 71

1501

1520
471

1519
411

IV

1522
3901
5%

4523
3901 1525
5% 4101

1ED

TEL 411
1504

1.304 1305

sn ,
0,15 1,11

TIOU1 511
3500

L1011

C102

.0033

1703
221

11000
COIRIECTS
A P1000

I
<

010

11.1/1110

1(D/1RT

11003
CONNECTS

TO P003

1111

DEFLECTION YOKE ASS' Y

00112 REIT
COILS COILS_ J

uni
1104

6101

1102

14002
CORNICES

10 MON

tin

26 L1,6
HORIZ OUTPUT

0100

1/z 5JW8
HON. OSC CONTROL

V502A

05211. 05221_ 1533

C516

I'000 3100 150

711502
1521

111,
C534 C541 1524

11000 33001
$5 f I

100,1,11

C5/31011
.41 20,00fIT

flip

10110 11111 10110 1101111

0100

1526

1/2 5JW8
HORIZ.OSC.

05028

0525
120 105

2
3

isoRiz
1201

1.501

11529
7 'HOLD

1530, 301, 5%

A'1115; asp IC529 11 1532
1527 024

till I 1-21 it
550y 211 130010E0

211,5%

112 1NOP 330=-

1531
1 51

1

0526 1535
4100 1101

1551
2301
21

10111 11111 511111

1500 02C0 4S02 0301 1300 1502

0 o o o o E 0 0 L.

II 012
ro ear 1111 0

0 0 0 Or 0
C209 0333 034 C352 C329 0330
01

ISOM 1500015000 I
1000 I 1000

fI CII
SCIIII COIIIOIS 
War Xl'5110111X157

11531
0533 4706

I .01

2 10

1554
100

ON KM Wife
1010-

(I10055 0°I. 16;0/7

IMZIC

I

190K3
DAMPER

V503

1002.5 6
MOP

2,1
C530, .0112,110 1503 /0- NW SON

a DS 01

-
0551 BOOSTED BOOST RUT,

1536

51120

1105

HIGH

VOLTAGE

72011

AOJ

1142.3901 "-fir

93A40 -I 13°0 I
.0532
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6 AO?
111103

1311

C 3 1 7

1312,611/ -Mr 0335.47

-Of

93869-1
0303

C331

B

C

E

o
1714

1101

1703

XTAL FILTER

1700C101 1707 1701
35111,1 200,5% it

1,
5

-
4

It702

170013

1701
2201

r crot
320

Do

1702
3.51 1111,.

PEAXING

C/11

93A76 -I;
Droo ,

1703

CORONA

DEMOD.

0nd
211(- 611CM, 2 j

10105 1105
IN 43,23

5%

8BUII SUB CARRIER
(7) BURST CATE V500C

`-'5 4045006 /JOY

C1011 AM to,

.6II
.00

2 _ C/10 - 1111

of T loo

10 ,
 IMP

FG

H

11
1102

rtim
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PHI LCO-FOR D
Color TV Chassis
3CS45
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T2- filter choke 32-10155-3
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T5 - power LP 32-10171-2
T5 - power EP 32-10171-2
VR42 - A-vert ht, B-lin, C-horiz bias 33-5627-3
VR93 - CRT bias 33-5628-12
VR202A.13 - 500n, color, manual & preset 33-5644-20
VR203A,13 - brightness manual 8 preset. 33-5644-18
VR204 - 100n contrast 33-4555-6
VR205A,13 - 750K, vert hold 10K, del adjust 33-5644-21
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OSCILLOSCOPE WAVEFORM PATTERNS

These Waveforms were taken with the re, ever AGC Loot.' adjusted ler an app.041,11e peal.to-p;,ak ootpLit of two volts
at the video detector, using an air signal. Do not reset AGC control when using color bar generator. All monochrome voltages
take,. with average air signal and all Chrema voltages taken with a color bar generator connected to the antenna input termi-
nals. The chroma peak to -peak voltages woo, taken with the ChrOma control set for 0 3V peak to -peak at center tap of chrome
control w 6,4IO2 and the toll control set for proper color bars (approximately midrangel. color bar generator oullart set for '1 5
VDC at M109. all other Is set for nolnal vrew.ng. The frequencies shown are those of the wavefOrms not the sweep
rate hl the oscilloscope All voltages tater, with a wide hand scope having a 5 9117. bandwidth similar to B&K Model 1450
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L C. C8200
CIRCUIT

BREAKER

V92 V91
12GN1 601.8

VIDEO COLOR

OUT. DIFF. AMP.

°
C)

0 0 O

VR205
DET. LEVEL

VENT. HOLD

V41 VR201
6J ZI3A FOCUS

VERT. OSC.i ADJ.

VERT. OUT.

DOI

V42
6BL8

HOR. REACT.

HOR.OSC.

00 (4, Q ®o o
0

A

VR91 VR93 SW201 VR41 L41 VR42
RED GRN BLU CRT P K RED GRN BLU NOR. VERT. VERT. HOR.

DRIVE DRIVE DRIVE BIAS QUALITY SCR. SCR. SCR. FREQ. HT. LIN. BIAS

V202
3DC3

H.V. REC.

(INSIDE CAGE)

V20(. V200
6JS6C
HOR. OUT.

V201
6CG3

DAMPER

SW200
SERVICE

SWITCH

5,

CRT COLOR TEMPERATURE ADJ.
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1543
ZENITH
TV Chassis 19F B 12, 13

ANTENNA

Mf
4110411

33
44

001E0 NT
711101

10 0100313
14.241

LUE

Inn

ELECTRONIC 17 /-7-= pi SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
C220A - 2000 elect capacitor 15013

TECHNICIAN/DEALER 1 C22013 -5001 elect capacitor 150v
C220C - 300ut elect capacitor 50v

AUGUST  1974 C220D - 1000u f elect capacitor 3513
R215 - varistor
R224 - varistor

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS R723- thermistor
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS t 203-horiz hold coil

Car 121-505 OR
0101

II/102 121-954
is 1ST 1 F 1.,1 41 MM.

121-503 OR 74-i

.103

41051

i1024,20 y
cioi"

C102

I e--"" ' '
51 i r

colt
tiolirOsIciosi cite

5,1 1 41

11

3.111

LION

COIL

T

410
10

"1'1001 12 of 20 ?PT 5 1 49 ., i,
Mi° 'F

"`,..

ft___113.
.

, 4.
001
0001

Li,* .0015
.vge41024 001 N'%

NU ONC011

L

150-31 MODULE ASSY
I. F.

ctiLiil!;1

TIRO TELLON

121

1
0071

rU12 US 0 0-
0401

121- 699
AGC

DELAY

I to

C111 01)
0015 so

51 01 110/
3 VI

1106 10

2 II 41

5

12 '

10 110 11401 
41

w.+24V
54

1412 4-1414 AOC 1(0E1
0402 +24V41+ -*---"^-11"--,u 0403

121-671
AGC

OUTPUT
4 IV

1407

:410
3151

.061

too. 121 -446
-11- AGC

m/ GATE .115

n SAY rel.
5

14

600, - 404

1.1. .14 I 2./0
0403- c n

%OS

2.1)L4"24V
54.

);

1407%54
151

r.
0001

IOC OELAT

L- _731311

C/05 /

1401 7 21
1001 S

C/44 11:

- 2407- .05

1401

5

I 21

__/50

41(0
+24V

TO NORiZONTAL

8+
.219

cm 1 cn2".
-20s,

POI

0.7
.0015

L r"

2.7.
RION

r42

sin
0701

121-975
VERT OSC COM

124

Oil

150

F
113

2 51

0102 reit
12 I- 506 OR

"
12 - 504 OR

I 21-954
2141., F

3.91

;11101

224
10'

41

141

C114 C111

T1500 0015
110 31 mita

3»4.---.....-
1 l 4. TO 1 4,

Cue
30 01

1113
2.20
10 4111
1 II PIN

0103
121-522 OR 121-951

3RD IF
20 40

5.41

10. i

F:0 ITO
.11115 ere

i

0.13

1101

T

ZENITH PART NO.
22-7314 T201- audio output 'dormer 95-3120
22-7314 7202 - vert output ittorrner .95-3094"01

22-7314 1203 - yoke assembly .... ...594147.01
22-7314 T205- horiz output 'dormer S-97079
63-5440 71102 - quad kformer 95-2620

63-10281 CR202 - high volt rectifier 103-258

63-10290 IC1101 - integ circuit 221.48
95-3100 F201 fuse .61 slo blo 136.108

1301

cm rol 11ev

C127

-,- 100
54

2174

+Mt
.500

cin
.0013 I LIII :I:

'.'

.01

U.?
1100. ; .0

C111

4p1
 WI

1

_4 J
1.209

"FC

'-1111 9-95 MODULE ASSY
VIDEO OUTPUT AND AGC cis

s

0404
121- 895
VIDEO
DRIVER

14/0 442I
1.5r

.17 22 Rai. INI

Ss -, 21

-11-41414721.21i4V ',.;:. :.

5.6a 3
' '

.22171" '' A 4

1411-11-.)02 C4151
'401 ' '"
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7
-(1031 6s 21

'!.N
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^ ^
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tux17111101111- /1 2,
.041 I +24V
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121-886
VERT

DRIVER

+24V

11101

151

54 1/211

421 1273 0701

151 1041

156

CAN
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4203

. 2J
2201

10 II

SLR

1E0
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CIO/
21 01
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.LIERNI It 'r
WANT( 001

'
1APAC11016,

0406
121-990 OR ALT.
121.-989.121-868

+24VVIDEO cm
,

OUTPUT 1401In
12v

34

1424 1.0, 4421
HA

475 5%

100
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0011 .0000

.202
31

3,

120
71140

1204
I 14

.7.1

j, 100
CONINS1

1201 *201 VOL111731

1.54
77

(12

±4CCL9-115 MODULE ASSY 0703 to.f.or
.i,o VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL 121-975 OR 121-982
too HOR Z. A.F.C. I

1112
ISO
55

4-130V

112 sit

lit
(mit

C,213

[11

11

ON

/
li

C201

TitI-

1221

MT I 41
101 .008

Fr
A(0

113( _1 lit.
121-821 OR

0202 I
1

-
1112701 ir

121-7 58 I

5.11R1

VERT I

i ,1
II2

1 IV .22,1 ill
......

OUTPUT
1 '." 'r- - -

.275 I 2 72031

:11,421f.

0E1 4%11111- -
5%

_---1 Cr <
56.1124,3%

III.

1111
1 NE6

1111

115.-22151
10%

113 111

__I

(E1
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4I00 -
LOCO

3.201

24 0704
540121-888
HORIZ OSC EFn

C170
.0013

Is+ 130V

*My

4230
56

lIIr + 2 4 V

HORIZ. DRIVER, 12 I L2'2

(1;5
<-4=1

1504

1204

1703

110112.1010

0101(16

601/

750-2I I MODULE ASSY 1.111
I

co .__11102

1--C.4"" L

11

C1113

el 0, .ri

Cup.
is

I

2 1C110e

.0M7S115 I

)

r

-11,1121:-111

'T.2.4:C,1,1053,

,C2121:

0

I:1111112 T

SOUND +I- MAN DOT

'C'ORN'

__J 0065_1101 c 101

L-

0203
121-985

HORIZ OUTPUT

I 7 1201
0041CliON Cog-

44,411.11_0,...1250

Iii /1010111j 70pew:

l'"Tlle"'LS'ia I

1IL-

33I/2 +NT

C11/10

10
CA204

CT/OCT

-
:;;00.300

-.10.120i
19Ft312

POWER SUPPLY

TO

103

SIN TO 1713

3
3111

,5120

+24V
110114311$ 4100.141.1

114111112 01-0511 151

0201
121-713

AUDIO OUTPUT
11212

Do
1!

1213

3 IV

4201
le

.

.62
9+

140V

12 3 - 4 8 41.

CAg_Lc gg
0273
100

of T of T of
Ill

(0% Itoa 10% 10%

- 1
1

411101 .1304
O. ..I 120 al CM I

220

24704 CRINT
7* 'r e501200 3%

1502

N"
a.i

cc704_1 T' i

01(1

~;17101 11? TUDI
81111NIT

19F B13
POWER SUPPLY

0 SONE 111031.11.13 USC OP 201
4-001 0f11.11C TEEDTNPU
1430211013

44 101

TEST POINTS

C OuTPuT
1 DETECTOR NIRO

7 11010 1115
SECOND II 201100101
01010 OutP111
It 1 G C

AGC OUTPUT

000 If. IGNEENT

6040 DISCS ovteur
2111(0 011101 OUT PUT
310 it SAS(

11.7743

ILL 121474115 111311011/ 10011 0115513 10 1101011 1011121110
2 ALL sotrius ARE 0 C 1111iISS 070211151 SREC1T,ED.

3 ILL 1047130 INASLIEVENeS 10 6( SAO( 1110 NO 'lout POISON? 11tH
6011111E1 SELIC1011 SIT TO C1011.11 2.

4 ALL 0151210PS API 254101  10 PEN1111 101041421. 1 2 1111 UNLESS

01111110111 SPECIFIED. 11E3 NOTE II.
5 r 11101211E0 20 411121111 10111421 011 11 L0113
6 All 11513104 IN I f SOUND 01010 .0*1101114 AND 1111,601 110011115

IN 1 4 1411 .41(51 010(11104 34(211 1E6
1 1(515111C1 1E1311S110115 NOM 1120 37113 11520111.12110 11121 CINCul T.

4011 1(51511245 101 SPEC, ilD API 111014 MI NO
ALL .4.0.CITT raeu(S IN 121101111105 urstiss 01104115( 54E20110.
ION CAPICiTy 101110415 SEE 1.22110.

i 111.013 C.. POTENT 10.11(RS il(1112111 CL001eiS( 10711101.
17 000 1134112132 0E1531311 um 111011110101

13 * ileDiCATIS 6046613 ;WPC
14121115 1011121 20441

15 110121113 IUWf17 CM TEST POINT
11 osOlCIT(S 002110111
It Ott 111111011113 714EN CV AIR 6160111 of 24LOPikei 2.5 (0116 P(11 10 /IRO

11 TEST 1.0111 Li 000 511 C01I11141 6E7 101 OWL 1111113
i1 Via PORN 011 9180111 1E010A21112 511112.044.121015

riCAL CI331111 CONKNENT

0 3JVH:-ZERO
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Announcing the
WINEGARD METRO -LINE
TV -FM DISTRIBUTION
AMPLIFIERS
...the first high input,
high output, low-cost
MATV system amplifiers
for strong signal areas
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r

r

Winegard's new Metro -Line amplifiers are specifically engineered to accommodate strong
signals and eliminate overload econom cally and efficiently. Because they have the same com-
mercial quality construction and circui-fy as the DA -830, DA -825B and DA -851, they are ideal
for home, hotel, apartment and office building systems.

Check these other important perfcrmance
features:

 High output capability makes a Metro -Line
your best db buy

 High input solves distortion and overload
problems common in strong signa! areas

 Lightning protection diode

 82 channel models have separate VHF and
UHF amplifier stages

 Extended band pass :54 to 300MHz) includes
mid and super band coverage making Metro -
Line approved for C.4TV use

 Eliminates multiple outlet charge for extra
sets or MATV systems on cable TV

 UL listed
 Easy for any competent TV service dealer

to install
 Choose from 3 VHF -FM and 2 VHF -UHF -FM

models; suggested list prices from $33.85
to $47.30

DA -203 DA -205 DA -215 DA -803 DA -805

OUTPUT PER CHANNEL°
VHF
UHF

46dbmv
NA

46dbmv
NA

53dbmv
NA

t3dbmv
35dbmv

45dbmv
35dbmv

INPUT PER CHANNEL°
VHF
UHF

3ldbmv
NA

3ldbmv
NA

40dbmv
NA

2:dbmv
26dbmv

3ldbmv
26dbmv

GAIN VHF
UHF

15db
NA

15db
NA

13db
NA

12db
9db

14db
9db

IMPEDANCE 300 ohm 75 ohm 75 ohm 300 ohm 75 ohm
Bandpass VHF

UHF

54 to
300MHz
NA

54 to
300MHz
NA

54 to
300MHz

NA

54 to
300MHz
470 to
810MHz

54 to
300MHz
470 to
810MHz

NOISE FIGURE VHF
UHF

4.2db
NA

3.3db
NA

4.8db
NA

4.3 db
1C.0db

3.3db
7.3db

POWER REQUIREMENTS

'7 channels VHF, 5 channels

117VAC,
60Hz,
2.3 watts

UHF 0.5%

117VAC,
60Hz,
2.3 watts

Cross Modulation

117VAC,
60Hz,
2.3 watts

1 I 7VAC,
60Hz,
3.5 watts

117VAC,
60Hz,
3.5 watts

For additional information ana sample system layouts, request New Product Bulletin No. 24.

V WINEGARDCompanyT E L 3V01 0S0 I OKiNrkwSoYo dS Ts tEreMe tS

Burlington, Iowa 52601

... for mcre details circle 141 on Reader Service Card



The easy-to -read
630 makes
learning easy.
The Model 630 V -O -M is priced
at a thrifty $72.

The rugged, general purpose Triplett
Model 630 is the kind of dependable
V -O -M that both teachers and
students appreciate. And for the same
reasons the electronic and electrical
maintenance professionals do.
Uncompromising accuracy. Sturdy
lightweight (only 3 lbs. with batteries).
Simplified single switch operation
holds errors to a minimum, and diode
overload protection for the meter
suspension movement reduces the
chance of tester damage when
mistakes do occur.

With long, clean scales covering 27
ranges in only four arcs, the Triplett
Model 630 is remarkably easy -to -read.

It's packed with major features:
1. Diode overload -protected

suspension movement V -O -M;
single range switch minimizes
error.

2. 4 Ohmmeter range with 4.4
ohms center scale.

3. Simplified scale-only 4 arcs
for all 27 ranges.

Sensitivity is 20,000 Ohms per Volt
DC, 5000 Ohms per Volt AC.
Accuracy is an excellent 2% on DC,
and 3% on AC. Measures resistance
to 100 megohms, with 6,000 Volt
AC and DC capability.
Handles DC microamperes 0-60, and
DC milliamperes 0-120, both at 250
mV, and can read DC amperes 0-12.

6000
1200

300 -
60 -

Rugged black molded plastic case
with removable black leather carrying
strap. All this for just $72.
Get the same convenience and
operating advantages plus 11/2% DC
accuracy and mirrored scale with the
Triplett Model 630-A, priced at
only $83.

For more information or a free
demonstration, call your Triplett

-x 10
-x 1000

-x 100 000

distributor or sales representative.
For the name of the representative
nearest you, dial toll free (800) 645-
9200. New York State, call collect
(516) 294-0990. Triplett Corporation,
Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

111111TRIPLETT
ALL YOU'LL EVER NEED IN V -O -M's.

Triplett. The easy readers.
. . for more details circle 138 on Reader Service Carl


